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ABSTRACT

How does poverty relate to why internal armed conflicts occur and intensify? This 

dissertation explores gendered dimensions of poverty related to minor internal armed 

conflict onset in poor contexts and suggests pathways through which nutritional 

insecurity may mediate conflict escalation by amplifying real dimensions of poverty. This 

dissertation analyzes positive-feedback dimensions between poverty and internal armed 

conflict by asking how minor internal armed conflict may occur because of gendered 

dimensions of poverty obscured by a focus on income per capita. This dissertation frames 

the decision to rebel within impoverished contexts as an issue indivisibility problem and 

engenders the rationalist logic as masculinist. By assessing how changes in national 

patterns of divorced males may reflect lost access to gendered resources within 

households and by analyzing how gendered structures may instantiate masculinist 

reactions to the gendered dimensions of poverty, this dissertation elucidates how the real 

effects of poverty and violence may align to lay the foundations for the amplification of 

internal armed conflict through the conflict cycle. By identifying three pathways through 

which nutritional insecurity may operate, this dissertation contributes to our 

understanding of how countries may develop self-reinforcing patterns of real poverty and 

internal armed conflict. I argue that the willingness and ability to rebel in contexts of 

poverty may be partially affected by lost access to resources produced at household levels 

by forms of feminized labor, as well as to resources that are distributed with gender 

inequality. I argue that nutritional insecurity may be captured by examining levels of per 
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capita protein from meat consumption and offer three mechanisms through which protein 

from meat per capita consumption may proxy nutritional insecurity within poor countries 

that experience minor internal armed conflict:  the proliferation of security dilemmas as 

conditioned by minor internal armed conflict; the loss of soil fertility as an amplified 

function of fighting; and the reliance on food exports. I examine data on 186 countries in 

the 1961-2008 period to interrogate why some countries develop the dynamics associated 

with the poverty-conflict trap and to find general support of the hypotheses. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of the Problem: Uncovering the Poverty-Conflict Trap

Since the end of World War II, intrastate armed conflict has supplanted interstate armed 

conflict1 as the most prevalent form of organized political violence in the system 

(Harbom and Wallensteen 2010, 503).2 The incidence of internal armed conflict generally 

rose from 1946 until a 1992 peak, declined until 2004, and increased overall through 

2009 (ibid.; see also Elbadawi, Hegre, and Milante 2008 and Thémner and Wallensteen 

2011).3 Understanding the causes of internal armed conflict remains a significant issue for 

international humanitarian policies, as well as international poverty reduction strategies 

and conflict prevention policies, because of its adverse impacts on human life and 

socioeconomic capital, and because both lower income states and countries with a prior 

conflict history face higher risks of experiencing civil war (Collier et al. 2003; Collier, 

Hoeffler, and Rhoner 2009; Collier and Hoeffler 2004; Collier and Sambanis 2002; 

1 Intrastate/internal armed conflict includes both minor and major internal armed conflicts. Minor internal 
armed conflict refers to those conflicts that result in 25-999 battle-related deaths (BRDs) in a given 
country in a calender year—i.e., “country-year”—whereas major internal armed conflict (or civil war) 
refers to those conflagrations resulting in at least 1,000 BRDs in a given country-year (Harbom, 
Melander and Wallensteen 2008; UCDP Dyadic Dataset [version 1-2009]). These trends reflect the 
number of new and ongoing internal armed conflicts to display general trends. 

2 This is additionally as compared to extrasystemic armed conflict (conflict between a state and an 
extraterritorial non-state group) and internationalized intrastate armed conflict (conflict between a 
government and internal opposition group featuring troop intervention by other states) (Harbom and 
Wallensteen 2010, 503,508). 

3 Elbadawi, Hegre, and Milante (2008) identify this trend with the same benchmark years from 1950-
2006 using both minor and major internal armed conflict from an earlier version of the UCDP/PRIO 
dataset (Gleditsch et al. 2002; Harbom and Wallensteen 2007) by reporting trends in new and ongoing 
internal armed conflicts versus terminated internal armed conflicts (452). An internal armed conflict 
onset is defined as the transition from less than 25 BRDs in a country-year to more than 25 BRDs in a 
country-year and termination as the transition to less than 25 BRDs in a given country -year. In keeping 
with UCDP/PRIO definition, the conflict is considered terminated but restarted if there are fewer than 
25 BRDs in a given country-year but at least 25 BRDs in the year before and after (Elbadawi, Hegre, 
and Milante 2008, 452).
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Elbadawi, Hegre, and Milante 2008; Fearon and Laitin 2003). Much of the discussion of 

internal armed conflict hinges on the questions of whether and how both prior conflict 

and poverty matter. 

First, given varied empirical links between the initial experience of an internal 

armed conflict and future, as well as escalated, fighting, it remains unclear how the initial 

onset of an intrastate armed conflict primes for later violence (Bayer and Rupert 2004; 

Blomberg and Hess 2002; Blomberg, Hess, and Thacker 2006; Collier and Sambanis 

2002, 5; Collier et al. 2003; Doyle and Sambanis 2000; Elbadawi, Hegre, and Milante 

2008; Flores and Nooruddin 2009; Gates 2002; Hegre and Sambanis 2006; Justino 2007; 

2009; Murdoch and Sandler 2002; Sambanis 2004a; Staines 2004). Elbadawi, Hegre, and 

Milante (2008) empirically demonstrate that the 1992-2004 decline in the incidence of 

internal armed conflict was because of the termination of ongoing internal armed 

conflicts rather than the successful prevention of new ones and show the rise of internal 

armed conflict onsets after 2004 to coincide with the reemergence of latent internal armed 

conflicts (452-53; see also Harbom and Wallensteen 2010, and Thémner and Wallensteen 

2011). 

While post-conflict states are at a higher risk for a future civil war onset than 

states with no prior history of war, it may be the case that unresolved issues producing an 

initial internal armed conflict create similar underlying conditions to cause subsequent 

violence, or it may also be that the effects of a prior internal armed conflict on a state's 

political economy increase the risks for later conflict (Collier and Sambanis 2002, 5; see 
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also Collier et al. 2003, Doyle and Sambanis 2000,  Elbadawi, Hegre, and Milate 2008, 

Gates 2002, and Hegre and Sambanis 2006). Collier et al. (2003) define the empirical 

regularity between prior-civil war and future fighting as the “conflict-trap” (see also 

Collier and Sambanis 2002, 5). The initial onset of intrastate armed conflict may 

introduce path-dependent processes of violence, although the underlying causal 

mechanisms mediating major intrastate armed conflicts, as well as those linking minor 

and major intrastate armed conflict, are unclear (Collier and Hoeffler 1998; 2002; 2004; 

Collier and Sambanis 2002, 5; Davenport, Armstrong, and Lichbach 2006; Fearon and 

Laitin 2003; 2011; Gurr 1970; Petersen 2001; Sambanis 2002; 2004a; 2002b; Walter 

2004). 

Internal armed conflicts reaching the point of full-blown civil war are difficult to 

stop; the average duration of a major intrastate armed conflict is ten times that of an 

interstate war (Collier, Hoeffler, and Rohner 2009, 1; see also Fearon 2004). Internal 

armed conflict imparts destructive tolls on human life, as well as on social and economic 

capital (Collier, Hoeffler, and Rohner 2009, 1). The destruction of internal armed conflict 

may induce varied negative effects on economic development that serve as an impetus for 

future fighting, although mechanisms are debated (Bayer and Rupert 2004; Blomberg and 

Hess 2002; Blomberg, Hess, and Thacker 2006; Collier and Sambanis 2002, 5; Collier et 

al. 2003; Flores and Nooruddin 2009; Hegre and Sambanis 2006; Justino 2007; 2009; 

Murdoch and Sandler 2002; Staines 2004). After the initial onset of an internal armed 

conflict, a “war economy” may develop such that livelihoods strategies become reliant on 
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violence, rendering chronic poverty to be the effect of the conflict (Berdal and Keen 

1997; Goodhand 2004, 157-58; 2005; Keen 1997). Other research elucidates ways 

internal armed conflict may inhibit trade flows, which may negatively affect economic 

development to prime for future violence (Bayer and Rupert 2004; Blomberg and Hess 

2002; Hegre, Gissinger, and Gleditsch 2003; Magee and Massoud 2011; Martin, Mayer, 

and Thoenig 2008; Sachs and Warner 1995). 

While some countries fully recover from internal war, many others feature 

lingering violence in the forms of organized crime, gang activities, and sporadic political 

violence (WDR 2011 Overview). These legacies of violence contribute to lower standards 

of living and declined humanitarian conditions within post-conflict environments (ibid.; 

Davies 2008; Flores and Nooruddin 2009). Flores and Nooruddin (2009) emphasize the 

humanitarian stakes of conflict prevention by arguing that “human suffering intensifies  

after the shooting stops” (4). A key for insight that is necessary for conflict prevention 

strategies, as Sambanis (2004a) argues, will be identifying how the outcome of a civil 

war onset is not a discrete but rather a cyclical phenomenon that is mediated by lower 

forms of political violence. By analyzing the dynamics of conflict escalation and the 

transition from one form of violence to another, researchers may more clearly identify the 

pathway effects of other variables in order to know how we get to a civil war onset in the 

first place (Sambanis 2004a, 259-60). 

Second, Collier et al. (2003) empirically demonstrate another factor, 

“marginalization”—that is, poor governance, poverty, and primary commodity 
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dependence—is an independent and robust statistical variable linked to the onset of civil 

war. While evidence demonstrates a strong correlation between poverty (as variously 

analyzed through low national incomes, income inequality, primary commodity 

dependency, and trade relations) and internal armed conflict onset, the causal relationship 

is poorly understood, and theoretical explanations of underlying mechanisms are very 

highly debated (Alesina et al. 1996; Azam 2002; Blomberg and Hess 2002; Blomberg, 

Hess, and Thacker 2002; Boswell and Dixon 1990; Brückner and Ciccone 2010; Buhaug 

et al. 2011; Bussman and Schneider 2007; Cederman, Weidmann, and Gleditsch 2011; 

Collier and Hoeffler 1998; 2002; 2004; Collier et al. 2003; Collier, Hoeffler, and Rohner 

2009; Davies 1962; de Soysa 2002; de Soysa and Neumayer 2007; Djankov and Reynal-

Querol 2010; Esteban and Ray 2008; Fearon 2005; Fearon and Laitin 2003; 2011; Gurr 

1970; Hegre and Sambanis 2006; Hegre, Gleditsch, and Gissinger 2003; Hegre, Østby, 

and Raleigh 2009; Humphreys 2005; Humphreys and Weinstein 2008; Justino 2007; 

2009; Keen 1997; Krause and Suzuki 2005; Le Billon 2001; Li and Reuveny 2003; 

Lujala 2009; Lujala, Gleditsch, and Gilmore 2005; Magee and Massoud 2011; Muller 

1988; Muller and Seligson 1987; Murdoch and Sandler 2002; Østby 2008; Oyesufi 2008; 

Ron 2005; Ross 2004a; 2004b; 2006; Sachs and Warner 1995; Sambanis 2002; 2004a; 

Theisen 2008; Thies 2010). 

Current quantitative research is unable to adjudicate between the causal relation 

between poverty and internal armed conflict, in part, because of the confounding nature 

of the main explanatory variable, national and per capita incomes. The theoretical 
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mechanisms that are variously offered, which can be grouped into four schools:  greed-

based/rationalist, grievance-based/psychological, state capacity, and ecological, are a 

priori difficult to adjudicate between because they tend to rely preponderantly or 

conditionally upon a measure of income (Holtermann 2007). However, it is unclear 

whether the effect of income is direct, indirect, spurious, or conditional upon other 

variables (Holtermann 2007, 7). The primary issues with using income-based measures to 

assess the relation between poverty and internal armed conflict are two-fold. First, many 

low-income countries are stable, so even if low-income is a necessary condition, it is not 

sufficient; this requires any income-based account of poverty's link to internal armed 

conflict to minimally provide additional indirect (that is, additive) and/or conditional (that 

is, multiplicative) variables that mediate the role of income in order to substantiate its 

causal connection to internal armed conflict. Second, measures of income do not display 

much variance over time, raising the concern of a spurious correlation (Fearon 2010, 2; 

see also Djankov and Reynal-Querol 2010). Here it is possible that the effect of income is 

because of a third, unmeasured, and intervening variable, which does cause conflict 

(ibid.). 

 Deciphering the causal link between poverty and internal armed conflict is most 

generally made complex by the intervening nature of the role of the conflict cycle itself 

and its endogenous relation to poverty. Because of the negative and mediating impacts 

that fighting has on economic conditions, some scholars analyze the positive feedback 

relationships between domestic poverty and internal armed conflict, which pose a 
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significant threat to the long-term trajectory of a state's overall development (Blomberg 

and Hess 2001; Blomberg, Hess, and Thacker 2002; Goodhand 2004; Justino 2007; 

2009). However, no existing study examines the mediating role that poverty may have 

within the conflict cycle and throughout the process of escalation in order to produce a 

civil war onset. This dissertation is attempt to fill this specific research gap. 

1.2  Overview of the Study & Research Questions

This dissertation is an attempt to address the issue of the positive feedback dynamics 

between poverty and internal armed conflict. The central analytical focus of this 

dissertation is the poverty-conflict trap, which this dissertation identifies as a self-

reinforcing cycle where once politically relevant conditions of poverty initially give way 

to minor internal armed conflict, poverty becomes more widespread and absolute, which 

serves to irreversibly perpetuate and intensify internal armed conflict. It seeks to analyze 

those factors specific to contexts of poverty that increase the likelihood that a country 

experienced the onset of a minor internal armed conflict within the 1961-2008 period and 

further analyzes the mediating and interactive effects of poverty and prior minor internal 

armed conflict that increased the probability of a country experiencing a major internal 

armed conflict onset in this period. Those countries experiencing these specific dynamics 

are analyzed as to be caught within a specific and combined trend of the poverty-conflict  

trap. Two questions guide this study. 

First, does gender have a demonstrable effect on the probability that a country 

experienced a minor internal armed conflict? That is, how do the gendered dimensions of 
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poverty increase the willingness and ability of individuals to rebel and precipitate the 

onset of minor internal armed conflicts? While prior quantitative research has examined 

how gender, and specifically variable norms of gender equality, may be related to the 

onset of internal armed conflict (Caprioli 2003; 2005; Melander 2005), existing research 

does not address how the gendered dimensions of poverty may exercise complex effects 

on household units (Chant 2006; 2010; Jackson 1996; Kabeer 2003; 2007; Peterson 

2002a; 2003; 2010; 2012; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010; UNDP 2010). A major 

divergence of the present analysis is to explore ways that gender inequality may affect 

gendered relations in the private sphere, which may bring additional complexity to the 

theorized ways that greater formal participation by women in public spheres may have as 

as considered empirical variable (Buvinic, Das Gupta, and Casabonne 2009; Folbre 1986; 

UNDP 2010; World Bank 2012). Rather than employ a liberal/sameness (Beauvoir [1949] 

2011; Ferguson 1977), essentialist/difference (Irigary [1974] 1985; [1977] 1985; Gilligan 

1982; Young 2002), or constructivist feminist (Davids and van Driel 2001; 2005; Kimmel 

2000; Lorber 1994) theoretical framework, all of which may focus on ways that gender 

equality varies within and between countries, this dissertation instead interrogates the 

politically relevant implications of hegemonic masculinity (Connell 1987; [1995] 2005; 

Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010) to examine the varied masculinist reactions that male 

individuals who become divorced may have within contexts of poverty given lost access 

to benefit from feminized forms of labor and gendered patterns of intrahousehold 

transfers, as well as the way that hegemonic masculinity may legitimate competitive 
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violence, which a rich body of feminist research theoretically elucidates (Chant 1999; 

2006; 2007; 2010; Chen, Vanek, and Carr 2004; Connell 1987; [1995] 2005; Kabeer 

2003; 2007; Moghadam 2005; Peterson 2003; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010).4 

Second, does nutritional insecurity have variable effects on the escalation of major 

internal armed conflicts? This dissertation explores three potential pathways through 

which the positive feedback dynamics associated with the poverty-conflict trap may 

become introduced as minor internal armed conflict escalates into full-blown civil war 

contingent upon the gendered introduction of minor internal armed conflict into societies: 

the brutalization and social marginalization of individuals; the variable influence of the 

loss of soil fertility; and the reliance on food exports. These three pathways are argued to 

reflect the greater incidence of perceived “issue-indivisibility” (Fearon 1995) over 

4 Both Connell (1987; [1995] 2005) and Peterson and Runyan ([1993] 2010) concur that instantiated 
gender identities that are localized, personal, and lived entail differentiated individual access to power 
based upon gender identities because gender structures intersect within a matrix of coexisting forms of 
sociopolitical hierarchical relations that also confer individuals' access to power (race,class, nation, 
sexual orientation, etc.). However, because gender inequality is analyzed as a structural feature of 
sociopolitical institutions that globally (re)produces binary power relations premised upon masculine 
and feminine abstractions/ideologies/value-systems/beliefs, gender inequality itself can be taken as an 
invariant fact of global sociopolitical structures and interactions, while it is also true that individuals 
experience unequal and conflicting access to power because of the matrix of other forms of power 
relations within gender hierarchy (see also Connell and Messerschmidt 2005; Peterson 1990; 1992a; 
1999; 2002; 2003; 2010). The distinction I hope to make here is of no small matter but rather entails 
epistemological and ontological commitments and orientations. Specifically, to the extent that this 
dissertation involves undertaking general statistical analyses for the purposes of knowledge-building 
concerning scientific and philosophic questions of sociopolitical phenomena experienced in non-
Western contextualizations, it is important for me, as a Western-contextualized author, to attempt to 
avoid reproducing, to the best of my ability,  a subject-object stance toward the non-Western individuals 
whose behavior I explicitly am aiming to interpret as I study the poverty-conflict trap (cf. Mohanty 
2003a; 2003b; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010). I therefore rest on the fact of gender hierarchy, rather 
than the 'facts of individuals lives' in order to attempt to make visible the theorized rationalities of the 
subjects (not subject) this dissertation interrogates (undertaken more extensively in Chapter 2 by 
comparing masculinist-rationalist and feminine-rationalist reactions to indivisible food access) while 
explicitly questioning key structural power relations that have produced the very subject-object 
dichotomy that instantiates the political-scientific question of the poverty-conflict trap.
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minimal access to key assets relied upon for nutritional insecurity, land and livestock 

(World Bank 2008). Previous studies have reported different, and even contradictory, 

findings on ways environmental scarcities may relate to internal armed conflict, and it 

remains unclear how poverty and environmental scarcities may be linked (Adano et al. 

2012; Benjaminsen et al. 2012; Bergholt and Lujala 2012; Buhaug 2010; Burke et al. 

2009; Butler and Gates 2012; Devitt and Tol 2012; Hendrix and Salehyan 2012; Homer-

Dixon 1991; 1994; 1995; Koubi et al. 2012; Raleigh and Kniveton 2012; Slettebak 2012; 

Theisen 2012). This dissertation reduces complexities by elucidating a common 

denominator – protein from meat consumption– and asks how the positive feedback 

relation between fighting and poverty, if mediated by nutritional insecurity, may amplify 

the gendered proliferation of domestic security dilemmas, the variable effects of soil 

erosion, and/or the reliance on food-exports, which may all possibly explain how 

different countries in poverty become at risk for experiencing escalated internal armed 

conflict in order to become locked in a poverty-conflict trap.

1.3   Theoretical Framework 

This dissertation analyzes the introduction and amplification of positive feedback 

dynamics at two tipping points:  first from negative peace to minor internal armed 

conflict and then from minor internal armed conflict to full-blown civil war. Changes at 

these tipping points are argued to reflect macro-level socioeconomic structures and 

corresponding micro-level rationalist reactions, thus materializing the effects of the 
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underlying scarcities producing the politically relevant conditions of poverty.5 

Specifically, I examine dynamics within the poverty-conflict trap as the confluence of 

two factors, the gendered inequality between masculinity and femininity, which may 

partially instantiate varied, rationalist logics in reaction to subjective perceptions of 

extreme scarcity, and the absolute effects of nutritional insecurity.

First, I theorize how the willingness and the ability to rebel reflect sociopolitical 

relations and masculinist reactions to indivisible access to basic resources necessary to 

survival. Because internal armed conflict is characterized by an ex post inefficiency 

problem (Fearon 1995), it is necessary to explain why the ex post outcome of intrastate 

armed conflict is not reached prior to fighting. Previous literature has characterized the 

central problématique of internal armed conflict as a free riding problem to extend 

Olson's (1965) logic of collective action (Lichbach [1995] 1998). However, because the 

onset of internal armed conflict involves ex novo collective violence, this dissertation 

argues that the free riding problem is inappropriately applied to the onset of internal 

armed conflict because free riding is not a rational calculus affecting expected subjective 

utilities until a movement is already underway. The more basic issue of what renders 

individuals both willing and able to cover the investment costs of internal armed conflict 

is instead the relevant question, and therefore this dissertation characterizes the central 

problématique of internal armed conflict as the rationalist ex post inefficiency problem 

(Fearon 1995).

5 See Sambanis 2004a for the need to combine micro- and macro- level explanations in order to 
successfully analyze the cyclical patterns that produce a civil war onset. 
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To analyze those factors that render individuals both willing and able to rebel in 

contexts of poverty, I explore how gendered structures, in part, may explain masculinist 

reactions to patterns of change at the household-level in domestic societies where 

perceptions of issue indivisibility over access to resources perceived necessary to survival 

begin to become scarce as a gendered dimension of poverty. I analyze the gendered 

effects of household units as patterns of marriage become disrupted at national levels 

because households are sites of sociopolitical relations that provide economies-of-scale in 

the distributional access to food and gender inequalities in the intra-household transfers 

(Becker 1973; 1974; Kabeer 2003; Peterson 2010; UNDP 2010), as well as sites 

providing access to the benefits of private relationships, including heterosexist 

reproductive/sexual relations, familial ties, and access to the resources made available by 

non-formal and feminized forms of labor (Peterson 1999; 2002; 2003; 2010; Peterson and 

Runyan [1993] 2010; Young 2002). As changes in the gendered dimensions of poverty 

that are obscured by measures of income are linked to greater prevalence of divorce, I 

explore ways that the onset of internal armed conflict within the poverty-conflict trap 

may reflect affective, gendered, and rationalist-masculinist reactions to the loss of 

economies-of-scale and privileged access to resources at household levels, which 

amplifies 'real' poverty; the formation of the willingness to rebel because of the lack of 

legitimacy of the sociopolitical domestic status quo given masculinist norms of 

entitlement to these basic resources; and the ability to rebel because of masculinist pride. 

Second, I examine the relation of nutritional insecurity to the poverty-conflict trap 
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by analyzing the mediating effects of micro-level uncertainties because of the gendered 

proliferation of security dilemmas, micro-level uncertainties over soil fertility, and food 

access and food availability uncertainties because of reliance on food exports. I explore 

how the intensification of a minor internal armed conflict produced because of the 

gendered dimensions of poverty may reflect the amplification of real poverty as a matter 

of nutritional insecurity as a function of any or a combination of these three pathways to 

civil war within the context of the poverty-conflict trap. A vast and growing literature 

variously examines how both natural resources and/or environmental scarcities may be 

linked to internal armed conflict (Adano et al. 2012; Benjaminsen 2008; Benjaminsen et 

al. 2012; Bergholt and Lujala 2012; Buhaug and Gates 2002; Buhaug and Rød 2006; 

Butler and Gates 2012; Collier and Hoeffler 1998,2002; 2004; Collier, Hoeffler, and 

Rohner 2009; Collier, Hoeffler and Soderbom 2004; de Soysa 2002; de Soysa and 

Neumayer 2007; Devitt and Tol 2012; Doyle and Sambanis 2000; Elbadawi and 

Sambanis 2002; Fearon 2005; Fearon and Laitin 2003; Gleditsch 2012; Hauge and 

Ellingsen 1998; Hegre 2002; Hendrix and Glaser 2011; Hendrix and Salehyam 2012; 

Herbst 1990; 1996/97; 2000; Homer-Dixon 1991; 1994; 1995; Humphreys 2005; 

Humphreys and Mohamed 2005; Humphreys, Sachs and Stiglitz 2007; Karl 1997; Keen 

1998; Koubi et al. 2012; Le Billion 2001; Lujala 2010; Raleigh and Kniveton 2012; 

Reynal-Querol 2002;  Ron 2005; Ross 2004a; 2004b; 2006; Slettebak 2012; Thies 2010; 

2012; Theisen 2012; Tir and Stinnet 2012; Weinstein 2005). I use a variable that may 

reflect the lack of nutritional insecurity as a feature of the destruction of masculinist 
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fighting, as well as capture the effects of gendered contagion, soil erosion, and weak-link 

effects (Dixon 1993; 1994; 1996) of food exporting—protein from meat consumption per 

capita. This variable is explored as a lower common denominator sensitive to those rural 

dynamics mediating the relationship between poverty and full-blown civil war. 

Because soil nutrients are depleted terminally and the productive capacity of soil 

is a priori unknown and variable because of the partially independent nature of soil 

fertility, there is a short-term incentive to exploit land resources directly through 

agricultural activities, which is further incentivized by the international profit mechanism. 

Because of the investment costs associated with farming, individuals may become path-

dependent upon their productive livelihoods, which renders them vulnerable to a priori 

uncertain events such as crop-failures, which may cause irrecoverable loss of farming 

assets. Further, all types of human productive activities, including resource extraction, 

industrial activities and their externalities, and the direct and indirect effects of conflict 

may introduce and/or amplify soil exhaustion, as mediated by the independent properties 

of the soil. The poverty-conflict trap is analyzed as a complex product of the variable 

influence of the partially independent nature of soil fertility, which may produce micro-

level reactions to evolving scarcities that amplify the conditions of poverty. 

Secondly, the role of food exporting is additionally explored as a possible 

pathway through which conflicts may escalate by reflecting both citizens' desires for food 

sovereignty, as well as the lack of import-substitution options for countries whose 

favored staples are less available on the global food markets. By accounting for the 
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dynamics of supply and demand as they are biased against the food preferences of many 

poor countries who specialize in food-exports in response to hegemonic, global demands 

rather than local ones, I elucidate weaker-link dynamics in the event of a domestic food 

shortage as an internationalized dimension of the poverty-conflict trap. 

1.4   Research Hypotheses

The research hypotheses investigated in this dissertation are as follows:

Hypothesis 1:  Where there are higher national proportions of divorced males, the 

onset of minor internal armed conflict will be more likely. 

Hypothesis 2:  Where there are higher levels of arable land, the onset of minor 

internal armed conflict will be more likely. 

Hypothesis 3:  Lower absolute levels of protein from meat consumption will 

increase the likelihood of incidence of a major internal armed conflict.

Hypothesis 4:  The value of the total exports of food and animal commodities will 

relate to the incidence of major internal armed conflicts in a negative, quadratic fashion, 

where low levels of food and animal exports will correspond to the lack of politicizable 

grievances and high levels of food and animal exports will correspond to the ability of 

political actors to afford to be able to respond to food insecurity.

Hypothesis 5:  Prior incidence of a minor internal armed conflict in the previous 

year will increase the likelihood of the incidence of a major internal armed conflict in a 

given country-year.
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1.5   Significance

This dissertation analyzes how conditions of poverty are associated with micro-level 

reactions to issue indivisibility (Fearon 1995) in the original contribution of applying the 

rationalist framework of interstate war to intrastate armed conflict by examining the 

gendered reactions to subjective perceptions that individuals are unable to fulfill basic 

needs (Maslow 1943). This dissertation explores how the politicizability of rationalist and 

individualist reactions are an analytic function of gendered macro-level structures 

partially affecting individuals' access to basic and necessary resources by mediating 

social relations and expectations, which affords predictive capacity to the effects of 

poverty by elucidating the systematic structuring of both inequality and power relations. 

An overriding goal of this dissertation is to provide an analytical account of changing 

demographic patterns and access to resources sensitive to power relations in order to 

provide a framework that enables the promotion of social justice by accounting for 

macro-level structures that (re)produce structural inequality, which affects the 

signification of those empirical patterns that are already familiar to quantitative 

researchers of internal armed conflict. It is important to draw a critical link between the 

macro-level structures and the theoretical-interpretative frame that signifies empirical 

patterns by accounting for power relations. The benefit of exposing this layer of 

complexity is that it enables politicizing the social.  

A corresponding contribution of this study is to elucidate a frequently 

depoliticized gendered dimension in quantitative analysis of the link between poverty and 
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internal armed conflict by illustrating how changes at the household level prime the 

rationalist will to rebel. Quantitative literature identifies central demographic 

characteristics of combatants – viz., being young, male, and unmarried – to be robust 

central tendencies of rebels (Collier, Hoeffler, and Rohner 2009; Fearon 2004; Fearon and 

Laitin 2003). This set of demographic characteristics is nearly ubiquitous at the onset of 

internal armed conflicts; yet, explanations of the demographic features of fighters are 

unresolved. The cited research considering demographic characteristics reproduces 

masculinist biases relying on false and problematized assumptions about facts of 

physiological difference (Goldstein 2001; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010). Such 

strong correlations between demographic characteristics and rebellion in conjunction 

with existing masculinist biases in political science increase the acceptance of taken-for-

granted explanations (Zalewski and Parpart 1998). This dissertation explores gendered 

processes underlying socioeconomic and political changes by drawing upon conceptual 

insights of feminist theories in order to create greater integration between feminist and 

critical theories and empirical analysis. This dissertation therefore contributes to the 

literature by analyzing how the gendered dimensions and other non-pecuniary features of 

poverty may relate to the cycles of violence associated with internal armed conflict. 

1.6   Scope of Study

This study's limitations are many. A first limitation to this study is the amount of data 

available, particularly regarding demographic trends. While this study attempts to gather 

enough data to make quantitative analysis feasible, there is nonetheless the risk that I 
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have insufficient data on particularly poorest and most conflict-pone countries, and the 

data technique of interpolating missing data is applied.

Further, marriage institutions are complex, with informal, cultural and regional 

variations (Kabeer 2003). A present lack of data exists to more extensively analyze ways 

in which complex regional and customary variations in marriage arrangements, as well as 

non-heteronormative domestic partnerships, may affect individuals' gendered access to 

resources, as well as complex subjective responses to insufficient resources. 

Similarly, data on gendered, intra-household transfers and on measures of varied 

non-formal, subsistence, and reproductive labor are missing; I rely on theory to signify 

the proxy effects of changes in the proportions of males who are divorced, though the 

mentioned factors all importantly affect regional and local variations in ways that 

individuals' well-being may be affected by poverty. Likewise, this study employs 

measures that display slow changes. The measure of the proportion of males who are 

divorced shows slight changes on a yearly basis, rending risks of a spurious relation.

While I have attempted to address theoretical and methodological concerns 

regarding the measure of conflict onset, I am unable to address all. For example, coding 

decisions in measuring minor versus major internal armed conflict at the dyad level may 

pose empirical trade offs to the findings. Of particular concern regarding measuring 

internal armed conflict is that significant amounts of political violence may go 

unreported. Given salient implications of the limitations in the present analysis, this work 

must be considered as preliminary and exploratory. 
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1.7   Description of Chapters 

Chapter 2 provides a technical discussion of the definitions of minor and major internal 

armed conflict and reviews theories of minor and major internal armed conflict. This 

chapter also presents the argument for framing the micro-level rationalist calculus as 

issue indivisibility and arguments for gendering this calculus. Chapter 3 provides 

definitions of gender, gender equality, and gender inequality. This chapter also reviews 

feminist theories and particularly emphasizes theories on the gendered dimensions of 

poverty. Chapter 3 provides arguments to link issue indivisibility to both the proportion 

of males who are divorced in a society, as well as to levels of arable land in a country. 

Lastly, Chapter 3 presents competing feminist conjectures about how the gendered 

dimensions of poverty may produce contradictory expectations regarding increased 

gender equality across societies given greater participation of women in formal spheres. 

Chapter 4 presents definitions of food access, food availability, and nutritional security, 

and also reviews Sen's (1999a, 1999b) capability approach to studying poverty. This 

chapter then presents three pathways through which the positive-feedback dynamics 

between internal armed conflict and poverty may emerge conditional upon the gendered 

introduction of masculine violence into a society and identifies hypotheses for empirical 

testing. Chapter 5 presents the empirical analysis of the hypotheses identified in Chapters 

3 and 4 and discusses the implications of these findings. In the concluding Chapter 6, I 

summarize major findings and discuss avenues for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2.  LITERATURE REVIEW OF THEORIES OF INTERNAL 
ARMED CONFLICT

2.1  Definitions:  Minor and Major Internal Armed Conflict

Internal armed conflict is a type of domestic political violence composed of diverse types 

of antigovernmental violence, potentially including:  armed attacks, insurgency, guerrilla 

warfare, violent riots and protests, political assassinations, coup d'etats, mass political 

conflict, turmoil, rebellion, internal war, revolutions, and civil war (Bond et al. 1990; 

Boswell and Dixon 1990; Collier and Hoeffler 2002; 2004; Collier and Sambanis 2002; 

Davies 1962; Elbadawi and Sambanis 2002; Granovetter 1978; Gurr 1970; Gurr and 

Moore 1987; Hegre et al. 2001; Hibbs 1973; Huntington 1968; Fearon and Laitin 2003; 

Kalyvas 2006; 2007; Kalyvas and Kocher 2007a; 2007b; Kim and Bearman 1997; 

Lichbach 1989; Moore 1987; Muller and Seligson 1987; Petersen 2001; Rummel 1997; 

Skocpol 1979; Weinstein 2005; 2007; Wood 2003). 

The Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) defines conflict as:  “a contested 

incompatibility that concerns government and/or territory where the use of armed force 

between two parties, of which at least one is the government of a state, results in at least 

25 battle-related deaths” (UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset Codebook [Version 4-

2009], 1; Gleditsch et al. 2002). Internal armed conflict denotes the use of weapons of 

any material means in order for a party to promote its general position in a conflict, 

which results in battle-related deaths without foreign troop support (ibid.). 

Internal armed conflict involves a “conflict dyad,” which is “two conflicting 
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primary parties of which at least one is the government of a state.…In conflict dyads in 

intrastate…conflicts the non-governmental primary party is an organized opposition 

organization” (UCDP Dyadic Dataset Codebook [Version 1-2009], 1; see also Harbom, 

Melander, and Wallensteen 2008). The stated contentious issue—that is, incompatibility

—must concern governmental power (such as the type of political system, the 

replacement of the central government, or the change of its composition) or a territorial 

issue (such as issues of secession and autonomy) (ibid., 2).6 Within an internal armed 

conflict, a conflict may constitute the opposition between a government and more than 

one rebel group if each rebel group meets the criteria of an opposition group and 

separately executes violence resulting in the minimal threshold of 25 BRDs. A minor 

internal armed conflict results in 25-999 BRDs in a country-year, while major internal 

armed conflict results in at least 1,000 BRDs in a country-year (ibid., 7). 

Minor internal armed conflict is a qualitatively distinct type of domestic political 

violence because of its level of intensity and because of the organizational capacity of the 

rebel group (UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset Codebook [Version 4-2009]). Minor 

internal armed conflict requires that there is a minimal amount of organizational capacity 

by an opposition group that employs antigovernmental violence, reflected in the UCDP 

definition of an opposition group as:  “Any non-governmental group of people having 

6 While UCDP states that armed conflict may involve a governmental incompatibility, a territorial 
incompatibility, or both, it only codes both in interstate disputes and there are no instances of an 
opposition group claiming both in intrastate armed conflict (UCDP Dyadic Dataset [Version 1-2009]; 
UCDP Dyadic Dataset Codebook [Version 1-2009]). There are, however, examples of concurrent 
territorial disputes and governmental disputes within a country in a given year (that is, these disputes 
have unique dyad identification numbers and unique conflict identification number) (UCDP Dyadic 
Dataset [Version 1-2009]).  
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announced a name for their group and using armed force to influence the outcome of the 

stated incompatibility” (UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset Codebook [Version 4-

2009]), 2). As it is measured, minor internal armed conflict represents the purposive use 

of domestic political violence over a governmental or a territorial issue, though motives 

vary (ibid., 6). While the domestic political events, forms of violence,  and motives for 

executing political violence vary, minor internal armed conflict nonetheless denotes 

“consciously conducted and planned political campaigns rather than sporadic violence” 

(UCDP Dyadic Dataset Codebook [Version 1-2009], 2). 

According to the UCDP definition, internal armed conflict can involve a 

governmental incompatibility or a territorial incompatibility; however, only one internal 

armed conflict over a governmental incompatibility can be recorded in a given country-

year (and this governmental internal armed conflict is assigned a unique conflict identity 

number), although multiple and separate territorial intrastate armed conflicts may be 

recorded (and are assigned unique conflict identification numbers designating, for 

example, provincial territories in dispute) (UCDP Dyadic Dataset Codebook [Version 1-

2009], 7).7 The UCDP does record when multiple rebel groups arise within a given 

7 For example, in Algeria in 1996 there were two rebel groups active in violence, GIA and AIS, both 
claiming a governmental incompatibility. While the level of violence between AIS and the government 
remained at the level of minor internal armed conflict, the intensity of the violence between GIA and the 
government reached the point of full-blown civil war. In UCDPs conflict dataset, only one internal 
armed conflict, involving both parties, is recorded for Algeria in 1996, and this violence is recorded as a 
major internal armed conflict. However, in UCDP's dyadic dataset, the separate activities of both groups 
are visible because each opposition group's activity is designated by a unique dyad identification 
number reflecting its activity in the conflict in that year. This is contrasted to the violence in Georgia in 
1992. In both UCDPs conflict dataset and dyadic dataset, Georgia experienced two minor internal 
armed conflicts over territorial disputes in 1992, within the Republic of Abkhazia and the Republic of 
South Ossetia, and have separate conflict identification numbers, as well as dyad identification 
numbers. However, in Angola in 1994, there were two rebel groups, FLEC-FAC and FLEC-R, involved 
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intrastate armed conflict over a governmental incompatibility in a given country-year 

(ibid.). If a second opposition group emerges and executes anti-governmental violence 

resulting in at least 25 BRDs, then this rebel group is considered to be an active 

participant in the intrastate armed conflict and is assigned the same conflict identification 

number, although it is also assigned a unique dyad identification number to record its 

specific group-level activity (ibid.). 

The BRDs resulting from the activities of oppositional groups with stated 

incompatibilities over territorial issues are considered separate (from either concurrent 

governmental incompatibilities or territorial incompatibilities in, for example, outside 

provinces) and recorded as distinct (that is, they are given unique conflict identification 

number reflecting activity by provinces, for example, with rebel group activity 

differentiated by unique dyad identification numbers) (ibid.).

Because the UCDP offers both a “dyadic dataset”—measuring at the violent 

activity in the relation between an opposition group and a government in a year—and a 

“conflict dataset”—measuring at the violent activity in a country in a year—researchers 

using their data to analyze minor and major internal armed conflict must make 

theoretically informed, discretionary judgment calls based upon the phenomena they are 

attempting to explain and analyze. The researcher's choice of dataset and coding of data 

effect the actual empirical measurement of conflict and affect statistical analysis as such 

in a territorial dispute over Cabinda, and thus these rebel groups have different dyad identification 
numbers in the dyadic dataset, while they share a conflict identification number; in both the dyadic and 
conflict datasets, the activity is recorded as minor internal armed conflict, so we can deduce that the 
combined activity of the parties did not result in 1000 BRDs (UCDP Dyadic Dataset [Version 1-2009]; 
UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset [Version 4-2009]).  .  
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(Gleditsch et al. 2002; Harbom, Melander, and Wallensteen 2008; UCDP Dyadic Dataset 

[Version 1-2009]; UCDP Dyadic Dataset Codebook [Version 1-2009]; UCDP/PRIO 

Armed Conflict Dataset [Version 4-2009]; UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset 

Codebook [Version 1-2009]).

By utilizing the UCDP Dyadic Dataset, two overall trends are likely, contingent 

upon the coding decisions of the researcher:  first, potentially there will be more minor 

internal armed conflict onsets recorded, and second, potentially there will be fewer major 

internal armed conflict recorded. Because the researcher does not have to aggregate the 

activities of separate rebel groups, the researcher can consider the onset of a minor 

internal armed conflict to reflect both the formation of a new rebel group that executed 

domestic political violence, as well as the reemergence of activity by a rebel group with 

prior history of violence after a period low or no activity. Therefore, in cases where there 

is an ongoing conflict, it is possible to see a new minor (or major) internal armed conflict, 

reflecting the violent activity between a new rebel group and the government (even if the 

rebel group has a governmental incompatibility). Further, by not aggregating the separate 

activities of different rebel groups that share either a governmental or a territorial 

incompatibility, the number of major internal armed conflicts is likely to be less than 

compared to what is recorded in the UCDP Armed Conflict Dataset because the BRDs 

from combined rebel group activities is frequently above the 1000 threshold in cases 

where at least one of the rebel group's independent activity is not. 

I begin with these measurement issues before reviewing literature because making 
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this specific determination reflects Sambanis's (2004a) argument that unless we 

“understand why we get civil war instead of other forms of organized political violence, 

then we do not understand civil war” (259). I choose to analyze the onset of minor and 

major internal armed conflict based upon the activity of opposition groups for two 

reasons. First of all, I am interested in cycles of violence, including the way that existing 

conflict may exercise effects to intensify conflict. To the extent that endogenous effects of 

ongoing violence are measurable, we can theorize about them and analyze their effects.

Second, the more general question about how minor internal armed conflict is 

distinct from major internal armed conflict is, in part, a question of whether we weigh 

more heavily the organizational capacity of an explicitly unified opposition or the overall 

amount of killing that occurs within a country. As is noted in the UCDP Dyadic Database 

Codebook, it is frequently difficult to differentiate between dyads (Version 1-2009, 2). 

There is a basic question as to when a dyad is completely new versus when it is a 

continuation of an already existing dyad (ibid.). Some opposition groups are fractious and 

split into different groups, while other organizations join larger coalitions or umbrella 

groups (ibid.). The UCDP considers most changes of an opposition group's name to be a 

continuation of an already registered group (ibid.). When a group splits, the splinter 

group is considered a completely new opposition and is assigned a unique dyad 

identification number, while the other group is considered a continuation (which can be 

complex but the UCDP adjudicates this based upon numbers and leadership) (ibid.). If 

two or more already registered groups join together under a new name and with a new 
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coalition with joint military operations, the UCDP regards the new coalition as a new 

opposition group and assigns a new dyad identification number (ibid.).  Lastly, if an 

already registered group is joined by another group that has not been previously active in 

the dataset, the opposition group is considered to be a continuation of the former (even if 

the name changes, with exceptions made particularly when long time periods and 

significant changes render it incorrect to characterize a previously active opposition 

group with the same name as a simple continuation) (ibid., 2-3). 

This adjudication I will make is to code minor and major internal armed conflicts 

reflecting the level of violence in each dyad between an opposition group and the 

government with a unique dyad identification number. Only by examining minor and 

major internal armed conflict onsets at the dyad level (that is, to reflect the violence 

executed by a distinctly identified opposition group) can researchers theorize about and 

statistically analyze whatever reasons exist for individuals to join and form the 

opposition groups that they do and execute the level of domestic political violence that 

they do. This also respects whatever reason exists for opposition groups to remain 

distinct, which is a politically relevant question. For the measurements of minor and 

major internal armed conflict to reflect the activity by a singular and unified rebel group 

rather than the combined activities of different ones more appropriately allows 

researchers to theorize about the reasons a given opposition group executes the domestic 

political violence it does and provides a more appropriate empirical basis for statistical 

assessment. The proceeding literature review reflects my attempt to explore two, related 
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questions specific to internal armed conflict: 

“Why do individuals form rebel groups?” and, “Why does the incompatibility 

between an opposition and a government result in the level of violence that it does 

at the point of onset of a minor and major internal armed conflict?”

I move to present major theoretical debates in the civil war literature—covering both 

those explanations that emphasize poverty, as well as those theories offering micro-level 

explanations addressing why individuals participate in rebel military organizations. By 

reviewing the competing theories that exist on civil war onset, I aim to set the stage for 

the next chapter, in which I elucidate the way a common denominator—nutritional 

insecurity—may cause Fearon's (1995) concept of “issue indivisibility” to emerge over 

access to the most basic resources necessary for survival at the point of onset of an 

internal armed conflict. The level of violence emerging in an opposition group-

governmental dyad will reflect the scope of “issue indivisibility” as developed in the last 

section of this chapter; the next section reviews existing explanations of civil war. 

By reviewing existing literature on why individuals join and form rebel groups, I 

seek to visibilize two points that micro-level explanations emphasize and that are 

obscured in macro-level frameworks:  the questions of agency at the individual level and 

question of structure at the global level are inadequately theorized in rational-choice and 

structural frameworks, reflected in gender-biases is the decision to employ violent rather 

than nonviolent behaviors in response to structural determinism.8 I attempt to fill this 

8 Here, rational-choice theories are understood as macro-level accounts in the sense that although they 
theorize about the behavior of individuals, they nonetheless preponderantly rely upon aggregate 
mechanisms of income and inequality in theoretical and statistical treatments (e.g. Collier and Hoeffler 
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research gap by drawing upon the insight of feminist theories in the subsequent section of 

what renders individuals willing and able to rebel. I develop the connection of hegemonic 

masculinity with the rebel willingness framework. Therefore, in the last section of this 

chapter, I review bargaining literature of interstate war and engender the concept of 

“issue indivisibility” to apply to internal armed conflict.

2.2  Literature Review:  Psychological, Rational-Choice,and State Weakness 
Explanations of Poverty and Internal Armed Conflict 

The theory that grievances, discontent, and deprivation motivate rebellion is a prevalent 

explanation of internal armed conflict (Esteban and Ray 1994; Gurr 1970; Lichbach 

1989; Østby 2008; Petersen 2001; Walter 2004). Gurr (1970) examines the psychological 

and social mechanisms affecting the potential for, as well as magnitude, form, and 

consequences of, collective political violence (7-8). The seminal contribution of Gurr's 

Why Men Rebel (1970) is the relative deprivation theory of political violence, which is 

premised on a psychological mechanism in the “frustration-aggression proposition” that 

“the greater the frustration, the greater the quantity of aggression against the source of 

frustration, the greater the quantity of aggression against the source of frustration” (9). 

The frustration-aggression mechanism is linked to political violence because of relative 

deprivation, which Gurr (1970) defines as as “actors' perception of discrepancy between 

their value expectations and their value capabilities” (24). Whereas value expectations are 

2002; 2004; Collier et al. 2003; Fearon 2005; Fearon and Laitin 2003). While income per capita and 
income inequality measures are frequently used, these are highly suspect proxies for individual level 
motives and effects because “it is well known that per capita income (or its growth rate) is insensitive to 
distributional effects; similarly indicators of inequality are blind to the absolute level of economic 
gains” (Dixon 1984, 764).
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“the goods and conditions of life to which people believe they are rightfully entitled” 

value capabilities are “the goods and conditions they think they are capable of getting and 

keeping” (ibid.). From this view relative deprivation produces frustration and discontent, 

which produces dissent; the greater the intensity of the deprivation, the greater the 

magnitude of violence (9). Collective dissent is caused by people's preferences, beliefs, 

and attitudes toward personal deprivations; as individuals become highly discontented 

because of perceptions of political injustice, they turn to violence out of their emotive 

frustration despite the potential consequences (Gurr 1970, 326).

Grievance-based dynamics affect which individuals fight due to absolute 

deprivation, inequality, and discrimination (Davies 1962; Gurr 1970; Humphreys and 

Weinstein 2008; Walter 2004), as well as which groups collectively fight because of 

horizontal inequalities, or systematic inequalities between identity groups (Esteban and 

Ray 1994; 2008; Østby 2008; Stewart 2002). Grievance-based theories argue that armed 

groups are motivated by the prior discontentment of individuals of social groups given 

historical injustices, poverty, and inter-group inequalities. Groups form to challenge an 

unfair political system in order to end perceived injustices. A grievance-based mechanism 

frequently relies on social injustices based upon ethnic, ideological, or nationalist 

differences and polarization, which may be instrumentalized to gain access to political 

and economic resources and institutions (Gurr and Moore 1987; Østby 2008; Reynal-

Querol 2002;).

Walter (2004) analyzes the effect of economic and political grievance on the 
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willingness of individuals to join a civil war by positing a “desperation hypothesis,” 

which emerges given two conditions:

“The first and most important is a situation of individual hardship or severe 
dissatisfaction with one's current situation. The status quo must be perceived to be worse 
than the possibility of death in combat, a condition I call 'misery'. The second is the 
absence of any nonviolent means for change. Violence must be perceived as the only 
available tool for the average citizen to improve his or her situation, a condition which 
can be termed 'lack of voice'” (374).

Walter (2004) differentiates the effect of income on individuals' opportunity-costs from 

Collier and Hoeffler's (2002) widely cited argument that greed motivates the decision to 

participate in a civil war, clarifying that “individuals are driven to join rebellions as a 

means to improve extremely low standards of living, not to obtain profit. In my 

interpretation, individuals are motivated by desperation, not greed” (375).

Esteban and Ray (1994; 2008) argue that in order for an aggrieved group to 

mobilize to rebellion, it first needs a common identity (see also Gurr and Moore 1987). 

Esteban and Ray (1994) focus on the concepts of identification and alienation and argue 

that economic polarization is related to the alienation that groups experience via inter-

group dynamics, which reinforce within-group cohesion and identification. Esteban and 

Ray (1994) argue that traditional measures of inequality are concerned with only 

individualistic alienation and thus obscure group identity. Income is related to conflict 

because of economic polarization, evident when a society is split into two well-defined 

groups with substantial intra-group homogeneity, as well as a bifurcated inter-group 

heterogeneity. Independent income inequality and shared ethnic group identity are both 
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insufficient to explain group mobilization for political unrest. Concurring with Gurr 

(1970) and Stewart (2002), these authors argue that when ethnic cleavages  coincide with 

systematic socioeconomic inequalities, collective grievances and group cohesion are 

likely among the relatively deprived, creating both frustration and opportunity for group 

mobilization. A common cultural identity can produce a range of political disturbances. 

Esteban and Ray (2008) distinguish between the incidence and severity of internal armed 

conflict as mediated by polarization or fractionalization. In highly polarized societies, 

conflict should be rare but highly severe. In highly fractionalized societies, conflict 

occurrence should be more common but more moderate. 

Østby (2008) similarly argues for attention to the group aspect of inequality for 

producing civil conflict. Østby (2008) argues lack of attention to systematic group 

inequalities—that is, polarization—constitutes a fundamental and conceptual problem 

producing conflicting results concerning the inequality–conflict nexus (see Lichbach 

1989). Studies taking an individualistic approach to inequality among individuals have 

difficulty explaining group conflict, which may contribute to the lack of consistent 

findings concerning the relationship between inequality and civil war (Østby 2008, 145). 

Polarization functions as a grievance-based mechanism when inter-group inequality 

coincides with existing ethnic cleavages, which increases grievances and group cohesion 

among the relatively deprived and facilitates mobilization for conflict (Østby 2008,144; 

see also Esteban and Ray 1994; 2004). Systematic inequalities between ethnic groups are 

closely related to both ethnic and economic polarization, which are forms of “horizontal 
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inequalities” (ibid.). Horizontal inequalities are differentiated from “vertical inequality,” 

which refers to to inequality between individuals (ibid., see also Stewart 2002). Because 

the majority of inequality–conflict studies concentrate exclusively on economic income 

inequality, Østby (2008) argues that they fail to capture the multidimensional nature of 

inequality (144). A focus on polarization, that is—inequality between groups – reveals 

how inequalities coinciding with ethnic cleavages may enhance both grievances and 

group cohesion among the relatively deprived and thus facilitate mobilization for conflict 

(Østby 2008,144).

The rational-choice framework for internal armed conflict has two main variants, 

those emphasizing the problem of collective action and those emphasizing the implicit or 

explicit role of greed. The greed-based theory of civil war, pioneered by Hirshleifer 

(1995, 2001), variously examines how civil conflict can be understood because of 

economic opportunities for violence (Collier 2002; Grossman 1999; Collier, Hoeffler, and 

Rohner 2009). Hirshleifer (1995) argues that people will never pass up an opportunity to 

cooperate by means of mutually advantageous exchange, which extends to the dark side 

of humanity that profits through intra-group cooperation and inter-group competition by 

confiscation, exploitation, and conflict. This theory is examined in quantitative studies by 

Collier and Hoeffler (1998, 2002, 2004), who argue that individuals' decisions to 

participate in civil war are motivated by opportunity costs—that is, the rational calculus 

of the expected benefit of fighting for changing the status quo because of adverse 

economic conditions and limited economic opportunities within a state. Researchers 
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examining economic development variously employ greed-based mechanisms, examining 

ways that national and per capita income, economic growth, inequality, trade, and 

trade/growth-shocks create internal armed conflict (Bussmann and Schneider 2003; 2007; 

Collier 2002; Collier and Hoeffler 1998; 2002; 2004;  de Soya 2002; de Soysa and 

Neumayer 2007; Hegre, Gleditsch, and Gissinger, 2003; Keen 1997; 1998; Oyesufi 2008; 

Zartman, Paul, and Entelis 1971). 

 Collier, Hoeffler, and Rohner (2009) develop a feasibility approach to studying 

civil war, which explicitly avoids providing a motive for individuals' participation in 

conflict although it implicitly assumes a greed-based mechanism in evolving the research 

program pioneered by Hirschleifer (2001). Collier, Hoeffler, and Rohner (2009) argue, 

“Instead of the circumstances which generate a rebellion being distinctive in terms of 

motivation, they might be distinctive in the sheer financial and military feasibility of 

rebellion” (2). This approach extends Hirshleifer's (2001) Machiavelli Theorem that “that 

no profitable opportunity for violence would go unused” in developing the “feasibility  

hypothesis”:  “where rebellion is materially feasible it will occur” (3).  Collier, Hoeffler, 

and Rohner (2009) focus on economic opportunity structures, examining factors that 

determine the financial and military feasibility of making a conflict and focusing on the 

level, structure, and distribution of income. 

While the reviewed rational-choice theories utilizing a greed-based mechanism 

rely (explicitly or implicitly) on the concept of opportunity costs to explain internal 

armed conflict onset, other rational-choice theorists highlight that there is no strong and 
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parsimonious causal mechanism for explaining the recruits who participate in conflicts 

(Lichbach 1989; [1995] 1998; Moore 1995; Weinstein 2005; 2007). First, economic 

benefits foremost go to rebel leadership, which means that those economic factors 

correlating with a greed-based causal mechanism to explain the occurrence of civil 

conflict do not extend to those who are recruited into a rebel military organization 

(Lichbach [1995]; 1998). Further, conflicts vary in length, and many conflicts fail to 

reach a decisive end (militarily or through peaceful mechanisms) (Lichbach [1995] 

1998). This means that recruits who are motivated by material or symbolic benefits likely 

derive them through fighting rather than expect to derive them in a post-conflict peace 

(Lichbach [1995] 1998, see also Keen 1997; 1998). Lastly, social justice is a public good 

with collective action problems, which means that a rebel leadership has to variously 

overcome the collective action problems faced by the recruits (Lichbach [1995] 1998). In 

short, the rational calculus of recruits is different from that of a rebel leadership 

(Lichbach [1995] 1998; Weinstein 2005). Because recruits are a necessary resource to 

waging a conflict, it is sometimes argued that grievances are instrumentalized and 

politicized by a rebel leadership to lower the opportunity costs of recruits such that 

grievances are a product rather than a cause of the ability to profitably organize political 

violence (Herbst 2000; Lichbach 1989). Others simply argue that recruits are non-rational 

(whereas leadership presumably are rational); Mueller (2004) argues that leaders incite 

hatred to recruit criminals, fanatics, and hooligans to do most of the killing.

The problem of collective action and rebellion begins from Mancur Olson's 
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seminal The Logic of Collective Action (1965), which is developed in Gordon Tullock's 

“The Paradox of Revolution” (1971). The central puzzle within this research program is: 

“Why do rational individuals incur the costs of participating in domestic political conflict 

movements?” These frameworks begin with Olson's (1965) rational-choice theorem that 

calculating individuals are inclined to free ride in the provision of public goods. Given 

the high costs and risks of rebellion, low probability of success, and the derivation of 

benefit if someone else successfully acts, rebellion is too costly (Lichbach [1995] 1998; 

Moore 1995; Weinstein 2005).  As Lichbach ([1995] 1998) argues, “Rebels have 

everything to gain and nothing to lose by staying home” (7). As Lichbach ([1995] 1998) 

further argues, the costs of rebellion explain precisely why rebellion is infrequent 

whereas grievances and deprivation are abundant (ibid..). This is the relative strength of 

rational choice theories over psychological ones. 

The questions of why individuals both do and do not rebel are sometimes treated 

as diametric questions; Mark Irving Lichbach ([1995] 1998) writes:

“DA [deprived actor] and CA [collective action] theorists face opposite tasks. Given the 
ubiquity of grievances, for Gurr (1970) the problematique is to explain why people do not 
rebel. He thus elaborates a set of structural conditions that must be present before anger 
can be turned into rebellion. Given the ubiquity of free riding, Olson's (1965) 
problematique is to explain why people do rebel. He thus elaborates the selective 
incentives and federal group solutions to the CA problem” (13). 

To understand rational collective action, some ease assumptions of individual calculus, 

emphasizing groups as the primary unit; Tilly (1978) posits collective rationality, such 

that individuals rebel when their group will likely maximize benefit. Although a notion of 

collective rationality explains group competition over resources, the fundamental 
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question of overcoming the individual disincentives and free rider problem are not 

explained (Lichbach ([1995] 1998). It is unclear why and when an individual's social 

group membership becomes politicizable (cf. Esteban and Ray 1994; Østby 2008; Stewart 

2002), and intragroup dynamics between leadership and members to overcome dilemmas 

are not addressed (Lichbach ([1995] 1998; Moore 1995; Weinstein 2005). 

Lichbach ([1995] 1998) identifies strategies employed by governments and 

conflict entrepreneurs to respectively heighten and lower collective action costs for a 

potential rebel (24).9  Lichbach ([1995] 1998) offers theoretical links between specific 

actors—namely, governments, entrepreneurs, the recruited—to elucidate intra-group 

dynamics in response to collective action problems. Group identification may be 

strategically fostered to overcome pecuniary self-interest through symbols and rituals, by 

governments through patriotism and by rebels through nationalist and anti-statist 

ideologies (Lichbach [1995] 1998). As an impetus for civil conflict, the latter would need 

to politicize underlying social capital such that participation in the group to achieve its 

goals simultaneously delivers the benefit of social capital to overcome what Lichbach 

([1995] 1998) calls the “rebel's dilemma,” as well as to incentivize the attainment of the 

group's end and overcome the “entrepreneur's dilemma.” Read this way, the collective 

action problem necessarily reveals the different motives of the recruited and the leaders 

of anti-governmental collective movements and particularly adds the role of symbolic 

9 Lichbach ([1995] 1998) also identifies:  increase benefits, lower costs, increase resources, improve 
productivity of tactics, increase the probability of winning, increase the probability of making a 
difference, use incomplete information, increase team competition between regimes and oppositions, 
restrict exit, overcome mutual ignorance, use tit-for-tat, locate agents or entrepreneurs, locate principals 
or patrons, and administer selective incentives and disincentives (22-26).
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social capital (Lichbach [1995] 1998). 

The differential effect of collective action problems on rebel leaders and the 

recruited in civil war as theorized by Lichbach (1995 [1998]) is examined by Weinstein 

(2005) in his analysis of civil conflict, resource endowment and rebel recruitment.10 

Weinstein (2005) emphasizes the effect of the free riding problem on entrepreneurs as an 

informational problem:  only rebels know whether they are actually committed versus 

opportunistically joining. Employing selective incentives is a strategy available when 

resource endowment permits (Weinstein 2005). While resource rich leaders easily 

overcome informational asymmetries by using endowments as short-term incentives to 

overcome collective action problems—that is, payoffs—resource constrained leadership 

must use credibility reliant strategies drawing upon social capital—promises (Weinstein 

2005, 602-03). Using resource endowments as selective incentives provides a recruitment 

mechanism to conflict entrepreneurs to distinguish recruits who are committed to a cause 

(investors) from those with low-commitment (consumers) (Weinstein 2005). By 

exploring four cases, Weinstein (2005) finds that the use of short-term incentives by rebel 

leaders in resource endowed areas attracts opportunistic joiners who are not committed to 

the cause. This is an interesting finding because it suggests that those who are committed 

to the cause are willing to join for less payoff. This finding suggests that while selective 

incentives may enable rebel leadership to overcome the free rider problem, it nonetheless 

has a paradoxical effect of attracting recruits who join for reasons familiar to the rational-

10 Although it is not reviewed here, Thies (2011) argues that too much attention is paid to rebels rather 
than leadership. 
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choice approach—but it leaves the important matter of why those who are “committed” 

display a lengthier commitment to a rebel military organization for less resources and 

therefore provides no basis for adjudicating between rival theories. For this specific 

reason, the effect of the provision of selective incentives tells us less about why 

individuals join and more about the factors that sustain their longevity in the rebel group 

and the decision to quit. 

Olson's (1993) formulation is particularly important for making the link between 

theories emphasizing collective action to those emphasizing state capacity and weakness. 

Olson (1993) argues that the central role of the state is public good provision. A peaceful 

order is fundamentally established through the extraction of taxation and provision of 

public goods—including investments into infrastructure and human capital—and this is 

in the rational interest of both the government and citizens (567). Indeed, even an 

autocratic government characterizable as a “stationary bandit” with a rational monopoly 

on theft (through taxation) has the incentive to finance through taxation minimal public 

goods in order to achieve the greater benefit of moving from anarchy, which is 

characterized by the insecurity of “roving banditry” that disincentivizes production (567-

69). Because those who are subjected to taxation securely retain the remainder of their 

income (as compared to a roving bandit, who presumably may plunder all), subjects are 

left with an incentive to generate taxable income because they may expect to accumulate 

post-taxation (568). Because the settled bandit relies on subjects for tax payments, the 

ruler has an incentive to prohibit the harm and death of citizens; by providing public 
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goods and investing in human capital, a stationary bandit also may gain more revenue 

(569). Olson (1993) describes the taxation mechanism as the first blessing of the invisible 

hand because this economic exchange between the government and its citizenry in the 

mutual interest of productivity promotes growth (569).  

The role of taxation in preventing internal armed conflict is unclear. Azam (2001) 

agrees that the lack of public goods is related to the incidence of internal armed conflict 

in Africa, arguing that conflict “is intimately related to the failure of governments to 

deliver the type of public expenditure that people want, i.e., with a strong redistributive 

content such as in health and education” (442).  Paige (1976) illustrates the scope of the 

pacifying nature of taxation by arguing that tax increases in Southeast Asia increased 

discontent because it defied people's subsistence ethic and undermined individuals' ability 

to secure their livelihoods. Even if taxation provides a mechanism for increasing public 

good provision in the long-term, it is therefore unclear that this will circumvent conflict 

in the short-term, particularly where heightened taxes undermine people's abilities to 

fulfill their basic needs. 

These dynamics are evident within those theories that argue that states with 

weaker institutions and lacking administrative and bureaucratic capacity are more prone 

to civil war because they render insurgency—a technology of military conflict used to 

harness diverse political agendas, motivations, and grievances by small and lightly armed 

bands of rural-based guerrillas—viable (Azam 2001; Fearon and Laitin 2003; Fearon 

2005; Thies 2011). These arguments are evident in literature that specifically emphasize 
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the nexus of natural resources and rent-seeking behavior. 

Fearon (2005) argues that primary commodity exports provide governments an 

easily taxable source of revenue, which may counterbalance increased extortion 

possibilities for rebels (487). However, states reliant upon oil exports are more prone to 

civil war because of their weaker state institutions as compared to other countries with 

the same per capita income (Fearon 2005, 487; see also Fearon and Laitin 2003). High 

rents from oil revenues may disincentivize developing administrative competence and 

control throughout the state territory. Although oil revenues help a state against insurgents 

by providing financial resources, they nonetheless have less administrative and 

bureaucratic capacity than other states at the same level of economic development. 

Lastly, the lootable income from from oil make the state a “tempting prize” compared to 

other forms of employment (Fearon 2005, 487). 

A growing body of literature examines the relationship between natural resources 

and internal armed conflict.11 The links between natural resources and internal armed 

conflict, though variously theorized and debated, nonetheless have given new meaning to 

the concept of a "natural resource curse."12 Literature has discussed a variety of potential 

adverse consequences associated with the reliance on natural resource production for 

export to generate wealth, including:  the Dutch Disease,13 weak democratic 

11 Buhaug and Gates 2002; Collier and Hoeffler 1998; 2002; Collier, Hoeffler, and Rohner 2009; Collier, 
Hoeffler, and Soderbom 2004;  de Soysa 2002; Doyle and Sambanis 2000; Elbadawi and Sambanis 
2002; Fearon 2005; Fearon and Laitin 2003; Hegre 2002; Humphreys 2005;  Humphreys and Mohamed 
2005; Humphreys, Sachs, and Stiglitz 2007; Reynal-Querol 2002;  Ross 2004

12 See, e.g., Auty (1993)
13  See, e.g., de Soysa and Neumayer (2007); The Dutch Disease (1977)
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governments,14 frequent corruption,15 inequality in the distribution of income,16 and lack 

of investments in education.17 Furthermore, research has also expanded the concept of the 

natural resource curse to investigate the ways that natural resources may provide 

opportunities for looting and corrupt practices that enable and/or sustain internal armed 

conflict.18 

Existing literature highlights a variety of mechanisms through which dependency 

on primary commodities may increase the likelihood that a country will experience both 

minor and major internal armed conflict; Humphreys (2005) outlines six mechanisms 

through which natural resources may cause conflict onset. First, are Greedy Rebels 

Mechanisms (511). Collier and Hoeffler (2000) argue domestic groups engage in quasi-

criminal activity to benefit from resources independent from the state; Fearon and Laitin 

(2003) argue natural resources increase the 'prize' value of capturing the state; and Ross 

(2003) argues natural resources concentrated regionally ground beliefs among dissatisfied 

groups that a seceding state could be viable or even possible. Secondly, the Greedy 

Outsiders Mechanism posits natural resources incentivize outside states and corporations 

to engage in or foster civil conflicts (Humphreys 1005, 511). Third are Grievance 

Mechanisms, where natural resource dependence fosters grievances (Humphreys 2005, 

511-12). For example, states at mid-levels of dependence on natural resources may be 

14  See, e.g., Ross (2001)
15  See, e.g., Sala-i-Martin and Subramanian (2003)
16  See, e.g., Humphreys, Sachs, and Stiglitz (2007, 2)
17  See, e.g., Gylfason (2001)
18  Buhaug and Rød 2006; de Soysa and Neumayer 2007; Fearon 2005; Herbst 2000; Karl 1997; Keen 

1998; Le Billion 2001; Ron 2005; Ross 2004a; 2004b; 2006; Lujala 2010; Thies 2010; Weinstein 2005
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experiencing transitory inequality as a part of the development process (for example, the 

Kuznets curve hypothesis predicts transitory inequality because different parts of an 

economy develop at different rates (Kuznets 1955). Also, natural resource dependence 

may mean vulnerability to terms of trade shock, causing instability and dissatisfaction 

groups experiencing them. Extraction may induce grievances, for example through forced 

migration and/or externalities such as environmental damage and loss of land rights. 

Natural resource wealth also may be seen as more unjustly distributed than other wealth. 

Fourthly, Feasibility Mechanisms suggest natural resource dependence is a permissive 

circumstance rather than root cause of civil war; conflict started for other reasons are 

financed through either control of production during conflict or through the sales of booty 

futures (Humphreys 2005, 512). Fifth are Weak States Mechanisms, where state 

structures are weaker in natural-resource-dependent economies. When citizens are 

untaxed by governments, they have less power (for example, they have less information 

about government activity, weaker incentives to monitor government behavior, and fewer 

instruments to withdraw support from governments.) Therefore, resource-dependent 

governments have less incentive or capabilities to respond to their citizens' demands or 

create structures that engage their citizens (Humphreys 2005, 512-13). For example, 

Fearon and Laitin (2003) argues oil states have weak structures because they have less 

need for bureaucracies to raise revenue. Sixth are The Sparse Networks Mechanisms, 

where natural resources affect the daily economic activities of the citizens and thus their 

attitudes and relations (Humphreys 2005, 513). This may work indirectly because natural-
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resource-dependent economies have weak manufacturing sectors—namely, because of 

"Dutch Disease" dynamics—which hinders internal trade, disrupts social cohesion, and 

hinders inter-regional interdependence; the weakness of the manufacturing sector and 

fragmentation of the internal economy can produce independent enclaves of production 

that raise conflict risks (Humphreys 2005, 513). 

In order to understand how primary commodity production for export may be 

linked to internal armed conflict in general, it first is helpful to clarify the unique ways 

that deriving wealth from natural resources differs from other means of generating profit 

(Humphreys, Sachs, and Stiglitz 2007, 1-10). Primary commodities are the raw inputs at 

the initial stages of production, which predominantly involves variable extractive 

processes heavily reliant on physical labor (ibid.). As such, generating wealth from 

natural resources occurs relatively independently of activities in diversified sectors of an 

economy (ibid.). Compared to manufacturing, service provision, and information 

development, the production of primary commodities can occur with relatively less 

participation among the domestic labor force and is relatively less capital intensive 

(ibid.). Because natural resource extraction can take place independently of other political 

and economic processes, political actors can often access natural resource wealth without 

cooperation from the majority of citizens and without exercising effective control over 

state institutions (ibid.).

Secondly, exhaustible natural resources are more similar to assets than sources of 

income (ibid.). The detachment of the primary sector from other domestic political and 
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economic processes, in conjunction with their exploitable nature, may create unique 

opportunities for corrupt economic and political practices (ibid.). One of the greatest risks 

has been the emergence of “rent-seeking behavior”; that is, there is a net profit from 

resource extraction because the surplus gap (the economic rent) between the value of the 

resource and the cost of extracting it (ibid.).19 Individuals in the public and private sectors 

have incentives to use political mechanisms to capture those rents, and opportunities for 

rent-seeking by economic and political actors may compound other negative 

consequences of deriving wealth from natural resources (ibid.).

Additionally, unique asymmetries in information arise when considering 

generating wealth through primary commodity production (ibid.). Asymmetries in 

expertise in both harnessing and valuing natural resources arise because of the 

detachment of the primary sector from other sectors of the economy, particularly in a 

globalized era, as do such informational asymmetries arise over the capital and 

technologically intensive requirements of making use of many natural resources in the 

later stages of production, particularly because of intellectual private property. This is 

compounded by frequent asymmetries in the capability to explore for primary 

commodities (ibid.). Actors buying natural resources may have more accurate knowledge 

of the value of a given primary commodity, just as they may commonly be involved in 

19  Rents themselves are complexly derived contingent upon the resource at hand (see Gaffney 1965 for a 
typology focusing on the way these reduce to land ownership). Clark (1973) argues that in economic 
literature, there is no ostensible difference between the concepts of 'rent' [seeking] and 'profit' 
[maximization]. I concur with Clark (1973) having noted that in current debates, the assumed 
conceptual distinction between rent and profit implicitly reflects a distinction between  legal/non-
corrupt (profit-maximization) versus illegal/corrupt (rent-seeking) means to capture surplus. 
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later and more profitable stages of production (ibid.). These factors can independently or 

interactively increase the bargaining position of buyers relative to the sellers and 

producers of natural resources, creating exploitable opportunities in economic 

transactions involving primary commodities (ibid.).

Further, compared to manufacturing or other productive activities, broad human 

capital investment is not an essential part of wealth creation via natural resource 

production (ibid.). Natural resource wealth does not necessarily require the same 

investments into education or other public goods as do secondary and tertiary forms of 

production, and a national economy dependent upon primary commodity exports may 

have less economic incentive to invest into the collective (ibid.). The ability to 

myopically attain revenue through an international market may disincentivize investment 

into longer-term, tax-revenue generating productive activities requiring greater 

participation of domestic citizens (ibid.). For example, Collier (2002) argues that primary 

commodities generate high location-specific rents that governments heavily tax without 

disincentivizing production (5). This illustrates one way that primary commodities may 

be produced so that governments may strategically reap wealth by relying on the 

participation of a small and geographically-specific segment of a state’s total population.

The link between primary commodity production and internal armed conflict is 

complex and not well understood. One issue arises from the diverse nature of primary 

commodities themselves. Research has argued that different types of primary 

commodities may variously be linked to internal armed conflict, including by being 
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related to different points of the conflict cycle (onset, duration, and settlement), as well as 

by providing different opportunities and/or motive for organized violence 

(Brunnschweiler and Bulte 2009; de Soysa 2000; Herbst 2001; Humphreys 2005; Korf 

2011; Le Billion 2001; Lu and Thies 2011; Lujala 2008; 2010; Lujala , Rød, and Thieme 

2007; Ross 2004a; 2004b; Rustad et al. 2008; Theisen 2008; Thies 2010; Weinstein 2005) 

As Thies (2010) remarks in concluding a comprehensive study of the effect of various 

primary commodities on civil war, “While much of the recent literature has focused on 

refining the relationship between primary commodities and civil war onset, the results 

from this study suggest that no direct, robust relationships exist” (329). This may, in part, 

be for the poor conceptualization of primary commodities for the purposes of conflict 

study and political science more generally. Prevailing terminology for discussing primary 

commodities in natural sciences and economics reflects their purposes and is not oriented 

toward political problems and their distinctions. It is therefore legitimate for political 

scientists to develop their own categories where necessary to analyze the political aspects 

of primary commodity production for export. 

Ross (2002, 2004a, 2004b) analyzes how different types of primary commodities 

may be linked to civil war. Empirically, Ross's studies find that:  oil increases the 

likelihood of separatist conflict; 'lootable' commodities (that is, those that may "be easily 

appropriated by individuals or small groups of unskilled workers,"20 such as gemstones 

and narcotics) are related to the duration but not the onset of civil wars; there is no 

20 Ross (2002, 2)
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apparent connection between legal agricultural commodities and civil war; and the 

association between primary commodities – a general category including energy 

commodities (oil, coal, gas, electricity), hard commodities (mined commodities, such as 

ores), and soft commodities (grown agricultural commodities) – and the onset of civil war 

is not robust.

De Soysa and Neumayer (2007) compare the effects of energy rents derived from 

oil versus 'resource rents' derived through minerals on the likelihood that a country will 

experience a civil war. This model aims to examine two competing causal mechanisms 

underlying the link between natural resources and civil war. By analyzing states' oil 

exportation, these authors test the effect of weak state capacity to examine how reliance 

on oil production for export may create the Dutch Disease (de Soysa and Neumayer 

2007, see also Fearon 2005). A weak taxation base lowers public good provisions and 

thus the ability to weather temporary economic and political shocks, rendering states 

vulnerable to political instability. De Soysa and Neumayer (2007) find that neither oil 

exportation nor mineral exportation predicts the onset of civil war, but at the lower levels 

of 25 battle deaths, these authors find that energy wealth, but not mineral wealth, 

increases the risk of internal armed conflict onset. While these findings differ 

significantly from those of Fearon (2005), they nonetheless are consistent with the 

findings by Ross (2002, 2004a, 2004b), who also disaggregates natural resources. 

Namely, consistently, mineral wealth has been empirically linked to the duration rather 

than the onset of internal armed conflict. 
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The theoretical and empirical treatments by Ross and by De Soysa and Neumayer 

are a starting place for the qualitative distinction that this chapter sets out to guide the 

remainder of this analysis. To make qualitative and empirical distinctions among primary 

commodities is important; however, there is, as yet, no parsimonious theoretical 

framework for making distinctions amongst primary commodities to link them to internal 

armed conflict. At present, the qualitative distinctions that are offered a priori reflect 

existing theories of domestic political framework although it is unclear that this should 

independently form the theoretical basis for classifying primary commodities. This study 

views food commodities as a form of natural resource, which I aim to understand below 

according to Bernanke's (1983) concept of “irreversible choice.” I turn next to presenting 

the concept of “issue indivisibility” as a mechanism relevant to internal armed conflict 

and then move to engender the concept. 

2.3   Engendering Issue Indivisibility 

Understanding how countries become locked in the poverty-conflict trap requires 

developing a parsimonious framework for analysis. Countries locked in the poverty-

conflict trap feature positive feedback dynamics between poverty and internal armed 

conflict. This chapter aims to develop a parsimonious framework to interrogate the 

question:  How are gendered individuals affected by changes in their socioeconomic and 

environmental contexts to explain the positive feedback relation between poverty and 

internal armed conflict?

To make an exploratory attempt to disentangle the complex relationship at hand, 
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this chapter first simplifies the dependent variable:  the poverty-conflict trap by 

analytically focusing on two tipping points corresponding to theoretical thresholds at 

which the relationship between poverty and internal armed conflict may become 

mediated by socioeconomic reactions to access to specific basic needs. The first 

qualitative change in civil society is from negative peace to minor internal armed conflict 

when collective violence is introduced ex novo. To examine the tipping point from 

negative peace to minor internal armed conflict, I will explore the question:  What 

explains individuals’ willingness and ability to rebel given that internal armed conflict is 

characterized by the ex post inefficiency problem (Fearon 1995)? 

To analyze the introduction of internal armed political opposition as a 

socioeconomic effect, I analytically account for the masculinist dimension at the first 

tipping point in the poverty-conflict trap by interrogating why young and unmarried men 

predominately form rebel groups and recruit others to receive weapons, food, and/or 

wages in a process that, once initiated and once politicized, is difficult to reverse (cf. 

Collier, Hoeffler, and Rhoner 2009; Fearon and Laitin 2003; Goldstein 2001; Humphreys 

and Weinstein 2008; Oyefusi 2008; Theidon 2009). I additionally interrogate the 

question:  How is masculinity linked to the willingness and ability to introduce internal 

armed conflict ex novo into societies? 

Secondly, the genesis of armed opposition can usher in a dangerous phase of 

political development by laying the foundations of a war society and a war economy, 

which can complicate a return to peace and intensify both poverty and internal armed 
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conflict (Collier and Hoeffler 1998; 2002; Collier 2000; de Soysa 2000). As Keen (1997) 

succinctly summarizes, “In wars we see the creation of a new type of political economy, 

not simply a destruction of the old one” (7).  More broadly, internal armed conflict does 

not indicate an irrational political breakdown of economies and societies but reflects the 

political reordering of societies and economies given the rational subjective expected 

utilities of the individuals who form rebel group oppositions (Keen 1997). To the extent 

that conflicts escalate to the point of major internal armed conflict as a product of the 

positive feedback dynamics of poverty and conflict, I additionally explore the question: 

What socioeconomic, political, and environmental reconfigurations intensify internal 

armed political opposition groups?

 In sum, this chapter explores the ways in which fighting becomes more 

widespread with greater participation from individuals who are willing and able to 

employ more indiscriminate killing. This chapter aims to explain why internal armed 

conflicts begin to feature greater levels of indiscriminate violence, loss of life, and overall 

destruction as conflicts intensify by examining political, economic, social, and ecological 

factors that constitute the positive-feedback dynamic of the poverty-conflict trap.  

Bargaining models of interstate war problematize the choice to engage in risky 

and costly interstate war to reconcile incompatibilities because of the ex post inefficiency 

problem of war (Fearon 1995). Intrastate armed conflict, like interstate war, is defined by 

the central problématique that ex post fighting, both sides will have suffered costs from 

violence that could have been avoided if both sides could and would have reached the 
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same resolution ex ante that was reached ex post fighting. The puzzle is what prevents 

both sides from reaching the ex post outcome ex ante while allowing both sides to avoid 

additional costs borne by using war to reach this outcome (Fearon 1995, 383-84). 

As a rational-choice problématique, the ex post inefficiency problem (Fearon 

1995) can be utilized to alternatively approach what Lichbach ([1995] 1998) identifies as 

the “rebel's dilemma.” Lichbach ([1995] 1998) characterizes the central rational-choice 

problématique underlying the decision to rebel as a collective action problem (Olson 

1965) and seeks to explain why rational individuals do rebel given that the governmental 

provision of peace and justice are public goods, which leads Lichbach to argue that 

individuals have the incentive to free ride in the provision of these goods by the efforts of 

others. 

The characterization of the central problématique of rebellion as the free riding 

problem is itself problematic, however, because the decision to engage in collective 

violence necessarily involves calculations about behaviors ex novo. Here, I contend that 

the relevant dilemma affecting the rational calculus of individuals considering collective 

activities ex novo is not the incentive to benefit from free riding but rather is the 

willingness and ability to front the investment costs of ex novo collective action. This is 

because it is not reasonable to expect to benefit (by free riding or by other means) from 

activities that no one is actually doing. If the provision of a public good is subjectively 

perceived to require behaviors that register demand on the state by citizens, then it does 

not make sense to anticipate to benefit from free riding if no one is registering this 
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demand. 

As an analogy, it would not make sense to argue that an individual living in the 

desert and considering gardening expects to free ride from rain in order to avoid investing 

into irrigation inputs. Just because rain is freely provided water access, it is not rational to 

expect to avoid investment costs by free riding from rain in places where it does not rain 

and therefore is not rational to expect. Similarly, in contexts where no one is engaging in 

behaviors that effectively register the demand for a government to provide a public good, 

the problématique is not free riding but rather the ability and willingness to cover 

investment costs. Therefore, I would like to argue that when considering the decision to 

utilize violent collective action ex novo, the basic relevant problématique is the ex post 

inefficiency problem rather than the free riding problem. 

Fearon's (1995) rationalist framework of interstate war derived from bargaining 

models better characterizes the central rational-choice problématique of internal armed 

conflict:  What prevents individuals who may become involved in an intrastate conflict 

from reaching the ex post outcome before fighting to avoid the additional costs of 

fighting by utilizing peaceful bargaining to reach this exact outcome ex ante internal 

armed conflict? By applying the ex post inefficiency problem to intrastate armed conflict, 

the central rational-choice problématique is:  What are the rationalist factors rendering 

individuals willing and able to incur the risks and costs associated with internal armed 

conflict in order to attempt to resolve an incompatibility at hand because fighting is 

perceived as necessary and desirable to potentially maximize utility compared to the 
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subjective expected utility perceived viable by not using internal armed conflict to reach 

the ex post outcome of violence ex ante internal armed conflict. 

 By expounding Fearon's (1995) rationalist concept of issue indivisibility as an 

analytical explanation of the ex post inefficiency problématique of intrastate armed 

conflict, I aim to account for those factors that render individuals both willing and able to 

rebel, which I treat as differentiable aspects to the ex post inefficiency problématique of 

internal armed conflict. 

By addressing the rebel willingness problem—here understood as the question as 

what makes individuals willing to cover the investment costs of ex novo rebel violence—

I use the concept of issue indivisibility to make visible the subjective expected utility of 

engaging in the contest of internal armed conflict given that the expected utility to 

violence must be discounted by temporal considerations of reaching an ex ante outcome. 

Here, I emphasize the chaotic nature of organized political violence and propose that an 

obscured rationalist utility may be the rational benefits derived from chance in the face of 

indivisible food access, which entails deterministic risks of severe and irreversible 

subjective anticipated harm. The subjective expected utility of internal armed conflict is 

explored as the “rationalist-masculinist” willingness proposition, which argues that the 

subjective expected utility to contest the domestic political status quo under which the 

problem of food access indivisibility had emerged entails a long-term utility of chance of 

changing the domestic political status quo that authorizes domestic food distribution, as 

well as the short-term utility of chance of attaining food resources by using violence 
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against other citizens.

Second, I investigate the problem of the the ability to cover the investment costs 

to internal armed conflict by exploring the masculinist-pride proposition. To the extent 

individuals do rebel (or cover the investment costs of any collaborative effort), it may be 

as a partial function of their subjective perceptions that personal participation was 

necessary in order for an outcome to be achieved.21  Expected utility theorists who focus 

on identifying compensatory factors, such as selective-incentives, that are used to 

21 Some rational-choice models of protest have explicitly accounted for the role of the subjective 
perception of personal influence in order to explain collective action (cf. Finkel, Muller, and Opp 1989; 
Muller, Dietz, and Finkel 1991; Mueller and Opp 1986). Muller, Dietz, and Finkel (1991) examine the 
roles of discontent and expected utility in university protests in Peru and find that discontent matters as 
weighted by the expectancy of success and the perceived importance of personal participation, in 
addition to consideration of private social and normative costs and benefits. I maintain it makes no 
sense to argue that the rational calculus of individuals is affected by a free riding dilemma if others are 
not already endeavoring in a given behavior—that is, when considering joint activities ex novo. A 
rational-choice free riding problem does not exist if an individual cannot afford to invest into a 
collective enterprise that requires initial investment costs in order to be able to risk attaining benefit 
from the collaborative activity; a rational-choice free riding problem exists only if others have 
subsumed the initial investment costs and are already willing and able to act. Subjective expected utility 
is not reasonably affected by free riding when this would require hypothetical calculations of potentially 
avoidable costs available if and only if another would act to subsume the initial investment costs—
because it must be common knowledge that for them to do otherwise would be similarly non-rational 
(i.e., the investment costs into the joint activity are too costly). In instances of ex novo behaviors, there 
is no incentive to free ride because there are no behaviors from which to free ride. The free riding 
problem is relevant to the extent that others are already acting because it is rational for them to do so, 
which may be the rational basis from which other individuals may choose to benefit by refraining from 
investing their energies into the collective enterprise if they stand to achieve the benefits of the actions 
other people are already undertaking without contributing (which is not the case at the point of the onset 
of collective violence). While this argumentation defies many assumptions in rational-choice theories of 
collective violence—particularly the implicit focus on manipulative means to benefit from the 
exploitation of others to engage in costly behaviors ex novo (which implicitly investigates the question 
of how a joint activity is made less costly by utilizing a division of labor in which some individuals may 
disproportionately assume higher risks of incurring the highest costs), it nonetheless is not free riding to 
exploit others in joint activities because doing so requires making initial investments. The free riding 
problem is not relevant until others are already engaging in a behavior, at which point other potential 
joiners may be affected by the utility of free riding because refraining to act may allow the benefit of 
attaining the public goods potentially available from the ongoing movement. As such, I maintain that 
the central problématique is not a free riding rational dilemma because the decision to subsume 
investment costs of a violent collective activity de novo requires answering the more fundamental issue 
of the ex post inefficiency problem.  
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motivate individuals to instigate a rebellion by offsetting forgone costs of “free riding” 

not only inappropriately apply the free riding problem to ex novo behaviors but further 

obscure the basic point that engaging in ex novo behaviors because they are perceived 

necessary and because no one else is willing and/or able to incur the costs and risks may 

confer the expected subjective and affective utility of pride, which is an affective benefit 

that may offset the initial costs of investing into ex novo collective violent action.22 

Because pride is an affective benefit, however, if its attainment affects the ability 

of individuals to invest into violent collective action, there are basic questions of how 

individuals may rationally anticipate to be able to derive pride by initiating internal 

armed conflict. Because the violence of internal armed conflict introduces the security 

dilemma into a civil society at negative peace, and because others are affected by the 

negative realities of the security dilemma, the affect of pride is presumably offset by 

negative evaluations that others in a society may have given the resulting social 

insecurity of internal armed conflict, which generates resentments, fear, injury, death, and 

destruction for other citizens who do not join a rebel military organization. How may 

masculinity instantiate the subjective ability to attain the affect of pride through enacting 

violence against others to explain the ability to derive greater affective utility of pride 

within a rebel military group given that the negative effects of the security dilemma on 

22 While rational-choice theorists do not specify the content of subjective utility (cf. Collier, Hoeffler, and 
Rhoner 2009), feminist theories have critiqued the tendency to dichotomize rationality and emotionality 
as masculinist because of the implicit privileging of ration (cf. Peterson 2011). To specify pride as an 
affective dimension of agentically investing in a violent movement that is subjectively perceived as 
necessary is to visibilize the masculinist logic that is obscured for failure to explicitly connect agency 
and violence as privileged as masculine and to reify the gendered binary between ration and affect. 
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other civilians could otherwise entail the offsetting experiences of the affects of shame 

and guilt? 

Likewise, the question of how it is subjectively perceived as reasonable to be able 

to utilize violence against others in order to attain access to food—even when food access 

has become indivisible—must be explained because individuals may alternatively choose 

to enact self-destructive (collective) political violence and avoid using political violence 

toward others in the face of indivisible food access, which would avoid the introduction 

the security dilemma and could similarly attach the utility of chance of politicizing the 

issue of food indivisibility in the process in order to register a demand for a political 

change of the status quo of domestic food distribution. While such a behavior would not 

enable the personal utility of chance of surviving a deterministic food access indivisibility 

issue, the behavior may nonetheless strategically aim to maximize the short-term and 

long-term expected utilities of others in a civil society by decreasing the demands on 

finite and indivisibly accessible food, which may render others more able to survive a 

deterministic food crisis. Additionally, self-destructive political violence that does not 

harm others may serve to politicize the issue of food indivisibility, as well as similarly 

effect the affective benefit of pride for exercising an agentic response within a 

deterministic context by politicizing the issue in order to potentially register a demand of 

the status quo. Collective political violence that involves only self-destructive political 

violence would not suffer from the ex post inefficiency problem but also would not 

necessarily reach same deterministic outcome of a food access crisis because it may 
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politicize the demand for a change of the domestic status quo and alter the course of the 

effects of the food crisis. As such, I characterize the ability to cover the investment costs 

of internal armed conflict by offering the masculinist pride proposition, which describes 

the way that subjective expected utilities are, in part, shaped by the concept of gender, 

which affects the forms of domestic political violence that individuals may strategically 

and rationally select in the event of a deterministic domestic food access crisis.

Fearon's (1995) bargaining model of interstate war identifies three rationalist 

explanations for interstate war:  the incentive to misrepresent private information to 

exploit uncertainty over the willingness to fight and relative strength to improve one's 

bargaining position; problems establishing credible commitment to peace because of 

fears of future reneging; and issue indivisibility. In characterizing interstate war, Fearon 

(1995) describes issue indivisibility as “less compelling than the first two” (381). 

However, this rationalist explanation of war is apt for analyzing intrastate armed conflict, 

where the choice to engage in internal armed conflict to resolve political incompatibilities 

involves the literal divisiveness of one's homeland. In a very straightforward manner, 

internal armed conflict—and particularly civil war—represents the issue of indivisibility 

at the state level. 

I therefore focus on analyzing the way issue indivisibility is a theoretical and 

rationalist factor mediating individuals' willingness and ability to rebel within the context 

of the poverty-conflict trap and illustrate the ways changes in household units, soil 

fertility, and the interstate food trade reflect issue indivisibility because of nutritional 
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insecurity. Because food is finite, and because food access is finite as conditioned upon 

transaction costs, I seek to analyze poverty by identifying factors affecting and reflecting 

the distribution of finite amounts of food. Likewise, land is finite and indivisible in the 

sense that allocations have scale effects. Here I am interested in specifying ways that 

local populations may variably be faced with overall food access deficits, which I 

characterize as an indivisible issue that may produce a rationalist explanation of internal 

armed conflict. I further elucidate factors that reflect the initial presence of a politically 

relevant food access deficit, as well as the processes that can increasingly constrain food 

access and amplify both poverty and internal armed conflict. 

Existing international relations scholarship has examined how territorial claims 

pose indivisibility problems (Hassner 2003; Hensel and McLaughlin Mitchell 2005). 

Territorial issues have been long recognized as a very contentious issue, particularly 

regarding interstate conflict (Hensel 1996; 2001; Holsti 1991; Huth 1996; Goertz and 

Diehl 1992; Mitchell and Prins 1999; Senese and Vasquez 2003; Vasquez 1995). 

However, territorial claims also tend to be analyzed as indivisible when preexisting 

identity factors conflict over symbolically important territorial units (for example, holy 

lands and buildings, ancestral burial grounds, and lands where ethnic kin reside) (Hensel 

and McLaughlin Mitchell 2005). To the extent that intangible factors create a 

psychologically perceived salience to maintaining the integrity of a unit, it has been 

argued that this can render territorial claims to be subjectively perceived as indivisible 

stakes (cf. Tir 2003).
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This research examines how politicized identity factors—that is, the factors 

affecting the decision to politically affiliate as a rebel—are the consequence rather than 

the cause of indivisible issues functioning as a rationalist explanation for intrastate armed 

conflict. I examine how access to food resources necessary for survival creates subjective 

perceptions of indivisible issue under conditions of sufficient scarcity to produce and 

escalate internal armed conflict. I analyze ex novo collective violence as the result of 

processes and effects at the household level as mediated by gendered relations, which 

may lead to the displacement of individuals from units in which there is gendered access 

to resources. I analyze the intensification of collective violence as additionally 

characterized by a state's relations both from the bottom-up—with domestic communities 

that are variably affected by soil fertility in maintaining access to food through domestic 

agriculture—and from the top-down as affected by the interstate food trade relations as 

mediated by the global food market. While the onset of minor internal armed conflict, 

which may variably introduce the positive-feedback dynamics associated with the 

poverty-conflict trap, involves the offensive political behaviors of rebel groups given the 

effects of changes in gendered relations at household levels, the escalation of internal 

armed conflict is analyzed as a result of the constrained reactions of governments 

reflecting both internal and international relations. 

In the next section, I proceed to expound the underlying rationale of issue 

indivisibility in order to address the rebel willingness problématique. I then address why 

it is necessary to analyze rebel willingness as a masculinist reaction to issue indivisibility, 
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which elucidates how individuals are able to expect to subjectively benefit from 

processes of internal armed conflict that, once introduced, are difficult to reverse and thus 

exercise positive feedback effects on poverty and violence. 

2.4 The Rebel Willingness Proposition and Irreversible Choice

By applying the ex post inefficiency problem (Fearon 1995) to intrastate armed conflict, I 

endeavor to explain how issue indivisibility, in part, produces the willingness to accept 

the costs of rebellion in order to account for why the solution that is reached ex post  

fighting is not reachable prior to fighting. To this end, I present the rebel willingness 

proposition:  

If the finite access to those resources critically limiting to human life becomes  
indivisible, the “rationalist-masculinist” willingness to rebel may emerge as the 
probability of experiencing imminent, irreversible, and extreme bodily harm is  
subjectively perceived to approximate apodictic certitude and if organized 
political violence is subjectively perceived to provide the utility of indeterministic  
chance that the individual may through domestic political violence attain short-
term access to at least a fractional share of another's whole share of access to  
indivisible resources in order to potentially survive the imminent effects of a  
deterministic domestic food crisis as well as provide the utility of indeterministic  
chance of changing the domestic political status quo of food distribution by  
registering demand for change.

First, the neologistic term “rationalist-masculinist” should first be defined for accuracy. 

By “rationalist” rather than “rational,” I mean that the subjective expected utility is 

rendered as rational ex post rather than ex ante acting, in keeping with the bargaining 

model of war (Fearon 1995). This means that there is an inefficiency problem that needs 

to be explained in order to make visible the rational calculus. By the term “rationalist-

masculinist,” I mean to specify that the rational calculus of expected subjective utility is 
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implicitly structured by hegemonic masculinity and thus privileges characteristics and 

individuals associated with the masculine rather than and over the feminine. “Rationalist-

masculinist” is therefore differentiable in a binary fashion from “rationalist-feminized”—

the strategic maximization of another's subjective utility, which is characterizable as 

“strategic altruism” and is termed rationalist because although it is not characterized by 

the ex post inefficiency problem of war, it is characterized by an ex post inefficiency 

problem of famine, generally speaking, because it involves forgoing, however miniscule 

the chance, that an individual may personally survive a food crisis that is approximating 

apodictic certitude of entailing imminent, irreversible, and extreme bodily harm. 

Here, I will simply clarify that by rationlist-masculinist, I mean what is taken-for-

granted with the commonplace discussion of the gender-neutral concept of “rational-

choice”; yet, I share the critical feminist point-of-view that the usage of rational-choice as 

ungendered is wedded to patriarchal gender inequality, and I argue that a 

conceptualization of rationality that is gender explicit would consider varied forms of 

strategic rationalities that aim to maximize intersubjective expected utility (that is, 

relational utility) (cf. Benería 1995; 1999; Duncan and Edwards 1997; Ferber and Nelson 

1993; 2003; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010). With that said, the conceptualizations of 

rationalist-masculinist and rationalist-feminized are explanatory—particularly to the 

extent that inefficiencies are identified and explainable by assuming a rationalist actor—if 

we also specify gendered (and/or social structures) that instantiate subjective expected 

utilities. Indeed, precisely by accounting for gendered structures of rational calculus can 
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we can better uncover, explain, and analyze the subjective perceptions of utility that are 

rationally linked to puzzling behaviors.23 

The rebel willingness proposition argues that the subjective expected utility 

derived from chance by engaging in the violent and chaotic contest of war is a 

masculinist-rationalist utility only when it is subjectively perceived that failing to act 

otherwise would, with a high probability approximating apodictic certitude, result in 

irreversible subjective costs to the extreme level of mortality. As subjective harm 

becomes perceived as deterministic, the masculinst-rationalist utility of fighting aligns 

with the agentic choice to utilize the uncertain contest of organized political violence to 

possibly attain access to resources necessary for survival. Because organized political 

violence introduces violent chaos into communities, individuals who introduce ex novo 

internal armed conflict may subjectively perceive that the chances of grave subjective 

harm imparted by the risks of organized violence are actually less than the risks of having 

no access to food. While violent rebellion is dangerous, it may nonetheless provide 

opportunities to access resources for survival in greater probability than inaction if 

subjective harm is perceived to approximate apodocity because of lack of access to food 

security, which can endanger a person's well-being with known certainty. 

This argument is an extension of Bernanke's (1983) theory of irreversible choice, 

such that there is utility attached to the value of future options, which is maintained by 

23 Seguino, Stevens,  and Lutz (1996) find that free riding in the provision of the public goods is guided by 
gendered notions of self-interest compared to cooperation in surveys of graduate students compared to 
high school students after controlling for exposure to economics courses, see also Croson and Gneezy 
2009. 
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avoiding irreversible actions. Conversely, when an individual perceives risks of bearing 

irreversible, subjective harm with a probability approximating certitude for failing to 

change behavioral forms, those options which provide the utility of chance for preserving 

one's own future may have a masculinist-rationalist utility. Because finite amounts of 

food reach limits in how much they can be divided to maintain life, and because 

households provide not only access to feminized labor, output, services, and goods, as 

well as gendered inequalities in intrahousehold transforms, the incidence of divorce can 

affect real poverty to the extent that access to these resources is lost. This is in 

conjunction with the loss of economy-of-scale in distribution that happens with the lessor 

transaction costs of cohabitation (Becker 1973; 1974). Similarly, access to land  and 

livestock also can provide subsistence and reproductive access to land, either by direct 

production and consumption or by indirect reliance on a gendered division of labor. To 

the extent that land is relied upon for these purposes, it rivals allocations for productive 

and other informal/cash-based or exchange-based ends, which renders these assets to 

have a scale effect. 

Those who lose access to these resources as a function of divorce may participate 

in war not to benefit by misrepresenting private information or to prevent future reneging 

but instead to access the chance of surviving a food crisis when access to food becomes 

socially indivisible because of domestic shortages. Variations in real income levels, as 

well as general per capita consumption indicators, may obscure the gendered dimensions 

of poverty that can affect distribution of resources in ways that changes in divorce 
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patterns may be able to proxy. To the extent that those in proximity have reasons to not 

share with those who have lost food access—for private reasons such as to profit and/or 

because of the stress of the shortages they themselves face under scarcity—individuals 

may view domestic political violence as a means for registering the demand for a change 

in the domestic status quo. Because individuals who lose adequate access to food 

resources in times of the stress of food shortages may subjectively perceive that they are 

'optionless' withstanding a change of behavioral forms from violent rather than 

nonviolent means. That is, to the extent that individuals are subjectively affected by 

rationalist-masculinist expected utilities to privilege masculinist responses that dominate 

others, and to the extent that they are affected by masculinist legitimations of competitive 

violence to perceive that violence may be legitimately enacted toward and at the expense 

of others in stressed contexts in order to help themselves in a zero-sum context (cf. 

Goldstein 2001), the willingness and ability to rebel may be subjectively viable.24 To the 

24 Masculinist rationality is definitively marked by an “either/or” binary logic (Peterson 2003; Peterson 
and Runyan [1993] 2010), which as been analyzed to explain dominating masculinist patterns of 
wartime violence—including both killing and rape—because the binary-dominating logic circumvents 
empathy to dehumanize an enemy one is prepared to dominate (Farr 2009; Goldstein 2001; Wood 
2009). To contrast, a rationalist-feminized reaction may perceive violence as necessary in these 
situations, but subjectively expect that violence should be directed at oneself in order to maximize the 
utilities of others while politicizing food indivisibility. Such a rationalist-feminized response may 
underlie the incidence of hundreds of thousands of suicides among Indian cotton farmers from 1997-
present whose desperation has been attributed to drought, the high-costs/adverse effects of technological 
inputs, heavy indebtedness, and global food prices (World Bank 2008, 92). The rationalist-femininized 
response does not preclude the utility derived from avoiding irreversible outcomes because politicized 
self-destruction can be perceived as an alternative to inaction that potentially enable others to survive 
without introducing the security dilemma to a society and while registering a demand for change in the 
status quo; therefore, failing to politicize the issue before being deterministically affected by it may be 
perceivable as willingly acquiescing to a status quo that is expected to not change in the future unless 
the issue is politicized. Therefore, in order to prevent the future incidence of food access indivisibility, 
politicized self-destruction is consistent with the utility attached to maintaining future options (of 
others) by avoiding irreversible actions (by maintaining the status quo). 
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extent that governments do not provide adequate social welfare provisions to function as 

a safety net in times of hardship, individuals may rationalize enacting domestic political 

violence—that is, become willing to fight—which may directly allow attaining access to 

food resources while registering a demand on the government to change the political 

status quo.25 

The emergence of an indivisible food access issue is proposed to be effected by 

the mechanism nutritional insecurity as structurally mediated hegemonic masculinity. The 

poverty-conflict trap, which involves the positive-feedback relation developing between 

adverse economic conditions and internal political violence, is a product both of 

indivisible food access issues as well as the willingness and ability to invest into internal 

armed conflict. The masculinist-rationalist willingness to rebel at the onset of violence is 

argued to be a gendered reaction to the domestic experience of food scarcity issues, that 

may impart household-unit and community-level socioeconomic effects. 

I begin by discussing  the masculinist dimension of rebel willingness to elucidate 

the factors that occur with the introduction of minor internal armed conflict. Here, I do 
25  By specifying the loss of access to food as opposed to the lack of food, it is possible to theorize about 

the difference between an individual who is presumably starving and therefore lacks the caloric energy 
to fight as compared to those individuals who have lost access to food (presumably by losing their 
livelihood/occupation and access to household-level distribution, as well as household-level economies 
of scales and who perceive no substitutable options because they lack the ability to invest in another 
livelihood [e.g., buy land, migrate for employment and/or with extended kin/social network, start a new 
intimate relationship]). To the extent that individuals are within contexts of patterned losses and fear 
experiencing them and/or begin experiencing them, individuals may begin evaluating that they may be 
negatively impacted with increasing probability in ways that others who have suffered similar losses in 
access to food had been negatively impacted. To the extent that other opportunities are unavailable and 
anticipate or lose access to their household-units, individuals may subjectively perceive with still 
increasing probability that subjective harm is imminent and with a probability approximating apodictic 
certitude. Confer Rudra (2002; 2007) on the nexus of the decline of the welfare state in poorer countries 
and Bussmann and Schneider (2007), which analyzes that social spending, foreign aid, and financial 
flows from the IMF do not create political instability but instead exercise a contrary pacifying effect. 
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not conceive as minor internal armed conflict as an isolate feature of the poverty-conflict 

trap. Indeed, to the extent that major internal armed conflicts occur with no prior 

incidence of minor internal armed conflict, a minor internal armed conflict reflecting 

these changes will have (by definition) occurred in that year. However, because the 

temporal dimension of the rates at which these processes unfold varies, it is possible to 

analyze the factors (theoretically and empirically) separately. This further affords greater 

theoretical appreciation of the interactions between governments and rebels. I assume 

that, by definition, rebels initiate civil war, which is the form of political violence that 

typifies countries locked in the poverty-conflict trap, by introducing domestic political 

violence into a state; however, the intensification of minor internal armed conflict—and 

therefore the onset of civil war—I conceptually see as a product of the government's (lack 

of) response to rebel-sided perceptions of the incompatibility after the introduction of 

minor internal armed conflict, and therefore to represent the evolving violent 

relationship.26 

26 While I conceptually conceive of genocide as a form of internal armed conflict, I do not analyze 
genocide here. Although I do not preclude that genocide is unrelated from issues at the nexus of internal 
armed conflict and global food scarcity, I nonetheless do not examine those factors or processes because 
I consider the conceptual distinction between genocide and civil war to rest in the offensive use of 
violence. When civilian opposition groups offensively enact domestic political violence, I consider this 
to be potential precursory to civil war; when governments offensively target civilian groups, I consider 
this to be genocide. These abstract conceptual distinctions are made complex by repressive and coercive 
acts of violence by governments that may subjectively be perceived as illegitimate exercises of coercive 
state capacities by citizens to complicate the clear distinction between offensive and defensive exercises 
of domestic political violence (and the dynamics corresponding to repressiveness also are not analyzed 
here). However, because I examine the emergence of opposition groups that formalize their politicized 
identities to the extent that they name themselves and enact violence, I believe I discriminate against a 
unique phenomenon representing the offensive use of domestic political violence to distinguish it from 
genocide (see also Collier, Hoeffler, and Rohner 2009). 
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2.5  Conclusion

This chapter has provided an extensive review of the various, major theories linking 

poverty and internal armed conflict. Further, this chapter has problematized the rational-

choice theories that characterize the central problematique as a free-riding dilemma and 

has instead emphasized the question of the ex post inefficiency problem of fighting. By 

analyzing the development of “issue indivisibility” issues within countries, and by 

gendering subjective rationalist logics, this chapter has introduced the rebel willingness 

proposition to explain the incidence of internal armed conflict. 

In the next chapter, I move to focus on fleshing out the gendered dimensions of 

poverty that link issue indivisibility to minor internal armed conflict and explain how 

patterns in divorce in societies may proxy the effects of rebel willingness.  
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CHAPTER 3. THE GENDERED DIMENSIONS OF POVERTY AND 
MINOR INTERNAL ARMED CONFLICT ONSET

3.1 Introduction

The World Development Report 2012 (WDR 2012) argues for a gendered approach to 

analyzing poverty, noting that greater gender equality is not only intrinsically valuable 

but further is “an instrument for development” (World Bank 2008, 3). While evidence 

both suggests significant overlap between poverty and internal armed conflict (Collier et 

al. 2003; Fearon and Laitin 2003) and between global, gender inequality and poverty 

(UNDP 1995; 2010; World Bank 2011; 2012), still no quantitative study specifically 

assesses how the gendered dimensions of poverty may be related to the cycles of violence 

associated with internal armed conflict. 

This gap in the research is, in part, related to the complexity of meaningfully 

incorporating the gendered dimensions of poverty into rigorous studies of internal armed 

conflict. Gender inequalities, while highly prevalent across and within countries, defy 

simplistic analysis because of their:  a) salience at multiple levels, including within 

private and informal spheres; b) regional, cultural, and temporal variance; and c) 

intersectionality with other systems of privilege/domination, including race, class, nation, 

sexual orientation, age, etc. (Collins 1989; 1990; Kabeer 1996; 1997; 1999; 2005; 

Peterson 1992a; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2003; UNDP 2010; World Bank 2012). 

This chapter aims to provide an exploratory framework for evaluating how the 

specific nexus of gender and poverty may be related to the onset of internal armed 
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conflict within the poverty-conflict trap. Three broad conclusions can be drawn from this 

chapter. First, the quantitative research agenda at the nexus of gender and internal armed 

conflict accepts as a basic model of gender equality the “gender as reform” 

conceptualization of gender inequality, which emphasizes that sex-based outcomes in 

formal, productive spheres reflect greater gender equality achievements. Yet an important 

body of feminist research emphasizes the analytic importance of gender inequality as a 

power relation between masculinity and femininity as a factor that creates contradictions 

and complexities in gendered interactions that are obscured in formal measures of 

female's participation in formal spheres. Therefore, analytical gender factors affecting 

the private sphere and linked to formal activities simply cannot be ignored if we are to  

develop a meaningful understanding of how gender inequality is related to the onset of  

minor internal armed conflict. 

Second, poverty is typically equated with less per capita income, although 

individuals participate in and benefit from a variety of non-formal activities, and well-

being is contingent upon both feminine care work and feminized forms of labor. We will 

improve the theoretical rigor of our models of gender and internal armed conflict by 

studying the gendered dimensions of poverty and how they change over time and context; 

focusing on per capita income alone—as a measure that signifies access to wealth—

offers no such advantage. Hence, we must shift the focus of our study to incorporate the  

effects of non-formal and alternative forms of labor. 

Lastly, the rational choice models that are preeminent theoretical frameworks in 
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the quantitative study of poverty and internal armed conflict tend to employ an obscured 

masculinist bias. Further, the implicit use of a masculinist rational calculus frequently 

underlies the greed versus grievance debate because the legitimation of violence in 

response to the psychological costs of maintaining a status quo that is perceived to be 

unjust subsumes the logic of a masculine actor who implicitly legitimates competitive 

and violent means in order to contest a costly status quo. However, feminized alternative 

responses and logics are difficult to visibilize because of problems relating to the 

operationalization of concepts critical to these perspectives. How the implications and 

interpretations of empirical findings may be affected by this masculinist bias is 

unresolved. The value of future rational choice frameworks of internal armed conflict  

will be enhanced by scholars conducting gender-sensitive analysis. 

First, I present definitions of gender, gender inequality and gender equality and 

specifically emphasize feminist debates concerning the critical distinction between 

gender as an analytic category and gender as sex difference. I then review existing 

literature on the nexus of gender and internal armed conflict. Third, I review gendered 

development literature that elucidates the risks of reliance on formal measures of poverty 

and employment and further discusses the salience of household marital arrangements as 

a gendered dimension of poverty. Fourth, I summarize possible pathways through which 

gendered dimensions of poverty may affect the likelihood of minor internal armed 

conflict onset by reflecting masculinist/feminine rationalist reactions to issue 

indivisibility. I review theoretical arguments of how gendered dimensions of poverty at 
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the household level may possibly be linked to national demographic changes in the 

proportion of divorced males in a society and present competing hypotheses for review. 

3.2  Definitions:  Gender, Gender Inequality, and Gender Equality

Gender is defined as the binary and hierarchical relation between masculinity and 

femininity, which (re)produces corollary stereotypes, institutional structures, practices 

and material/symbolic realities that interact with other systems of privilege/domination to 

instantiate sex difference rendering females as categorically different from and relatively 

inferior to males (Peterson 1992a; 2003; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010; Scott 1986). 

Gender is a powerful yet complex concept that feminist social scientists employ to refer 

to, organize, analyze, and contest a vast set of behaviors, ideologies, values, interactions, 

and institutions (Peterson 2003; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010; Scott 1986). Gender 

is helpful as an analytic tool because it “provides a way to decode meaning and to 

understand the complex connections among various forms of human interaction” (Scott 

1986, 1070). 

Scott (1986) theorizes that “gender is a constitutive element of social relationships 

based on perceived differences between the sexes, and gender is a primary way of 

signifying relationships of power” (1067). As a constitutive element of social 

relationships based on perceived sex differences, gender involves:  culturally available 

symbols referencing multiple and even contradictory representations; normative concepts 

expressed in religious, educational, scientific, legal, and political doctrines grounding 

interpretations of and signifying meanings to gendered symbols taking the form of a 
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fixed binary opposition categorically asserting the meaning of male/female and 

masculinity/femininity; political, economic, and social institutions and organizations, 

including kinship, the labor market, education, and the polity; and subjective identity 

(Scott 1986, 1067-68). 

Gender refers to a specific power relation that exists between its composite 

concepts, masculinity and femininity, which reference various and varying stereotyped 

characteristics that are defined hierarchically and in oppositional reference to one another 

(Butler and Scott 1992; Cixous and Clement 1986; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010; 

Scott 1986; Sedgwick 1990; Tickner 1992; 2006). To be ascribed masculine status is to be 

not feminine, the opposite of feminine, and therefore to become better and more than  

feminine. By referring to gender, one may explicitly evoke the domination of the 

feminine by the masculine (Bourdieu 2001; Connell 1987; Lorber 2005; MacKinnon 

1987; Scott 1986; Tickner 1992). By this view, gender is not mere qualitative difference 

between groups of individuals identifiable as sex difference between males and females 

but rather is the unequal, quantitative difference between the masculine and the feminine 

that itself produces differential outcomes for masculine individuals within masculine 

institutions at the expense of feminine ones (Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010). 

Gender is an institutional feature because gender relates to outcomes and 

processes associated with the organization and structural privileging of masculine 

attributes, goals, actors, behaviors, and ideals that translates into the actual greater access 

of opportunities, as well as material and symbolic resources, for individuals who perform 
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appropriate masculine behaviors in corresponding masculine institutional contexts (Acker 

1989; Harding 1986; Kabeer 1996; 2003; Kimmel 2000; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 

2010; World Bank 2012, 4). This simplified power relation between the two composite 

concepts of masculinity and femininity can be analytically applied to different units at 

multiple levels of analysis. That is, gender instantiates a constellation of shifting social 

power relations among classes of individuals (males/female, heterosexual/non-

heterosexual, Anglo/non-Anglo and rich/poor); among economic spheres and activities 

(public/private, formal/non-formal, and productive/reproductive); and among political 

units and divisions (states/nations, North/South, and West/East) (Elson 1993; 1995; Enloe 

2000; Peterson 1998; 2003; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010; UNDP 1995; 2010; 

Yuval-Davis 1997; 2006). 

Gender inequality may be variously defined, but feminists generally stress that 

gender inequality is not an outcome of individual attributes but rather is complexly built 

into social structures, organizations, and interactions (Lorber 1994; 2005). While gender 

is defined here as the domination of the feminine by the masculine, gender inequalities 

nonetheless take many different forms contingent upon the structure, organization, and 

culture of a given society (Lorber 2005). Further, social power is not itself a monolithic 

and unified force but instead dispersed constellations of unequal relationships comprised 

of processes and structures, encompassing human agency and related to the construction 

of identities (Scott 1986, 1067). 

Gender equality can be defined with respect to either sex categories or to 
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masculinity and femininity. If gender is conceptualized as the social, behavioral, and 

cultural attributes, expectations, and norms associated with being a woman or a man, 

gender equality refers to contesting how these aspects determine how women and men 

relate to each other and to the resulting differences in power between them (World Bank 

2012, 4). However, the definitions of both gender equality and gender inequality are 

highly variable based upon underlying explanations and conceptualizations of how 

inequalities are produced (Lorber 2005; 2010). 

Feminist theories include a vast body of political and social scholarship, which 

may be variously categorized (Ackerly and True 2010). Tong (2007) and Lorber (2005) 

suggest categorizing various contemporary feminist theories according to their 

explanation of gender inequalities—that is, by their main reasons for women having a 

lessor social status and fewer advantages than men of similar education, class, religion, 

race, and ethnic group. Tong (2007) discusses first, second, and third wave feminisms, 

emphasizing: a liberal feminist mode during the first wave of feminism; liberal, radical, 

and Marxist-socialist theories during the second wave of feminism; multicultural, global, 

and postmodern feminist theories during the transition from second to third wave 

feminism; and a general postmodernist and multicultural feminist mode during third 

wave feminism. 

Lorber (2010) identifies three general categories of feminist. First, Lorber (2010) 

identifies gender reform feminisms (including liberal, Marxist, socialist, postcolonial and 

Asian feminist theories), which locate gender inequality in the structure of the gendered 
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social order and aim to attain balance in women's and men's access to power, prestige, 

and economic resources in order to eradicate gender inequality (9). Second, Lorber 

(2010) identifies gender resistance feminisms (including radical, lesbian, psychoanlytic, 

and standpoint feminists), which claim that the gender order cannot be challenged 

thorough gender balance because men's dominance is too overwhelming; rather, gender 

equality renders women as the 'same as' men and there legitimates masculinity's 

oppositional preeminence over femininity. Instead, women's voices and feminine 

domains need to be valued in order to challenge patriarchy's enduring ideologies and 

forms of exploitation (11). Lastly, Lorber (2010) discusses gender rebellion feminisms 

(multiracial/ethnic/cultural, feminist studies of masculinity; social constructivist, 

postmodern, and third wave feminists), which conceptualize gender as 

enacted/performed/or 'done' and focus on the multiple sources of inequality—race, class, 

etc (12). These feminisms emphasize binary gender social orders, as well as the gendered 

constraints associated with feminine norms, expectations, and/or relative power that 

diminish women and other marginalized groups to give more privileged men their 

relative social advantage (Lorber 2010, 12). The goal of rebellion feminisms, according 

to Lorber (2010) is to dismantle gender categories (12). 

Alternatively, Dietz (2003) identifies feminists theories into three strands—

difference, diversity, and deconstruction feminisms, which Ackerly and True (2010) argue 

is a helpful typology for feminist empiricists because it recognizes the conflicts within 

feminist theories as themselves starting points for methodological inspirations. Difference 
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feminisms draws upon both French and psychoanalytic feminisms (for example, 

Chodorow 1978; 1989; 1994; 1999; Irigary 1974; [1974] 1985) and Anglo-American 

sociology and psychology (for example, Gilligan 1982; Young 1985; 1997; 2002) in order 

to include and revalue women's voices and perspectives, as well as the activities and 

ways-of-being associated with femininity (Dietz 2003). Diversity feminisms critique the 

monolithic and essentialist notion of a “woman's perspective” and instead highlight the 

diversity among women and men (Collins 1989; 1990; Crenshaw 1991; Mohanty 2003a; 

2003b; Sandoval 2000). Diversity feminists seek to challenge gender inequality by 

visibilizing patterns in cultural value and celebrating diversity (Fraser 2005). 

Deconstruction feminisms deny the existence of independent male/female subjectivity 

and instead view the gender/sex binary as not only a socioeconomic and cultural 

construction but also as the effect of a historically-specific discourse, performance, and 

set of disciplinary practices intimately woven to continually (re)produced and 

discursively challenged power relations (Gatens 1996). Deconstructionist include 

postmodernists, poststructuralists, postcolonialist, critical theorists, and queer theorists 

(Benhabib et al. 1995; Harding 1986; 1987l; Butler 1990; Butler and Scott 1992; Peterson 

1992a; Rich 1980; Scott 1986; Spivak 1999). Deconstructionists particularly attend the 

power of language as it constrains imaginations and desires and therefore research 

(Harding 1986; Peterson 1992a; Scott 1986; Sedgwick 1990). 

Applying general empirical analysis to assess competing feminist theories 

critically defies some of the most important critiques stemming from deconstructionists, 
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who highlight the importance of context, signification, variation, and agency. As Ackerly 

and True (2010) argue, “While we can identify feminist empirical work that falls into one 

school or another, it is not always useful to do so since the inspiration for much empirical 

research is often informed and made possibly by a synthesis of feminist theory” (466). To 

this end, the transgression of boundaries among feminists approaches reveals not simply 

guiding insights but also important debates and contentions to structure research 

questions and inform theoretical judgments (ibid.). 

This point, Ackerly and True (2010) argue, is brought to the fore as we try to 

operationalize the concept of gender (468). Even when sex differences are identified and 

linked to empirical trends, the way in which gender works within contexts to produce 

outcomes will vary because of multiple political, economic, and social forces that affect 

how gender processes become instantiated (ibid). Similarly, as conceptualizations are 

operationalized in order to conduct empirical inquiry, researchers constrain concepts as 

static and essentialist, rendering their operational concepts as resistant to normative and 

political change, as well as individual-level agency, imagination, and contradiction 

(ibid.). Both deconstructionist and diversity feminisms emphasize serious risks of such 

empirical inquiry, which objectifies the individuals' whose complex and material 

perspectives become constrained, simplified, denied, and represented by researchers 

(ibid.). 

Existing empirical research of the nexus of internal armed conflict and gender has 

been guided by the question of “How do norms of gender equality decrease the likelihood 
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of internal armed conflict?” (Caprioli 2003; 2005; Melander 2005). However, it is unclear 

how norms and/or policies promoting gender equality may interact with poverty to affect 

internal armed conflict or domestic peace. This is particularly salient for research at the 

nexus of gender and poverty because policies and norms promoting gender equality may 

have different effects on poverty and economic growth (both formally and informally 

conceptualized and measured) by having contradictory effects for women and men 

because of different institutional and normative realities affecting sub-national regions 

and groups because varied institutionalized gender inequalities may intersect with other 

forms of social stratification (Kabeer 2003, 2, see also Chant 2006; 2010; Okin 2003; 

UNDP 2010). 

Because gender inequality exists not only in all societies but further exists at all 

levels of societies, literature has suggested that the promotion of gender equality, as well 

as the promotion of economic growth, may be complicated by varied institutionalized 

forms of power relations at multiple levels, as well as by frequently obscured informal 

and subsistence activities and practices (Kabeer 2003). It is unclear whether attempts to 

promote gender equality have synergistic effects on economic factors such that greater 

gender equality exacerbates or improves poverty (UNDP 2010; Kabeer 2003, xv). This 

research is therefore an exploratory attempt to analyze different suggestive findings on 

the complex relationships between gender (in)equalities and poverty as they may be 

related to the onset of minor internal armed conflict. 
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3.3 Literature Review:  Gender and Internal Armed Conflict

Current research on the link between gender and internal armed conflict investigates how 

varying levels of gender equality predispose a state to domestic political violence 

(Caprioli 2002; 2003; 2005; Melander 2005). Specifically, scholars argue that the 

presence of norms of gender equality may variously delegitimize violence at mass and/or 

elite levels (Caprioli 2002; 2003; 2005; Melander 2005). Through varied causal 

mechanisms, it is argued that the presence of norms of gender equality reduces the 

likelihood of internal armed conflict incidence.

These studies explore liberal, difference, and constructivist feminist 

conceptualizations of gender equality, which may only partially elucidate the 

contradictory effects of gender as domination (MacKinnon 1987) and/or gender as a 

binary and hierarchical power relation between complex masculinities/femininities 

internationally (Harding 1986; Mohanty 2003a; Peterson 2002; 2003; Peterson and 

Runyan [1993] 2010). By analyzing greater female participation in public spheres to 

proxy gender equality, these studies may obscure the presence and the political, social, 

and economic effects of complex gender inequalities, which do not necessarily 

correspond to sex difference because of the intersectionality of sex discrimination with 

other systems of domination (Collins 1989; 1990; Crenshaw 1991; Mohanty 2003a; 

Sandoval 2000). Measures of variable gender equality premised on a gender-reform 

feminist conceptual basis aggregate and analyze "differences between the sexes" but do 

not raise difficult, deconstructionist questions about how overlapping processes within 
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and outside of salient social, economic, and political institutions may constrain women 

who do participate or be complicated by gendered realities outside of them (Chant 2003; 

2006; 2010; Kabeer 2003; 2005; 2007; Okin 2003; UNDP 2010; World Bank 2012). 

Peterson (2003) argues that “gender is not simply a trait of individuals but an 

institutionalized, structural feature of social life” (31; see also Young 2002; Harding 

1986). As a pervasive social feature, gender refers to the way societies value masculine 

behaviors, expectations, and the functions they serve just as societies devalue feminine 

behaviors, expectations, and social contributions (Peterson 2003). As such, the relative 

valuation of feminine practices, institutions, norms, contributions, and beings are 

obscured when gender equality is made synonymous with sex-equality in formal 

institutions (see, for example, Acker 2006; Beckwith 2005; Peterson 1992a; Peterson 

1992b). A focus on aggregate differences between the sexes is not equivocal to gender as 

a relation between masculinity and femininity, and existing quantitative studies of gender 

and internal armed conflict may take-for-granted that some female individuals may 

perform masculine behaviors in masculine institutions while leaving in tact the basic 

gender norms that render males and females of marginalized status vulnerable (Burns 

2005; UNDP 2010; World Bank 2012). 

Caprioli (2003, 2005) analyzes gender (in)equality's effect on internal armed 

conflict by  emphasizing:  1) gender roles; 2) the importance of structural inequalities and 

their link to structural violence; 3) the relation between masculine and feminine domains 

for organizing societies and sustaining domestic practices; 4) the legitimating effect "the 
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feminine" has for justifying "masculine" domains and practices, particularly by justifying 

war by protecting women as reproducers, both biologically and socially; and 5) the way 

gender rhetoric can politicize and mobilize grievance by being a basis of nationalism. 

Caprioli (2005) argues that structural gender inequality justifies violence (166). The 

theoretical crux of Caprioli's argument is that “...when societal tolerance of violence is 

supported and legitimized by an environment of structural violence, the incidence of both 

inter- and intrastate violence should increase, for violence becomes a way of life and a 

valid tool for settling disputes” (165). Implicit to this argument is that violence is 

systematically linked to gendered inequalities. Caprioli (2005) argues, "Gendered 

structural hierarchies, which are maintained by norms of violence and oppression, should 

result in higher levels of intrastate violence by inuring people to violence and by 

providing the framework for justifying violence" (165). 

Further, Caprioli (2005) links gendered inequalities to ethno-national 

discrimination. In societies with a high degree of gender inequality, other structural 

inequalities are likely to be present, and nationalistic rhetoric may be more effectively 

employed to politicize grievances. This is because nationalism seeks to legitimize 

violence against the state; in societies where gendered violence is normalized, 

nationalistic leaders face less difficulty to legitimize the use of violence amongst 

potential rebel recruits (ibid.). Caprioli (2005) writes, "The effectiveness of this 

nationalist rhetoric, however, is limited in societies that are more open and pluralistic in 

which structural and cultural violence is minimized. ... [P]luralism might also refer to 
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equality between the sexes" (166). To test hypotheses Caprioli (2003, 2005) employs both 

fertility rates and women's labor force participation rates to predict the likelihood of 

internal armed conflict incidence using Uppsala Conflict Data Project (Gleditsch, 

Wallensteen, and Eriksson 2002) data and finds statistical support for her key explanatory 

variables. While Caprioli (2002, 2003, 2005) provides a helpful empirical framework, 

gender-rebellion and gender-resistance feminisms suggest possible contradictory effects 

of gender, which may increase the size of potential groups of recruits by creating the 

notion that women can and may fight like men, as well as by extending economic 

demands on women to provide for their families.

Melander (2005) explores the effect of gender inequalities at the elite-level in 

addition to controlling for mass-level gender inequalities to test competing feminist 

theories of why gender equality may have a pacific effect on intra-societal relations. 

Melander (2005) argues that essentialist feminists hold that women may be inherently 

predisposed to dislike violence or to allocate resources toward policies that may mitigate 

grievances such as public expenditures on education and the welfare state (ibid. 698). 

Constructivist feminism expects societal norms of gender equality to affect other social 

relations, such as ethnic/racial ones, to make them more respectful and less violent (ibid., 

698).  Melander examines:  1) the role of female state leaders by a dichotomous indicator 

variable; 2) whether there is a critical mass of women in parliaments for female heads of 

state to be pacific; 3) the percentage of women in parliament; and 4) female to male 

higher education attainment ratios, all of which are hypothesized to lower the risks of 
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intrastate armed conflict. Melander also uses the Uppsala Conflict Data Project 

(Gleditsch, Wallensteen, and Eriksson 2002) data set and additionally considers changes 

from minor to major internal armed conflict. Melander finds that female state leadership 

has no statistically significant effect; yet, higher female representation in parliaments and 

more equal female-to-male higher education attainment are associated with lower levels 

of intrastate armed conflict. Lastly, Melander finds that while the level of conflict in a 

given year is most significantly affected by the level of conflict in the preceding year, 

among the remaining determinants of internal armed conflict that he tests, gender 

equality then emerges as the strongest explanatory variable (710).

Both Caprioli and Melander examine the normative effect of increased gender 

equalities in delegitimizing violence. It is theorized that norms of gender equality create 

more peaceful and respectful societies; not only are the relations between men and 

women changed, but so too are those between other social groups. While Caprioli (2003, 

2005) examines these at the mass level, Melander additionally explores the normative 

effect of gender equalities at elite levels. 

Theoretically, the variables examined by both authors function by a gender reform 

causal mechanism because variables are meant to capture specifically how gender 

equality varies to affect the likelihood of an internal armed conflict onset. The 

legitimized use of violence that masculinity entails is a linchpin of both theories to 

explain internal armed conflict onset, and both authors assume masculine violence—

especially militarized masculinized violence—becomes less legitimate when women 
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participate more in social, political, and economic institutions, though mechanisms are 

debated. However, arguments by diversity and deconstructionist feminists suggest that 

both authors may underestimate gendered inequalities within these organizations and 

processes themselves, particularly such that the presence of more women in formal 

bodies will contest other forms of inequalities linked to gender inequality and may 

overstate the pacifying effect including women into greater social, economic, and 

political arenas has.

3.4  The Private Sphere:  Household Inequality and Non-Formal Labor

While gender inequalities are multidimensional, theorists suggests that one critical 

domain of gendered inequalities is the household (Kabeer 2003; Sen 2001). A central 

challenge for research at the nexus of gendered inequalities and poverty is not only to 

elucidate gendered household inequalities but to further investigate the complex and even 

contradictory linkages between households, markets, and political arenas (Kabeer 2003). 

Households may be viewed as sites of cooperative conflict in which masculine 

privilege may operate to create disparate and cumulative access to resources both in the 

household in within the wider public domain where individuals with access to masculine 

privilege may defend and promote their interests and as inequalities in the domestic 

domain intersect with inequalities in gendered institutions of markets, the state, and 

communities to make gender inequalities society-wide phenomena (Buvinic, Das Gupta, 

and Casabonne 2009; Kabeer 2003). Gendered inequalities therefore lead men and 

women to experience poverty differently and unequally and to become poor through 
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different though inextricably linked processes (Ackerly and True 2010; Benería and Gita 

Sen 1982; Kabeer 2003; UNDP 2010; World Bank 2012). Existing literature suggests that 

poverty and gendered inequalities is saliently linked to private spheres (Buvinic, Das 

Gupta, and Casabonne 2009; Folbre 1984; UNDP 2010; World Bank 2012). 

Gender inequalities structure the relations of production and reproduction in 

different societies (Buvinic, Das Gupta, and Casabonne 2009; Peterson 2003). Kabeer 

(2003) argues that although men play a critical role in earning household livelihood, their 

roles in the unpaid work of reproduction in the domestic arena is negligible (xiv). Women 

disparately perform the unpaid, reproductive work in domestic spheres, which is 

economically devalorized as “caring” for the family (Kabeer 2003; Peterson 2003; 2011). 

Women's role in the productive sphere varies although it is generally higher among 

poorer households (Kabeer 2003, xiv). There is a disparity between the resources that 

men and women are able to command in order to carry out their responsibilities, in the 

value and recognition given to their contributions, and in their capacity to exercise 

agency on their own behalf (Kabeer 2003, xiv).  While gender research, advocacy, and 

policy-making commonly operates with the notion of the “male breadwinner,” the 

productivity of the poor is affected not only by non-formal and reproductive work 

contributions of women but also by the greater female formal labor participation by 

women within poorer context, identified as both the feminization of poverty and the 

feminization of proletarization (Chant 2006; 2007; 2010; Fukuda-Parr 1999; Kabeer 

2003; HDR 2010; Moghadam 2005; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010). 
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The discourse visibilizing gendered labor disparities argues for an increased 

attention to human agency, human capital, and human capabilities as factors that 

effectively achieve growth in poorer contexts, arguing that gender is one of the critical 

variables mediating economic growth and human development (Jackson 1996; Kabeer 

2003; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010). Because masculinity and femininity create the 

tendency to focus on women via their reproductive capacities, there is a tendency to 

obscure the diverse types of labor associated with social reproduction in formal analysis 

(Chen, Vanek, and Carr 2004; Jackson 1996; Kabeer 2003; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 

2010). For example, in the Millennium Development Goals, there is explicit mention of 

gender inequalities between women and men regarding health and education but no 

mention of gendered disparities in regard to poverty eradication (Kabeer 2003, xv). 

Women's economic agency  and femininized labor contributions, including but not 

limited to social reproduction in domestic units, are obscured by the concept of the “male 

breadwinner” (Kabeer 2003, xv). 

The greater global informalization of labor, and the feminization of these 

processes, may exacerbate gendered inequalities in complex ways (Chant 1999; 2006; 

2007; 2010; Chen, Vanek, and Carr 2004; Kabeer 2003; 2007; Mohagdam 2005; Peterson 

2003; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010). While the vast majority of poor work, few 

nonetheless escape poverty (Chen, Vanek, and Carr 2004, 13). Individuals in non-formal 

economies face lower incomes, greater financial risks, lower standards of human 

development and greater social exclusion compared to particularly workers in the formal 
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economy (Chen, Vanek, and Carr 2004, 13).

Although the poor are generally more likely than the non-poor to rely upon 

informal labor, there is also a significant overlap between being a woman, working in the 

informal economy, and being poor (Chen, Vanek, and Carr 2004, 14, see also Chant 2007; 

2010; Kabeer 2007). This relationship, however, is not simple, and the ramifications of 

the overlap between the feminization and informalization of labor depends on what labor 

women do and under which conditions (Chen, Vanek, and Carr 2004, 14, see also 

Fukuda-Parr 1999). However, a notable difference between male and female workers in 

the informal economy is that men are much more likely to be micro-level entrepreneurs 

while women are more likely to work from home in order to simultaneously attend to 

reproductive labor (earning low piece rates, for example) (Chen, Vanek, and Carr 2004, 

14). 

Research suggests complex and even contradictory links between gender 

inequality and poverty (cf. Buvinic, Das Gupta, and Casabonne 2009), and it is unclear 

how the multidimensional overlap between poverty and gender inequalities may variably 

mediate the onset of minor internal armed conflict. First, research has found variable 

relations between gender inequality and economic growth (cf. Buvinic, Das Gupta, and 

Casabonne 2009). For example, Seguino (2000) finds that gender wage inequality 

contributes to the lower relative wages of women to stimulate economic growth through 

exports during the 1975-1995 period. Gender-based wage inequality is theorized to affect 

growth by increasing investment as a share of GDP (Seguino 2000). Conversely, Klasen 
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(2002) finds that gender inequality in education directly affects economic growth by 

lowering the average level of human capital and indirectly affects growth through the 

impact of gender inequality on investment and population growth. 

The Human Development Report (HDR) 2010 considers multidimensional 

measures of both poverty and gender (UNDP 2010). Guided by Amartya Sen's (1999a; 

1999b) capabilities approach, the HDR 2010's measures of gender inequality and poverty 

reflect the concept of human development to reflect multiple factors affecting individuals' 

well-being, capacities to choose, and freedoms to achieve entitlements by means that are 

valuable (UNDP 2010). While poverty is conceptualized upon three axes—health, 

education and living standards—that are measured upon ten indicators, including: 

nutrition, child mortality, years of schooling, children enrolled, and access to cooking 

fuel, toilets, water, electricity, flooring, and assets (UNDP 2010, 96). The Gender 

Inequality Index is measured in terms of women's participation in the labor market, 

empowerment in education and political representation, and reproductive health (UNDP 

2010). Overall, the HDR 2010 reveals tremendous amounts of variation in both poverty 

and gender inequality while finding a general direct link between the two and stresses 

contextualized and regionally-specific links to further understand and redress both 

through policy-implementations (ibid.). Further, the HDR 2010 warns that even its 

multidimensional gender inequality index does not measure the variable influence of 

gender norms and gender roles, women's unpaid reproductive work, the possession of 

assets, domestic violence, and time use—all of which contribute, in part, to local 
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variations in the link between poverty and internal armed conflict (UNDP 2010). 

Kabeer (2003) discusses the complex links between poverty and gender, 

emphasizing the critical importance of the gendered dimensions of non-formal labor (see 

also Buvinic, Das Gupta, and Casabonne 2009). Kabeer (2003) argues that formal waged 

labor represents the “tip of the iceberg” of all types of labor, and while the productive 

sphere is associated with the formal and waged economy, waged labor in the productive 

sphere rests upon diverse forms on non-formal labor, including within informal 

economies (comprised of diverse forms of labor that are undocumented by official 

statistics), subsistence economies (comprised of labor for direct consumption), and 

reproductive/cared work (comprised of unpaid labor associated with the private/domestic 

domains) (Kabeer 2003, 28-29). Kabeer (2003) further clarifies that all of the activities 

associated with the formal economy, the informal economy, and the subsistence economy 

rest on the unpaid reproductive and care work in households, which ensure the production 

and productivity of the labor power that keeps the entire economy working) (Kabeer 

2003, 28-29). This is an extension of Elson's (1995) logic that the productive labor force 

itself is (re)produced, although the unpaid nature of care work and its association with 

femininity obscures its value and complex links with formal sectors. 

Kabeer's (2003) discussion of the gendered dimensions of economic activities 

raises question about how to incorporate concepts and measures of the “base” of the 

formal productive sphere into statistical analysis (see also Buvinic, Das Gupta, and 

Casabonne 2009). While both reproductive and subsistence may significantly interrelate 
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with formal productive work, subsistence and reproductive work are difficult to measure 

and take highly variable forms. Further, local and regional variations in practices, as well 

as associated gendered inequalities implicated in these activities, are complexly mediated 

by a host of institutions at multiple levels, including familial/marriage arrangements and 

customs, including monogamy/polygamy, religious/ethnic beliefs, matrilineal versus 

patrilineal systems; legal practices, including property rights/inheritances, land systems 

and entitlements in ownership and asset-holdings; and political systems and opportunities 

(Kabeer 2003). While all of these institutions affect the magnitude and material effects of 

gender inequality as they shape context-specific gendered dimensions of poverty, trends 

nonetheless emerge that gender inequality leads to the general assignment of unpaid care 

work to females and their relative inferiority to males (Chant 2006; 2010; Jackson 1996; 

Kabeer 2003; 2008; Peterson 2002; 2003; 2011; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010; 

UNDP 2010).

Because ample quantitative, qualitative, and case-study and ethnographic 

literature emphasizes ways masculinity and femininity institutionally operate to generally 

create the gender discrimination of females relative to males, this chapter seeks to 

provide an exploratory framework for incorporating ways that a critical social unit—the 

household—may interact with a complex social institution—marriage—to mediate the 

gendered dimensions of poverty to increase the probability that a country will experience 

the onset of a minor internal armed conflict and usher in the positive-feedback dynamics 

associated with the poverty-conflict trap. 
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It may be the case that households simultaneously feature economies-of-scale and 

gendered inequalities in the production, distribution, and consumption of resources 

(Benería and Sen 1981; Boserup [1970] 2007; Chant 1999; 2006; 2010; Elson 1993; 

1995; Haddad and Kanbur 2000; Kabeer 2003; 2008; Ongile 1999; Pinstrup-Andersen 

and Watson 2011; Wolf 1992; World Bank 2012).  A reliance on formal measures of 

income and employment to evaluate poverty obscures ways that household units and 

gendered labor divisions interactively function to allocate resources and affect well-

being, as well as how local gendered customs and arrangements influence these processes 

(ibid.; Fukuda-Parr 1999; Jackson 1996; UNDP 2010; World Bank 2012). This means 

that gendered norms and arrangements mediate economic policies, as well as policies to 

promote gender equality, in ways that obscure how individuals are affected by changes in 

the formal productive economy and public sphere (Jackson 1996; Kabeer 1999). For 

example, the WDR 2012 states that “the welfare of women and men living in the same 

household is difficult to measure separately, a problem that is compounded by the paucity 

of data on outcomes in the household” (World Bank, 4). 

Reliance on measures of formal employment and wages therefore not only 

obscures elements of multiple dimensions of human development because of interrelated 

but missing non-formal labor but further does not account for how gendered divisions in 

private units may vary to exacerbate or ameliorate conditions of poverty that are captured 

in these measures in ways that are relevant for understanding the possible micro-

foundations of internal armed conflict. 
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3.5 Gendered Poverty and Issue Indivisibility

While gender as the binary and hierarchical privileging of masculinity over femininity 

functions to categorically instantiate males with relative advantaged access to material 

and symbolic resources across and within cultures, as well as over time, the micro-level 

variations through which gender inequalities affect individuals of different sexes are 

complicated by the factors reviewed in the previous section. This dissertation explores 

how the agentic characteristics associated with hegemonic masculinity (Connell 1987; 

[1995] 2005; Peterson and Runyan [1993] 2010) may implement masculinist/feminine-

rationalist logics and generally structure gendered processes affecting constraints on 

individuals in poverty in order to help explain how the willingness and ability may 

possibly emerge within the context of the poverty-conflict trap. 

The empirical analysis herein explores the way that increased patterns of divorced 

males in a society may reflect the gendered dimensions of poverty by theorizing that 

households function as units that tend to be regulated by diverse types of marital and 

kinship arrangements where many families in any country may be structured by the 

following features:  a)  the exploitation of feminine care work, as well as feminized 

informal and subsistence work;  b) gendered inequalities in the gendered distribution of 

goods at household and private levels, privileging individuals who demonstrate 

culturally-meaningful aspects of masculinity; c) economies-of-scale in the distribution of 

goods at a household level that is not restrictively a feature of married household units 

but that nonetheless may be identified as feature of those that are.  
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In the last chapter, I offered the rebel willingness proposition, which argues that 

the subjective expected utility derived from chance by engaging in the violent and chaotic 

contest of war is a masculinist-rationalist utility only when it is subjectively perceived 

that failing to act otherwise would, with a high probability approximating apodictic 

certitude, result in irreversible subjective costs to the extreme level of mortality. As 

subjective harm becomes perceived as deterministic, the masculinst-rationalist utility of 

fighting aligns with the agentic choice to utilize the uncertain contest of organized 

political violence to possibly attain access to resources necessary for survival. 

To the extent that households become nonviable, this dissertation explores the 

thesis that particularly those individuals who are expected to display masculine agentic 

characteristics as instantiated by heteronormative marriage arrangements may face not 

only patterns of social isolation and desperation because of poverty and the loss of access 

to resources at the household level but further may be affected by masculine norms 

associating pride with using competitive violence to attain resources. To the extent that 

material resources lose their scale in divisibility, individuals who lack resources may 

subjectively perceive extreme constraints that threaten their sense of survivability. To the 

extent that individuals are affected by masculine norms associating pride with violence 

(Connell [1987] 2005; Connell and Messerschmidt 2005; Goldstein 2001; Young 1997; 

2002), individuals may react to the the indivisibility of access to resources that are 

necessary for survival in different and gendered ways that legitimate competitive violence 

and domination.
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While institutions of marriage are gendered everywhere, the specific forms of 

gendered inequality displays a high degree of local and regional variation (Kabeer 2003, 

Chapter 3). Of interest is how marriage is a hegemonic process that formalizes gendered 

systems to variably stabilize physiological need fulfillment in an individual's life in 

culturally mediated ways. Diverse marriage customs variably implement and stabilize 

cultural expectations affecting individual's sexual relationships and social reproduction; 

domicile arrangements, including household divisions of labor; and gendered 

distributions of food and other economic resource sharing.  

Kabeer (2003) elucidates regional gender inequalities in marriage, emphasizing 

systematic differences in the institutions of kinship and family; the household patterns 

they have given rise to; and the associated gender division of resources and 

responsibilities (Chapter 3). These factors produce regional differences in the gender 

division of labor between production and reproduction, paid and unpaid work, and the 

domestic and public domains (ibid.). Regional differences mean not only that women and 

men participate in their national economies differently from each other, but also that these 

differences are not uniform across the world (ibid., see also Elson 1993; 1995).

I analyze changes in patterns of the proportions of male individuals who are 

divorced in a society in order to investigate how demographic changes in marriage may 

operate as gendered-dimensions of poverty that inform which countries may be 

vulnerable to the onset of a minor internal armed conflict. Because literature suggests that 

formal measures of labor and income obscure many gendered dimensions of poverty, 
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including informal and private ways individuals may attain access to resources as married 

individuals, this dissertation argues that the economies-of-scales through which 

individuals may acquire resources, as well as the gendered distribution of goods within 

household, including access to feminized reproductive and productive forms of work, are 

both frequently missing from empirical analysis. 

I investigate changes in divorce patterns in order to measure how household-level 

distribution affects real poverty. For example, in two households within one society with 

similar income levels, changes in marital status in one may meaningfully disrupt an 

individual's access to resources in ways that will not be captured by formal income 

measures. Not only is the economy-of-scale of distribution important for how individuals 

attain goods, as well as to compare households among one another in order to capture 

missing from income figures, but so to is the intra-household production and gendered 

distribution of goods relevant because individuals' status within the household may affect 

their ability to command items that are unavailable conditional upon the loss of access to 

the household unit. The loss of access to a household unit conditional upon divorce may 

entail the inability to exploit feminized reproductive and/or subsistence work, as well as 

to attain resources because of masculine status and privileged entitlements to intra-

household transfers. While actual figures of gender-based differences to acquire resources 

at the micro-level are unavailable, masculine entitled access to these resources, as well as 

the masculine legitimation of competitive violence to attain desired ends and contest 

authoritative hierarchies, may possibly affect subjective perceptions to instantiate the 
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willingness and ability to pursue minor internal armed conflict as a path to changing the 

status quo, as well as a means to attaining desired and/or necessary commodities. Lastly, 

to the extent that hegemonic masculinity links affective pride to subjective evaluations of 

competitive violence and domination by contesting sociopolitical hierarchies to display 

agentic reactive behaviors, the masculinist-rationalist willingness to rebel may be more 

likely to develop in contexts where particularly more males become divorced and cannot 

exploit the benefits of household access to goods, including those distributional benefits 

associated with feminine and feminized labor. 

I consider the theoretical importance of non-formal forms of labor at the nexus of 

subsistence and reproductive labor by exploring how land access may be linked to minor 

internal armed conflict. The WDR 2008 cites land as the single most important asset in 

the portfolio of a rural based household in a poor context (World Bank 2008, 88). Further, 

gender differences in access to assets and mobility constraints are important determinants 

of available pathways out of poverty (World Bank 2008, 18). The gendered dimensions in 

access to and use of land vary substantially, though subsistence and reproductive 

allocations of land use can be explored as “feminized” compared to cash-cropping and 

market-oriented alternatives, which complexly affect access to basic resources.  

Hypothesis 1:  Where there are higher levels of divorced males, the onset of minor 

internal armed conflict will be more likely. 

Hypothesis 2:  Where there are higher levels of arable land, the onset of minor 

internal armed conflict will be more likely. 
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  3.6  Contradictory Hypotheses of Gender Equality

Different feminist approaches may lead to different hypotheses about how gender 

equality may variably mediate the relation between gender inequality and poverty in 

order to affect the likelihood that a country will experience a minor internal armed 

conflict. In the last section of this chapter, I review competing hypotheses stemming from 

various literature on how the measure of the proportion of divorced men in a society—

understood to proxy gender inequality in processes of attaining indivisible resources for 

survival, as well as gender inequality in evaluating means to acquire resources—may 

variably be affected by changes in a society that represent outcomes associated with 

greater gender equity. These hypotheses are highly exploratory attempts to compare ways 

in which different strands of feminist theories may conjecture that changes in formal 

measures may interact with changes in the private sphere to prime a society for political 

violence. As already discussed above, different outcomes associated with greater gender 

equity may be complexly linked to more stable aspects of gender inequality as associated 

with the binary privileging of masculinity over femininity because of local and regional 

variations in institutions, beliefs, and practices; because of the intersectionality of gender 

inequality with other forms of inequalities, including race, class, ethnicity, sexual 

orientation, age, and nation; and because of non-formal dimensions of productivity. 

Therefore, these hypotheses are formulated in a contentious and exploratory manner in 

order to reveal possible debates and contradictory expectations that various feminist 

theories may produce rather than to essentialize any feminist theory's expectations. By 
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deriving competing hypotheses from these various feminist perspectives, it becomes 

possible to explore ways in which contradictory outcomes may differently appear in light 

of formal changes in sex equality. 

Dominance feminist theory may propose that the proportion of divorced men in a 

society may increase the likelihood of a minor internal armed conflict as a function of the 

gendered dimensions of poverty because males displaced from households may lose 

access to the benefits of gendered labor and services, including care work and the 

privileged ability to command resources at the household level, which may produce 

masculine decisions to dominate through competitive political violence for resources. 

Increases in relative formal female participation rates may reflect their exploitable lower 

reservation wages, crowding men out of the formal economy and increasing the 

willingness and ability of men to fight because of masculine domination. The interaction 

between divorce and labor ratios may increase the willingness and ability of men to fight 

because job loss to women exacerbates masculine frustrations and generates household 

tensions, increasing divorce and the inefficient distribution of resources by loss of 

household economies of scale. Dominance theory may expect that as women become 

relatively more educated in poorer contexts by attaining greater tertiary education, 

women may become more willing and able to defy feminine norms and express negative 

contentions and complaints, increasing overall societal tensions and increasing the 

likelihood of masculine backlash through dominating political violence. The interaction 

between divorce and education ratios should increase the willingness and ability of men 
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to fight in poorer contexts because marital tensions may reflect women becoming more 

educated and therefore more confident to express frustrations against the negative 

implications of structural gender oppression at the household level, increasing divorce 

and the inefficient distribution of resources by loss of household economies of scale. 

Lastly, in contexts with higher fertility rates, households may face greater strains because 

of greater numbers of dependents, increasing the likelihood that poverty may constrain 

individuals' access to resources and create the masculine decision to dominate through 

political violence to attain resources. Similarly, in contexts with higher fertility rates, the 

interaction between divorce and fertility increases the willingness/ability of men to fight 

because of displacement from household units stressed by the number of dependents 

under contracting economies and because the lack of reproductive rights coincides with 

cultural signification of marriage as a masculinist form of controlling social reproduction, 

exacerbating frustration of failed masculine providers who do divorce.

Liberal feminist theories might expect that divorce may independently increase 

the willingness/ability of men in poor contexts with contracting economies because 

masculinity legitimates competitive violence. In societies that are more democratically 

liberal, both men and women will perceive masculine violence as less legitimate, and the 

interaction between divorce and liberal democracy will be significantly mitigated in 

liberal societies. Liberal theories might expect that higher female-to-male labor 

participation rates may independently increase the willingness/ability of both women and 

men in poor contexts with contracting economies to employ political violence because 
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masculinity legitimates competitive violence although it may be the case that both men 

and women would have greater levels of minimal income to prevent this effect from 

being significant. When considering labor patterns conditional upon proportions of 

divorced males, liberal theories might expect that in contexts with higher sex equality, 

both women and men may have greater willingness/ability to fight because masculine 

competitiveness is legitimated for both sexes. Yet, simultaneously, marriage patterns will 

be less affected by contracting economy because both women and men will be legitimate 

providers as sex equality increases, rending the conditional effect of negative to null. 

Further, in poor contexts with higher relative educational attainments because of sex 

equality, women may become more willing and able to defy feminine norms and express 

negative contentions and complaints while sex equality leads to the displacement of 

males from educational opportunities, increasing masculine backlash. At household 

levels, women and men may be perceived as legitimate earners of education, and divorce 

rates in poorer contexts with greater sex equality in education will be less affected 

because of the ability of women to have better educational opportunities and because this 

will be perceived as legitimate, nullifying the conditional effect. Liberal feminist theory 

may expect that where both women and men have less dependents, individuals will have 

fewer incentives to fight. Further, in contexts with lower fertility rates, women who have 

greater reproductive rights/birth control may be more selective about marrying overall, 

rendering the proportions of both married and divorced individuals to be lower. Greater 

reproductive rights entails greater normative and societal acceptance of the dissolution of 
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marriage, leading to comparably less tensions in within marriage concerning divorce and 

the parental investments within a marriage. Lower fertility rates entails greater access to 

better paying/full-time (non-flexibilized) jobs and education because of fewer caretaking 

responsibilities for men and particularly women, allowing more resources to be invested 

into job competition. Therefore, liberal feminist theory may expect the interaction of 

divorce and fertility rates should be positive. 

Gynocentric theory may expect that divorce may independently increase the 

willingness/ability of men to fight in poor contexts with contracting economies because 

masculinity/being male is associated with competitive violence. When considering 

female labor, gynocentric theory might expect that in contexts with higher sex equality, 

more women, who possess more altruistic and collaborative natures, will be income 

earners. However, there is no necessary greater valuation of activities associated with 

activities associated with the feminine sphere/women's way of knowing, and the 

valuation of masculine pursuits may remain in tact even as women more prevalently 

occupy the labor force. As such, increases in female labor participation rates may create 

greater masculine backlash because of the devaluation of female formal labor. Similarly, 

increases in divorce are likely when men fail as providers because of marital tensions, 

and increase in relative labor participation rates of women may increase masculine 

backlash according to gynocentric feminist theories. According to gynocentric feminist 

theories, higher relative female educational attainment rates may provide opportunities to 

develop a critical mass of consensus about the value of activities associated with 
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femininity. However, this may not challenge the value of activities associated with 

masculinity and does not necessarily exacerbate household tensions when men fail as 

providers because women, who are accommodating, may pacify masculine tensions. 

Where individuals have more parental investments, men who are essentially different 

from females may experience higher willingness to use violence in order to provide. 

Where individuals have more parental investments, men who are married may experience 

higher pressures to provide at household levels, which creates tensions when men fail as 

providers and causes dissolution of marriage. 

According to constructivist feminist theories, no systematic predictions can be 

made about how the proportion of divorced males would affect the likelihood of internal 

armed conflict because norms vary by societies. However, in more democratically liberal 

states, both men and women may internalize norms of peaceful conflict resolution, and 

the interaction between divorce and liberal democracy may deter conflict. Where there 

are increases in female participation rates, norms of sex equality may be internalized to 

circumvent masculine backlash. Where there are increases in female participation rates 

and educational attainment rates, norms of sex equality may be internalized to circumvent 

masculine backlash. Where women have less reproductive rights, norms of repressiveness 

will be more common, increasing frustration and the likelihood of internal armed conflict. 

Where women have less reproductive rights, there may be more cultural barriers to 

divorce, increasing the marital tensions and levels of shame of failed masculine 

providers. 
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     Table 1. Hypotheses of Gender Equality

Feminist Theory Variable Hypothesis

I. Dominance 
Theory     

A.1) Proportion of Divorced Men A.1) +

A.2.a) Labor Participation Ratios, Female-to-Male
A.2.b) Divorce Conditional on Labor Participation Ratios

A.2.a) +
A.2.b) +

A.3.a) Tertiary Education Ratios, Female-to-Male
A.3.b) Divorce Conditional on Education Ratios

A.3.a) +
A.3.b) +

A.4.a) Fertility Rates
A.4.b) Divorce Conditional on Fertility Rates

A.4.a) +
A.4.b) +

II. Liberal Theory B.1.a) Proportion of Divorced Men
B.1.b) Divorce Conditional on Liberal Democracy

.B.1.a) + 
B.1.b) -

B.2.a) Labor Participation Ratios, Female-to-Male
B.2.b) Divorce Conditional on Labor Participation Ratios

B.2.a) +
B.2.b) -

B.3.a) Tertiary Education Ratios, Female-to-Male
B.3.b) Divorce Conditional on Education Ratios

B.3.a) +
B.3.b) Null

B.4.a) Fertility Rates
B.4.b) Divorce Conditional on Fertility Rates

B.4.a) +
B.4.b) +

III. Gynocentric 
Theory

C.1) Proportion of Divorced Men C.1) +

C.2.a) Labor Participation Ratios, Female-to-Male
C.2.b) Divorce Conditional on Labor Participation Ratios

C.2.a) +
C.2.b) +

C.3.a) Tertiary Education Ratios, Female-to-Male
C.3.b) Divorce Conditional on Education Ratios

C.3.a) Null
C.3.b) Null

C.4.a) Fertility Rates
C.4.b) Divorce Conditional on Fertility Rates

C.4.a) +
C.4.b) +

IV. Constructivist 
Theory

D.1.a) Proportion of Divorced Men
D.1.b) Divorce Conditional on Liberal Democracy

D.1.a) Null
D.1.b) -

D.2.a) Labor Participation Ratios, Female-to-Male
D.2.b) Divorce Conditional on Labor Participation Ratios

D.2.a) -
D.2.b) -

D.3.a) Tertiary Education Ratios, Female-to-Male
D.3.b) Divorce Conditional on Education Ratios

D.3.a) -
D.3.b) -

D.4.a) Fertility Rates
D.4.b) Divorce Conditional on Fertility Rates

D.4.a) +
D.4.b) +
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3.7  Conclusion

This chapter has explored varied gendered dimensions of poverty that may affect the 

onset of a minor internal armed conflict within the context of the poverty-conflict trap. 

This chapter has identified three gendered dimensions of poverty that may mediate the 

micro-level dynamics linked to the onset of minor internal armed conflict:  masculinity 

legitimates the exploitation of feminized labor and care work; masculinity couples 

household-level economies of scale with gendered inequalities in the distribution of 

goods to privilege individuals with masculine status; and masculinity links pride to 

competitive violence to attain access to productive inputs. These gendered dimensions of 

poverty are argued to have different forms of localized expression that may not fit neatly 

into an analysis of sex-based distinctions. Further, these gendered dimensions of poverty 

are themselves complicated by contradictory, yet coexisting gendered norms and 

structures. Nonetheless, existing literature has suggested that these gendered processes 

are frequently obscured by formal economic measures suggesting advances in gender 

equality because a focus on sex-based outcomes rather than gendered relations and 

processes obscures the complex ways that gender inequalities can interact in order to 

adversely affect households and individuals when more women participate in formal 

spheres.
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CHAPTER 4. NUTRITIONAL INSECURITY AND MAJOR INTERNAL 
ARMED CONFLICT ONSET

4.1 Introduction

This chapter explores how the gendered dimensions of poverty may interact with food 

insecurity to affect the escalation of internal armed conflict within the context of the 

poverty-conflict trap. The previous chapter suggested three gendered dimensions of 

poverty that may mediate the micro-level dynamics linked to the onset of minor internal 

armed conflict. This chapter aims to provide an exploratory framework for analyzing the 

ways that the escalation of internal armed conflict within the poverty-conflict trap may be 

a partial product of the nutritional insecurity. The research focuses on two interrelated 

processes that may partially affect nutritional insecurity as a product of domestic food 

production:  a) access to land and livestock assets necessary to domestic food production 

systems that minimally can be relied upon for subsistence food production; and b) a 

country's role as a food-exporter in the interstate food trade, which can affect political 

and economic actors' responses to a domestic food shortage. 

The WDR 2011 argues that civil violence is the main constraint to meeting the 

United Nation's Millennium Development Goals (World Bank 2011, Chapter 1). A large 

proportion of the world's population is adversely affected by the severe political violence 

associated with civil war, with the majority living in conditions of extreme destitution 

within the poorest regions of Africa, Latin America, and Asia (Fearon and Laitin 2003; 

Nafziger, Stewart and Väyrynen 2000a; 2000b; World Bank 2008; 2011). Conflict-
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affected and recovering states account for 47% of the population and for 60% of 

undernourished and 61% of impoverished people (World Bank 2011, 62-63). A child in a 

recovering or conflict-affected state is twice as likely to be undernourished as a child in 

another developing country and nearly three times as likely to be out of primary school 

(World Bank 2011, 62-63). 

The highest incidence of undernourishment is in Sub-Saharan Africa, where one 

in every three persons suffers from chronic hunger (World Bank 2008, 94). Farmers in 

rural African war zones are constrained by the highly concentrated and reinforcing 

positive-feedback dynamics associated with the poverty-conflict trap and are among the 

most destitute people in the world (Brück 2004; Collier et al. 2003). A number of 

countries – including some of the poorest – have made major, yet uneven strides towards 

combating extreme poverty, hunger, and cycles of violence (World Bank 2011). However, 

volatile energy and food prices, financial and economic crises, and environmental stresses 

have threatened these gains, increased social tensions, and heightened the vulnerability in 

poor and marginalized communities (UNDP 2010). The International Fund for 

Agricultural Development, a specialized agency of the United Nations, projects that the 

number of people living in extreme poverty and hunger will continue to increase into the 

future, as will the inequalities between and within countries (IFAD 2010,7). The most 

severe challenges are posed to the least industrialized countries, landlocked developing 

countries, small island developing states, and countries that are vulnerable to natural 

hazards or recurring lapses into conflict or armed violence (ibid.).
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Existing literature elucidates the acute relationship between rural poverty and civil 

war (Addison 2003; Brück 2004; Kalyvas 2006; Wood 2003; World Bank 2011). Many 

scholars investigate this relationship through case-study analysis (for example, Ellis and 

Bahiigwa 2003). General examination of the relationship between poverty and internal 

armed conflict is impeded by the lack of consensus about the precise determinants of 

poverty, both during and after violent conflict, as well as the complex differences 

between countries through which violence and poverty become linked (Justino 2007; 

2009; UNDP 2010; World Bank 2011). Research demonstrates that once internal armed 

conflicts are started, poverty is compounded by low growth rates and poor governance 

because both during and after conflicts, there are few external options, little distribution 

of public goods, and extreme isolation (Collier et al. 2003; Sambanis 2001; World Bank 

2011). Furthermore, violence kills, injures, and displaces people and also increases 

hunger and deprivation (Collier et al. 2003; Flores and Nooruddin 2007; UNDP 2010; 

World Bank 2008; 2011).  A specific research agenda seeks to develop a framework to 

conceptualize, measure, and generally analyze the cyclical links between poverty and 

internal armed conflict (Blomberg and Hess 2002; Blomberg, Hess and Thacker 2001; 

Collier et al. 2003; Goodhand 2003; Justino 2007; 2009; World Bank 2011).

The positive-feedback dynamics underlying the escalation of internal armed 

conflict are analyzed as the product of three potential mechanisms that may implement 

issue indivisibility reflecting nutritional scarcity. First, I examine how the gendered 

dynamics of poverty can create minor internal armed conflict that primes for destructive 
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contagion in fighting and proliferating security dilemmas that occur conditional on the 

dissolution of nutrition-based livelihood systems in contexts of absolute scarcity. The 

escalation of internal armed conflict within the poverty-conflict trap is argued to be acute 

to rural areas and sensitive to the breakdown of agricultural systems of livelihood that 

may be turned to for subsistence agriculture. Second, I examine how soil fertility is 

variably affected by both human productive activity, as well as exogenous climatic 

factors, to independently induce environmental stresses to create issue indivisibility in 

access to land and livestock assets. Third, I investigate how a country's role as a food-

exporter in the interstate food trade may affect political and economic actors' responses to 

a domestic food shortage. 

I discuss how food insecurity can function as issue indivisibility over competitive 

uses of land that feature issues of scale in use. Second, I discuss how environmental 

factors may relate to food insecurity. Third, I discuss how food exporting nations may be 

affected by their weak-link bargaining position to explain its relation to food insecurity. 

Lastly, I discuss how conflict itself may affect individuals to itself intensify food 

insecurity. The primary thesis of this chapter is that issue indivisibility may arise over 

access to assets necessary to attain nutritional security, exacerbated by environmental 

changes and food exports, which may induce the process of degradation of agriculturally-

based livelihood systems providing nutrition, which become stressed to amplify positive-

feedback dynamics between poverty and internal armed conflict at the critical tipping 

point when consumable livestock assets become depleted as natural inputs.
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4.2 Definitions:  Food Security and Nutritional Security

Food insecurity is a complex phenomenon, affected by a range of factors with varying 

importance across regions, countries, and social groups, as well as over time (World Bank 

2008). The attributable risks to food insecurity can be clustered into four nested groups of 

potential areas of vulnerability as a function of the overall stress levels in them:  the 

contextual (that is, the broader socioeconomic, political, institutional, cultural and natural 

environments); the productive (that is, the efficient performance of the food economy); 

the distributional (that is, household strategies, assets, and activities, including care 

practices and intra-household distribution); and, the sanitary (that is, health care 

practices, hygiene, sanitation, water quality, and food safety and quality, as well as the 

health status of the individual who consumes)  (cf. FAO/FIVIMS Framework; World 

Bank 2008). An individual’s nutritional security reflects these factors. Food security is a 

situation that exists when all people, at all times, have physical, social and economic 

access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food 

preferences for an active and healthy life (FAO 2002; Mechlem 2004; World Food 

Summit 1996). Those who are chronically food insecure always fall below adequate 

consumption, and those who are seasonally food insecure do not have enough to eat 

during non-productive seasons (World Bank 2008, 95). The transitory food insecure have 

inadequate food consumption because of an economic or natural shock, which may have 

long-lasting consequences (World Bank 2008, 95). 

At the household level, food security depends on:  food availability (that is, 
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sufficient quantities of food of appropriate quality, supplied through domestic production 

or imports, including food aid); food access (that is, the physical and financial ability to 

attain food in local markets); utilization (that is, the ability to use food, requiring 

adequate processing, storage and cooking methods, clean water, sanitation, and health 

care methods to guarantee that food is safe and nutritious); and, stability (that is, the 

continuous access to food for a population, household, or individual despite sudden 

economic or climatic shocks or cyclical/seasonal events) (cf. FAO/FIVIMS Framework; 

World Bank 2008). Food use is the key link rendering food security into nutritional 

security (World Bank 2008, 96). Individuals need to have not only access to available, 

safely prepared, and diverse food supplies, but they also need to have a healthy body 

because diseases variously hinder the body's ability to translate food consumption into 

adequate nutrition (World Bank 2008, 96). 

4.3  Literature Review:  The Entitlement Approach

Nutritional security is fundamentally necessary in order for individuals and groups to 

avoid starvation (Sen and Drèze Omnibus 1999; World Bank 2008). As one of the most 

basic limiting factors that may influence a human life, the ability to avoid starvation 

fundamentally motivates individuals and groups to cooperate, in varying ways, in order to 

benefit from positive-sum interactions, economies of scale, and innovation. As such, 

achieving food security is a general aim of overarching social, economic, and political 

systems. The entitlement approach to studying famine and starvation is a theoretical basis 

for analyzing food security (de Waal 1990; 1997; [1989] 2005; Sen  1975; 1976; 1977; 
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1981; 1988; 1999a; 1999b; Sen and Drèze Omnibus 1999; World Bank 2008). Sen and 

Drèze Omnibus (1999) argues, “Starvation is the characteristic of some people not 

having enough food to eat. It is not the characteristic of there being not enough food to 

eat. While the latter can be a cause of the former, it is but one of many possible causes” 

(1). This approach focuses on the capabilities of individuals to secure food through legal 

means available in societies, including by using production possibilities, trade 

opportunities, and individual entitlements in relation to the state (Sen and Drèze Omnibus 

1999).

While food supplies conceptually refer to independent groups of commodities, 

analyzing starvation requires accounting for individuals’ relationships to those 

commodities, which is mediated by structures of ownership (Sen and Drèze Omnibus 

1999). Ownership relations are a type of entitlement relations (Sen and Drèze Omnibus 

1999). Therefore, to identify causes of starvation, one must understand the entitlement 

system in which starvation is analyzed (Sen and Drèze Omnibus 1999). "An entitlement 

relation applied to ownership connects one set of ownerships to another through certain 

rules of legitimacy" (ibid., 1). Market economies enable individuals to exchange what 

they own for collections of commodities through trade and/or production (ibid.). The set 

of all possible bundles of commodities that an individual may alternatively acquire by 

exchanging what one owns is his/her exchange entitlement (ibid., 2). According to this 

framework, the exchange entitlement mapping is the relation specifying the set of 

exchange entitlements for a given ownership bundle (ibid.). For individuals to starve 
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requires that their exchange entitlement sets do not contain any feasible bundle including 

enough food (excluding non-entitlement transfers, such as charity) (ibid., 3). Thus, one's 

ability to avoid starvation is a function of both ownership and of the exchange entitlement 

mapping she faces (ibid., 3).

 As this framework simplifies, “A person starves either because he does not have 

the ability to command enough food, or because he does not use this ability to avoid 

starvation” (Sen and Drèze Omnibus 1999, 45). The entitlement approach focuses on 

analyzing means of commanding foods legitimated by a society's legal system (ibid.). A 

person's ability to command food is a function of entitlement relations governing 

possession and consumption in that society (ibid., 154-55). That is, the command of food 

depends on what an individual owns, what exchange possibilities are offered to that 

person, what is given for free, and what is taken away from that person (154-55).

The rules governing food ownership reflect very basic property rights. Society's 

systems and rules variably governing them (ibid., 46). The exchange system governing an 

individual's entitlements depends on the legal, political, economic, and social factors, as 

well an individual's position in the exchange system (ibid., 46). Starvation can affect a 

certain group of people when their endowment system collapses, and "...there are indeed 

many accounts of such endowment declines on the part of sections of the poor rural 

population in developing countries through alienation of land, sale of livestock, etc." 

(47).

The entitlement approach as specified faces limitations (ibid., 28-29). While the 
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entitlement approach focuses foremost on individual-command, secure access is a 

function of group membership, which very frequently entails non-entitlement transfers 

that produces uneven, though patterned forms of intra-group transfers (ibid.). A common 

social group in which consumption behavior is affected by such non-entitlement transfers 

is the family (ibid.). By focusing on ownership at the individual rather than household 

level, and by assuming intra-household transfers are forms of non-entitlement transfers, 

this approach may obscure a great deal of unevenness in consumption behaviors (ibid.). 

Further, in informal markets, there may be a great vagueness of property rights related to 

such matters (ibid.). Additionally, while entitlement relations concentrate on rights within 

the given legal structure in that society, many transfers, such as looting (ibid.).  These 

various limitations may be particularly relevant to understanding the poverty-conflict trap 

because of the importance of informal/illicit economies in contexts of poverty that other 

research suggests (UNDP 2010; World Bank 2008). With that said, nutritional insecurity 

does occur under the context 'law and order' and without violation of legal processes 

causing starvation; indeed, it is precisely in guarding ownership rights against the 

demands of the hungry that legal forces may uphold entitlements. Sen and Drèze 

Omnibus (1999) cite the example of the Bengal famine of 1943 when those who died in 

front of well-stocked food ships protected by the state were denied food because of lack 

of legal entitlement, and not because their entitlements were violated (49). For those who 

argue that there is an internationally-based and universal right to food security, the 

distinction between legal and illegal entitlements to avoid starvation expose the 
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fundamental contradictions inadequately premised into contemporary global institutions 

and international legal frameworks  (Eide, Oshaug, and Eide 1991; Mechlem 2004).

Furthermore, these issues and the entitlement approach in general reveal the 

fundamental stakes of analyzing and measuring poverty. Sen and Drèze Omnibus, (1999) 

explains,

“It is sometimes said that starvation may be caused not by food shortage but by the 
shortage of income and purchasing power. This can be seen as a rudimentary way of 
trying to catch the essence of the entitlement approach, since income does give one 
entitlement to food in a market economy. …[T]he inadequacy of the income-centered 
view arises from the fact that, even in those circumstances in which income does provide 
command, it offers only a partial picture of the entitlement pattern, and starting the story 
with the shortage of income is to leave the tale half-told. People died because they didn't 
have the income to buy food, but how come they didn't have the income? What they can 
earn depends on what they can sell and at what price, and starting off with incomes leaves 
out that part of the entitlement picture.” (155-56)

An advantage of applying the entitlement approach to the study of poverty is that it 

provides more direct information about, as well as a more comprehensive account of, a 

person's ability to command commodities in general and food in particular, and as such 

forces attention to individuals' access to critical resources, which an income-purchasing-

power account obscures (ibid., 155).

4.4 Three Pathways to Issue Indivisibility

The diverse roles livestock play to productive rural activities, access to nutritional 

security, and the perpetuation of social customs together form the basis for the 

proposition that livestock function as a limiting factor to human livelihood systems in 

contexts of poverty (World Bank 2008). “Livestock is often the largest nonland asset in 

rural household portfolio” (ibid., 88). Livestock are central as productive agricultural 
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inputs, aiding in both on- and off-farm activities, and livestock play a particularly key 

role in maintaining absolute levels of arable land by providing fertilizer to soil to 

maintain its quality (World Bank 2008). Further, livestock provide direct and buffering 

nutritional security by producing high-quality, protein-rich by-products for human 

consumption and further garner access to consumable resources of meat to offer quality 

proteins and necessary vitamins and nutrients that can be critical to maintaining health 

and human-well being during periods of hardship (Von Braun and Rajul Pandya-Lorch 

1991). Livestock are also liquid assets that can be exchanged (for example, for stored 

grains that may be more valuable under adverse conditions, particularly when livestock 

do not offer by-products) and therefore function as critically valuable bartering assets 

(Brück 2004). Lastly, livestock play central roles in social customary interactions, which 

may enable individuals to attain social resources that are also buffering acutely for the 

rural poor (Brück 2004; Devereux 1993; Von Braun and Rajul Pandya-Lorch 1991; World 

Bank 2008, 88). 

As such, livestock are central assets in rural-based agricultural systems. The 

tipping point of collapse of agricultural systems within the context of the poverty-conflict 

trap is indicated by the critical loss of consumable livestock assets. That is, the 

fundamental limiting factor to nutritional security within agricultural systems arises by 

the constraints imposed by sufficient loss of consumable livestock assets. The depletion 

of consumable livestock assets is argued to change evaluation of future prospects and 

therefore create heightened and more severe rebel willingness, which is triggered by way 
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of contagion from the prior introduction of minor internal armed conflict. As such, the 

loss of nutritional security underpinned by the degradation of livestock is associated with 

the escalation of major internal armed conflicts within contexts of poverty

Access to land and livestock can function as critical assets for rural poor (World 

Bank 2008, 84-89). “Lacking a minimum asset endowment can thus trap households in 

long-term poverty” ( World Bank 2008, 84). Endowment with agricultural assets is a 

product of socioeconomic and legal processes (World Bank 2008). The asset endowments 

of many rural households have been low for generations, explaining the persistence of 

rural poverty, and the tighter asset squeeze on many smallholders challenges their 

survival. Increasing the asset base of the poor is a major challenge for policy makers in 

implementing an agriculture-for-development strategy. (ibid., 84). Possession of livestock 

assets is risky and sensitive to environmental factors (ibid., 88). Shocks can deplete assets 

through distress sales of land and livestock (ibid., 89).Rural households often identify 

weather-related and health shocks as their biggest risks (ibid., 89). Idiosyncratic shocks 

can arise from local climate variations, wildlife damage, pest infestation, illness, and 

property losses from fire, theft, or natural events (ibid., 89).  It can take a very long time 

for households to recover from such losses. When income and asset shocks coincide, 

households have to choose between reducing consumption or depleting assets (ibid. 89). 

The immediate production and welfare losses associated with drought, for example can 

be substantial (ibid., 89). In many circumstances, recovering from a shock is slow and 

often incomplete by the time the next shock occurs, and it is often more difficult for the 
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poor to recover as compared to the nonpoor  (ibid., 90). For example, households in an 

isolated community in Zimbabwe lost 80 percent of their cattle in the 1992 drought (ibid., 

90). By 1997, the average herd size recovered to 50 percent of pre-drought levels, but 

there was little recovery for households that lost their entire breeding stock (ibid., 90). 

Positive Feedback Mechanism One:  
Brutalization and the Endogeneity of Poverty and Internal Armed Conflict

The first positive-feedback mechanism affecting the dynamics underlying the escalation 

of internal armed conflict in contexts of poverty is the way the exposure the gendered 

violence associated with the onset of a minor internal armed conflict may create 

compounding social brutalization and exclusion to amplify the prevalence of issue 

indivisibility reflecting nutritional insecurity and lending to the escalation of internal 

armed conflict. Justino (2007, 2009) offers a theoretical framework on those fundamental 

transmission mechanisms that both turn household poverty into violent conflict and turn 

violent conflict into household poverty. Justino (2007, 2009) focuses on “mass violence 

instigated through collective action” (see also Brück and Schindler 2008).27 These 

transmission mechanisms explain the processes rather than the outcomes of violent 

conflict and poverty  such that that peace and war are not antithetical states arising in a 

linear fashion (ibid.). Rather, dimensions of negative and positive peace coexist as 

societies react to violence and the incompatibilities underlying political violence (ibid.).28 

The dynamics associated with violence and peace appear in different degrees of intensity 

27 Mass violence is a broad category referring to violent protests, riots, civil wars, and genocides (Justino 
2007).
28 This notion of conflict as incompatibility is based on Galtung (1965), see also Wallensteen (2007, 37-
38).
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at different times (ibid.). Individuals not only actively contribute to volatility but also 

adapt to it (ibid.). The continuous, lived experience includes changes at individual levels 

and reactive behaviors that may be analyzed to understand not simply how a state of 

negative peace or positive peace occurs, which a focus on outcomes leads us to do, but 

rather how individuals within tumultuous zones are affected variably by violence to 

explore how and when violent and pacific processes occur and/or endure (ibid.).

Justino (2007, 2009) analyzes which individuals affected by poverty are also 

affected by violent conflicts, as well as which individuals contribute violent behavior to 

internal armed conflicts. This framework explains how the poor are affected by mass 

conflicts, as well as how persistent levels of poverty impact the likelihood of an 

individual, household, or group participating in internal armed conflicts (ibid.). Currently, 

a gap in knowledge exists on which actors who are affected by both poverty and internal 

armed conflict participate in mass violence because there is a significant absence of 

information on the people living in poverty-stricken, conflict-ridden societies (ibid.). 

Justino (2007) argues that existing literature emphasizes how individuals in extreme, 

absolute poverty are victimized by violent conflict by assuming that they are generally 

politically and socially unorganized and are incapable of diversifying activities (5). 

However, there is limited information on the socioeconomic profiles of those who do 

fight, and such analyses tend to be case-specific (ibid.).29 Economic theories of internal 

29 Humphreys and Weinstein (2008) quantitatively analyzes demographic information on former 
combatants in the war in Sierra Leone derived from interviews; Oyefusi (2008) empirically analyzes those 
socioeconomic characteristics of former fighters who participate in minor internal armed conflicts in 
Nigeria; Theidon (2009) provides qualitative information on the socioeconomic background of fighters in 
Colombia’s protracted civil war.
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armed conflict emphasize the agentic aspects of individuals' participation as perpetrators 

in rebellions by arguing that persistent poverty makes soldiering and/or violence 

attractive means of employment or means to attain resources and services when other 

opportunities are limited in civil society (ibid., see also Collier 2000; Humphreys and 

Weinstein 2006; 2008; Oyefusi 2008; Wood 2003).30 However, casting dual images 

between perpetrators and victims obscures ways that individuals within the context of the 

poverty-conflict trap are simultaneously both (Justino 2007; 2009).

A growing body of literature identifies characteristics associated with an 

individual's or household's heightened risks of being or becoming poor. These include: 

low levels of monetary assets (for example, land, salary, livestock, and housing); lack of 

education and illiteracy; low nutrition and poor health; and the lack of established sources 

of social capital, networks, and political voice (Justino 2007, 5).31 Further, a high 

proportion of the poor belongs to socially marginalized identity groups and may face 

ethnic, religious, and/or linguistic discrimination (ibid.).32 The chronically poor are more 

prone to becoming internally displaced or migrant workers (ibid.; World Bank 2008; 

30 Wood (2003), in particular, emphasizes that participation in internal armed conflicts in motivated by the 
pleasure of agency.
31 Notably, these characteristics are subsumed in Walter’s (2004) generalized framework for the study of 
civil war, which argues that conditions of misery create the will to participate in civil wars. This framework 
states that misery is a function of both general destitution and voicelessness.
32 Whether and how ethnic/identify factors are relevant to war and how this is mediated by wealth is one of 
the most contentious and complex debates within the civil war literature. Fearon and Laitin (2003) dispute 
that ethnicity increases the likelihood of civil war after controlling for income, as do Collier and Hoeffler 
(1999, 2001). Thus, it is consistent to argue that identity-based discrimination is produced by poverty and 
that identity-based factors are intermediately related to the onset of civil war. Horowitz (1985) influentially 
argued that ethnic pluralism is a contributing factor. Still, others have emphasized that horizontal 
inequalities specifically, that is, systematic inequalities between identity groups, rather than ethnic 
pluralism is relevant (Østby 2008; Stewart 2002).  
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2011). It is, however, unclear whether these factors increase the likelihood that an 

individual will become implicated in a violent conflict, and if so, whether they will be a 

perpetrator, a victim, or degrees of both (Justino 2007; 2009). Existing literature, 

however, often does not explicitly evoke the endogeneity of poverty and conflict but 

rather focuses on either causes or consequences (Bayer and Rupert 2004; Fearon and 

Laitin 2003). Accounting for the relationship in a meaningful way both theoretically and 

empirically is important because one factor that leads to the end of one conflict in one 

setting may cause future conflicts (Justino 2007; 2009). 

The work of Kalyvas (2006) provides details on how the exposure to internal 

armed conflict affects individuals to prime them to be willing to engage in further conflict 

while constraining their abilities to escape conflict. Kalyvas (2006) outlines five ways 

that civil war produces violence by causing brutalization through:  (1)  unremitting 

exposure to violence; (2) removal of social controls; (3) decline of the cost of violent 

activity; (4) rise in the prominence of people with a propensity for violence; and (5) the 

unlearning of peaceful skills and the learning of violent skills (55-56). While Kalyvas 

(2006) does not explicitly link these dynamics to poverty, the ways brutalization works 

through violence are similar to dynamics associated with chronic poverty. Further, the 

effects of brutalization as discussed, and particularly the change of skills and increased 

relative benefits of violent activities, are factors that increase poverty in a given context 

(ibid.).  

Kalyvas (2006) argues that it is well known that civil war brutalizes combatants. 
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Arguably, civil wars brutalize noncombatants more than interstate conflicts through 

invasive, unremitting, and inescapable exposure to violence (ibid., 56). Secondly, civil 

war destroys the psychological mechanisms of self-sanctioning (for example, inhibition) 

that serve as guides and deterrents for conduct with the contraction of social control (57). 

There may be greater opportunities for deviant activities, which itself may produce cycles 

of retaliation, as well as decreasing opportunities for socially endorsed activities – factors 

that reinforce the perpetuation of poverty and violence. Third, civil war lowers the costs 

of violent activity by destroying sanctioning institutions that offer social control or by 

spreading the activities of sanctioning institutions more thin, which may turn violence 

into a less costly and more profitable endeavor (57). The rule of force may usurp the rule 

of law to settle all disputes, including domestic ones or between neighbors (ibid.). Civil 

war may also destroy social hierarchies that effectively act as social controls (ibid.). By 

transferring power from elders to youth, it may eliminate what is in many traditional 

societies the most effective informal means of conflict resolution and social control 

(ibid.).

Fourth, civil wars can increase the prominence of people with a propensity for 

violence (ibid.). The criminality and informal labor during conflict are consistent with 

this mechanism (Collier 2000). Individuals may increasingly resort to extreme forms of 

violence in the forms of looting and predation (Azam 2002; Azam and Hoeffler 2002). 

Fifth, new actors emerge with vested interests in the continuation of the conflict (Kalyvas 

2006, 58, see also Collier 2000; Collier 2002). New war economies pronounce actors 
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with skills in the use of violence, whose existence and power draws from the war (Keen 

1998). This can cause skills relevant to a peaceful civil society to lose instrumentality 

(Kalyvas 2006). Where individuals are born in contexts lacking educational systems and 

broken families, cycles of poverty and violence are likely to repeat themselves (McEvoy-

Levy 2006). Where sexual violence becomes widespread, individuals may become 

broken and affected by its psychological and physical implications (Farr 2009; Wood 

2009). For example, Bayer, Klasen and Adams (2007) discuss the ways that child abuse 

fosters post-traumatic stress disorder and desires for revenge. Humphreys and Weinstein 

(2006) quantitatively address the variation in patterns of civilian abuse in the context of 

Sierra Leone to find that civilians abuse is highest in poorest areas and parallels the logic 

of extraction. Together, these mechanisms converge to create a culture of lawlessness, 

revenge, and violence that can be self-sustaining.

Lastly, Kalyvas (2006) argues that "intimate violence has been the central feature 

of civil war for a very long time. …More than anything else, intimacy is the attribute that 

sets interstate war apart from civil war" (333). Violence in civil wars is frequently carried 

out among individuals sharing state/national membership, which implicates everyday 

social ties, including within individuals' neighborhoods, friendships, kinship, and even 

families (ibid.). By creating dishevel at the basic level of the household unit and by 

fracturing social ties through brutalization, individuals remain at a heightened risk for 

becoming increasingly poor, as well as socially displaced by the effects of violence 

(ibid.). The WDR 2008 identifies social marginalization and exclusion as a key factor 
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explaining how individuals become trapped in poverty (World Bank 2008, 88). To the 

extent that internal armed conflict causes social exclusion and dislocation, poverty and 

internal armed conflict can become endogenous phenomena (World Bank 2011). 

Similarly, Justino (2007) argues there are three self-reinforcing mechanisms 

through which violent conflict impacts poverty, as well as that household poverty is a 

trigger of violent conflict:  economic, human capital and displacement (7).  Further, 

Justino (2007) conceptualizes the extent to which poverty can act as a trigger for violent 

conflict due to a lack of agency for those involved, social discontent, and the search for 

better socioeconomic opportunities.

Individuals and households in developing countries face multiple, heightened 

economic risks. These economic risks are induced from several causes, including 

exogenous weather shocks, disease, adverse economic changes, and loss of assets 

(Justino 2007; 2009). In vulnerable socioeconomic contexts, individuals face absolute 

deprivation and distress (ibid.). The incidence of internal armed conflict can increase the 

insecurity associated with chronic poverty even further (ibid.). Violent conflicts pose 

particular economic risks because conflicts entail purposive destruction, including the 

intentional destruction as a survival strategy (ibid.). During an  armed conflict, 

combatants may strategically target social networks and family ties, agricultural assets, 

land, and other resources that maintain basic livelihood (ibid., see also de Waal 1997). 

Further, violent conflict entails destroyed societal infrastructure, the collapse of the rule 

of law, and reduced ability to deliver public services (ibid., see also Bayer and Rupert 
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2004). The confluence of these dynamics may exacerbates socioeconomic deterioration 

(ibid.).

A second mechanism causing violent conflicts to reinforce poverty includes asset 

loss. Armed conflicts can entail the destruction of homes, land, household items, and 

cattle and livestock (Justino 2007, 8; Brück 2004). This can produce long-term effects, 

particularly when destruction of assets occurs in poor contexts (ibid.). Further, internal 

armed conflicts can reinforce poverty by killing and displacing populations, which can 

limit earning potentials and increase fear and mistrust in society (ibid.). Those who were 

not before poor may face heightened food insecurity with market disruption and face 

increased transaction costs to exchange (ibid.). To the extent that criminality and looting 

become more widespread as a direct implication of the endogenous relation between 

poverty and internal armed conflict, individuals may increasingly lose minimum access to 

land and livestock assets and be willing to employ violence in order to attain these 

resources. 

Lastly, internal armed conflict frequently harms  human capital by disrupting 

education and health (Justino 2007; 2009; World Bank 2011). By destroying 

infrastructure and causing injury, internal armed conflicts frequently undermine a state's 

capacity to public services (Nafziger, Stewart and Väyrynen 2000a; 2000b). The effect of 

declined education can exacerbate the impacts of violent conflict on future health 

outcomes (Justino 2007; 2009). Armed conflict leads to military and civilian death and 

injury, disease, reduced nutrition, illness, and severe psychological harm (Cuny 1999). 
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Lastly, internal armed conflict causes large amounts of displaced individuals and families 

(Justino 2007; 2009; World Bank 2011). This can further remove individuals from 

economic opportunities, illustrating the vicious cycle of internal armed conflict and 

poverty (Justino 2007; 2009; World Bank 2011). This is compounded by the destruction 

of social networks and their capital (Justino 2007; 2009; World Bank 2011). These factors 

have long-lasting effects by decreasing the will to return to home village, particularly 

when distressing events initiated fleeing the area (Justino 2007; 2009; World Bank 2011). 

While these factors help to understand how the foundations of the poverty-conflict trap 

are laid, they nonetheless obscure the gendered dimensions that may explain the nature of 

the willingness and ability to rebel such that, as a necessary dimension because without 

the introduction of the masculinist willingness and ability to employ violence, the 

positive-feedback dynamics associated with the forms and processes of violence may not 

be introduced into households and society. 

Positive Feedback Mechanism Two:  
Variable Soil Erosion and the Endogeneity of Poverty and Internal Armed Conflict

The second positive-feedback mechanism affecting the dynamics underlying the 

escalation of internal armed conflict in contexts of poverty is the way the variable loss of 

soil fertility may evoke issue indivisibility reflecting nutritional insecurity. Thomas 

Malthus proposed a boom-and-bust cycle characterizing human populations in his 1798 

“Essay on the Principle of Population,” which famously argues that exponentially 

growing populations increase faster than their food supply. Because the growth of 

population exceeds food production capacities, Malthus (1798) argues that humanity is 
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locked into an endless cycle in which population outstrips the productive capacity of the 

land and the ability to feed people, leaving famine and disease to restore the balance. 

David Ricardo modified Malthus's ideas in “An Essay on the Influence of a Low Price of 

Corn on the Profits of Stock” (1815) to argue that populations rise until they are in 

equilibrium with food production, settling at a level governed by the available land and 

technology of the day. Condorcet (1786) argues necessity motivates innovation and 

agriculture keeps up with population growth through technological advances. 

Malthus (1798) neglected the role of innovation to increase crop yields and 

productive capacity, which feeds more as it produces more mouths to feed (Montgomery 

2007, 106). These shortcomings led many to discredit Malthus because he treated food 

production and food demand as independent factors (ibid., 106-07). He also failed to 

consider the time required for agriculturally accelerated erosion to strip topsoil from a 

landscape, as well as for intensive cultivation to deplete soil fertility (ibid.). Malthus's 

ideas challenged the prevalent views of human impact on nature; in Political Justice 

Godwin (1795) had captured the still-fashionable and liberal view of the inevitable 

progress of human dominion over nature (Montgomery 2007, 107). Godwin captures a 

“liberal optimism” toward the uncertainty of the limits to the productive capacity of the 

soil by writing, “Three-fourths of the habitable globe are now uncultivated. The 

improvements to be made in cultivation, and the augmentations in the earth is capable of 

receiving in the article of productiveness, cannot, as yet, be reduced to any limits of 

calculation. Myriads of centuries of still increasing population may pass away, and the 
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earth be yet found sufficient for the support of its inhabitants” (Qtd. from Montgomery 

2007, 107). Godwin's view echoes a rational-scientific, Enlightenment viewpoint that 

technological progress is the key for endless prosperity and continual improvement of 

human well-being. As Montgomery (2007) argues, the basic perspectives of “Malthusian 

pessimism” and “Godwinian optimism” concerning uncertainty on environmental 

impacts and limitations still underlie debates about the relationships between human 

populations, agricultural technology, and political systems (107). 

A proliferating, recent scholarship on internal armed conflict debates the role of 

climate change, variably understood as the result of human activity versus natural cycles, 

on internal armed conflict (Adano et al. 2012; Benjaminsen et al. 2012; Bergholt and 

Lujala 2012; Bernauer and Siegfried 2012; Butler and Gates 2012; Devitt and Tol 2012; 

Feitelson et al. 2012; Gartzke 2012; Gleditsch 2012; Hendrix and Salehyam 2012; Hauge 

and Ellingsen 1998; Homer-Dixon 1991; 1994; 1995; Koubi et al. 2012; Raleigh and 

Kniveton 2012; Slettebak 2012; Stefano et al. 2012; Theisen 2008; 2012; Tir and Stinnet 

2012; World Bank 2008; 2011). 

This dissertation proposes that a key insight lacking from the literature linking the 

effects of climate change to internal armed conflict is appreciating the inherently 

uncertain, unmeasurable, independent, and variable nature of soil fertility, as well as both 

the direct and indirect causal pathways to soil erosion. Disparate findings are a result of 

the failure to theoretically account for and measure an outcome variable that indicates the 

incidence of the politically relevant effects of soil erosion. 
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Disparate findings between Theisen (2008) and Hauge and Ellingsen (1998) 

illustrate the nature of the problem. Hauge and Ellingsen (1998) use a measure of human 

induced soil degradation from the World Map of the Status of Human Degradation 

(GLASOD 1991) in order to examine the link between environmental scarcity and 

internal armed conflict, finding that high land degradation predicts both minor and severe 

internal armed conflict (310-11).33 Theisen (2008) is unable to replicate the findings of 

Hauge and Ellingsen (1998), finding instead that the relationship between land 

degradation and minor armed conflict is insignificant. Theisen (2008) is also unable to 

replicate the results of Hauge and Ellingsen's (1998) model of severe civil armed conflict, 

although in attempting to Theisen (2008) finds that the only environmental scarcity 

variable significantly linked to civil war is land degradation.  Theisen (2008) points out 

weaknesses of the measure of land degradation:  saliently that it is based upon models of 

degradation rather than observations and concerns the degradation of farmed land (809). 

Theisen (2008) estimates a separate model (using different controls and conflict data) and 

finds that high levels of land degradation are linked to civil armed conflict (810-11). 

However, because other environmental scarcity variables, including drought, do not attain 

statistical significance, and because Theisen (2008) interprets the variable of land 

degradation with a grain of salt, Theisen (2008) nonetheless emphasizes the role of 

economic variables over environmental scarcities. Theisen (2008) further rests upon 

Benjaminsen's (2008) critique of Kahl (2006) and Bächler (1999) because both studies 

33 The soil degradation variable by human activity refers to four types of soil degradation:  water, wind, 
chemical, and physical degradation (Hauge and Ellingsen 1998, 307). These authors also examine a 
population variable, a deforestation variable, and a freshwater variable (306-07). 
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argue that desertification in African drylands is linked to internal violence because 

Theisen (2008) concurs with Benjaminsen (2008) that “there is no evidence for a broad 

process of desertification in the Sahel” (Theisen 2008, 813). Benjaminsen (2008) writes 

that:

 “...scientists at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in in the 
USA have studied satellite images of the southern limits of the Sahara. The conclusion is 
that the edge of the desert moves back and forth as a direct result of annual rainfall 
(Tucker, Dregne and Newcomb, 1991; Tucker and Nicholson, 1999). Nothing indicates 
that human activity on the ground in the Sahel has any influence on these movements” 
(837). 

While Homer-Dixon (1994) also notes that global satellite imagery fails to support a 

retreat of the Sahel in Africa, both of these arguments neglect the role that human activity 

may directly or indirectly have on annual rainfall, rendering rainfall to be an intervening 

factor contributing to the movements of the boundary of the Sahel and the lack of 

positive evidence does not deny the possibility. Further, it is impossible to tell from 

Benjaminsen's quotation whether the back and forth movements of the boundary reflect 

any absolute displacement of the boundary over a time span longer than the annual 

movements that are reported by NASA scientists.34 The world leading environmental 

34 Confer Nelson (2008) who argues that the economic mode of discussing climate change displays 
antipathy to ethical questions of intergenerational equity, which is related to value judgments 
concerning objectivity toward and the quality of economic practices affecting and surrounding climate 
change; Nelson (2008) interrogates the extent to which feminist philosophy of science and research on 
the reliability of organizations may offer more ethically transparent and real-world-oriented economic 
practices to produce more reliable and useful knowledge. Barker (2008) similarly argues in an editorial 
essay in the journal Climate Change that the mainstream economic mode presents misleading and 
incomplete dialogues on global climate change impeding objective dialogues and biasing an accurate 
state-of-knowledge concerning climate change and argues for the importance of an interdisciplinary 
dialogue focusing on the complexity of the global energy-economy system [including aspects of poverty 
and sustainability], the ethics of intergenerational equity, the history/engineering aspects of path 
dependence and technological change, and the politics of climate policy.)
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analyst Lester Brown (2009) sharply disagrees with the perspectives of Homer-Dixon 

(1994), Benjaminsen (2008), and Theisen (2008), citing evidence from conference 

participation and personal communications to suggest that there is indeed an overall trend 

of advancing deserts: 

“Advancing deserts—the result of overgrazing, overplowing, and deforestation—are 
encroaching on cropland in Saharan Africa, the Middle East, Central Asia, and China. 
Advancing deserts in northern and western China have forced the complete or partial 
abandonment of some 24,000 villages and the cropland surrounding them. In Africa, the 
Sahara is moving southward, engulfing cropland in Nigeria. It is also moving northward, 
invading wheat fields in Algeria and Morocco” (7).35   

Lastly, soil erosion and desertification are not synonymous (Montgomery 2007). While 

changed regional water patterns certainly may affect the movements of nutrients in the 

soil and therefore disrupt the recharging of soil, this is only one mechanism that may 

contribute to the nutrient and mineral content of soil (ibid.). Local disruptions of water 

tables can occur on smaller scales, both exogenously by changed local patterns in rainfall, 

as well as contingent upon human activity, including industrial activities such as mining 

and manufacturing, as well as farming. While some attention has been paid to rainfall 

patterns and internal armed conflict (Adano et al. 2012; Burke et al. 2009; Buhaug 2010), 

rainfall is also insufficient to measure soil erosion. Even in the event of rain, soil that has 

been depleted of its nutrient and mineral content will cause a poor yield. Soil erosion is 

highly uncertain and variable based upon independent qualities of the soil itself; soil 

erosion can occur and quickly heal from one year to the next, or soil erosion can occur to 
35   Here, Brown cites, “Wang Tao, Cold and Arid Regions Environmental and Engineering Research 

Institute (CAREERI), Chinese Academy of Sciences, e-mail to author, 4 April 2004; Wang Tao, “The 
Process and Its Control of Sandy Desertification in Northern China,” CAREERI, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences, seminar on desertification, held in Lanzhou, China, May 2002; “Scientists Meeting in Tunis 
Called for Priority Activities to Curb Desertification,” UN News Service, 21 June 2006.
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the point of exhaustion and lose its productive capacity for a long period of geologic time 

(Brown 2009; Clark 1973; Montgomery 2007). 

I take the position regarding global warming and global climate change that these 

processes are occurring as a fact as directly related to human activity, and that the burden 

of proof is not to establish that processes of global warming/climate change are 

happening but rather that the burden of proof is to suggest that these processes are not 

happening. Because it is now common knowledge that the combustion of fossil fuels 

releases carbon into the atmosphere, and because humans engage in fossil fuel 

combustion, it is presumable that changed atmospheric carbon levels reflect the carbon-

release from human-caused fossil fuel combustion (cf. Hansen et al. 1981; Hansen and 

Takahashi 1984). Additionally, human populations have increased over time, which 

releases carbon in the atmosphere from respiration. Lastly, human populations engage in 

practices that have led to deforestation, which decreases the removal of carbon from the 

atmosphere, though this factor is almost irrelevant given the first two points because of 

the well-known “greenhouse effect.” The burning of fossil fuels is sufficient to cause a 

release of carbon in the atmosphere, which causes the greenhouse effect; therefore, the 

burden of proof is to suggest an additional mechanism that is offsetting the release of 

carbon into the atmosphere that is caused by the human activity of fossil fuel combustion. 

To my knowledge, there is no evidence of such a widespread mechanism—though I do 

not preclude its possibility—but because of the lack of evidence I presume that global 

warming and climate change are occurring because of human activity: at rates, and with 
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local effects and specific patterns unknown (cf. Lal 2004; Luke and Cox 2011; Shepherd 

2011; Solomon et al. 2009; West et al. 2010). 

Given that the effects and patterns of global warming and global climate change 

are not yet clearly established, I simply posit that variability from exogenous ecological-

level factors may be one of the potential factors that are linked to local experiences of 

variability that small holder agricultural producers may encounter experience by variably 

exercising effects on soil fertility. Other factors, such as regional/local changes because 

of externalities and disruptions caused by industrial/economic factors, as well as the 

direct effects of the producers themselves as they exploit soil, are also potential factors 

that are related to the soil fertility and levels of agricultural productivity (World Bank 

2008). 

Because land resources are depleted terminally, and because the point of depletion 

is a priori unknown, commercialized agriculture and economic competition create 

incentives for smallholders to risk long-term soil exhaustion for short-term profit from 

cash crops (cf. Clark 1973). Moreover, because soil erosion can be introduced indirectly 

based upon non-agricultural industrial activities, other farmers' agricultural activities, and 

by changes in the environment more generally, individual farmers may experience the 

adverse effects of soil erosion on their crop-yield independent from their own productive 

decisions—again, as contingently mediated by the independent properties of soil. The 

critical proposition here is that if resulting events such as crop-failures produce stress that 

are not politically or economically remedied or remediable, the situation may worsen as 
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accelerated soil erosion causes trends of hardship. The role of the environmental aspects 

are fundamentally interactive with the behaviors of people. 

A fundamental complexity is that soil fertility and soil erosion are both 

unmeasurable. As geomorphologist Montgomery (2007) explains, “Despite half a century 

of first-rate research, rates of soil erosion remain difficult to predict; they vary 

substantially both from year to year and across a landscape” (24).36  Further, the rates at 

which soil fertility reproduces are even more uncertain (ibid.). As Montgomery (2007) 

further explains, “The resulting uncertainty as to the relative magnitude of modern 

erosion rates has contributed to controversy in the last few decades over whether soil loss 

is a serious problem. Whether it is depends on the ratio of soil erosion to soil production, 

and even less is known about rates of soil formation than about rates of soil erosion” (24). 

Land pressure has been a recurrent theme in studies of internal armed conflict 

(Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson 2001; Hauge and Ellingsen 1998; Homer-Dixon 

1991; 1994; 1995; Huntington [1968] 2006; Paige 1978; Russett 1964; Thies 2008). For 

agricultural land expansion, driven by export markets, but this is often at the expense of 

forests and woodlands. The productivity of land used now for agriculture is often 

undermined by pollution, salinization, and soil erosion, which reduces potential yields 

(World Bank 2008, 63). Soil degradation because of nutrient mining is a problem in Sub-

Saharan Africa (World Bank 2008, 63).  The WDR 2008 explains,

“The major implications of climate change are thus largely for the distribution of 
agricultural production. In a globalizing world, some of the adaptation can be 

36 Geomorphology is a subset of geology focusing on how topography evolves and how landscapes 
change through geologic time (Montogomery 2007, 5). 
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accommodated by trade, if measures are in place to ensure alternative livelihoods of those 
most affected. But for much of the tropics, especially areas of Sub-Saharan Africa 
negatively affected by climate change, trade can only partially fill the gap.” (World Bank 
2008, 64).

This dissertation frames the role of soil fertility to be an underlying, unmeasurable and 

theoretical mechanism that is induced variably by direct and indirect human activities, as 

well as exogenous climactic factors, but which may lead to accelerated soil erosion—and 

even soil exhaustion—because of the inadequate effects by domestic political and 

economic actors. At the micro-level, soil erosion bears its initial effects on the most 

constrained individuals who become more constrained by the adverse effects of poor 

yields and face landlessness and forced migration, as well as who face disruption in 

domestic and local markets. These factors may have visible effects on changed patterns at 

the household level (Hauge and Ellingsen 1998; Homer-Dixon 1991; 1994; 1995). The 

amplified relation between poverty and internal armed conflict is argued to be a product 

of both the lost ability to access food because of foregone domestic opportunities to 

engage in subsistence agriculture, as well as the inability of a constrained government to 

engage in import-substitution for the food deficit, which is marked by the engagement the 

global food trade by export-reliance (see next section). To the extent that masculinist 

political violence is introduced in a society because of dimensions of poverty linked to 

soil fertility, fighting itself may amplify both poverty and internal armed conflict because 

the destruction of fighting can directly and indirectly exacerbate the loss of soil fertility. 

Because fighting can be related to different forms of destructive violence to land and 
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assets, as well as to the humans whose behavior may maintain soil fertility through 

proper agricultural practices, the escalation of violence within the context of the poverty-

conflict trap may be affected by an environmental mechanism as conditioned by gendered 

responses to issue indivisibility. 

Positive Feedback Mechanism Three:  
Food Exports and the Endogeneity of Poverty and Internal Armed Conflict

The last positive-feedback mechanism affecting the dynamics underlying the escalation 

of internal armed conflict in contexts of poverty is the way reliance on food exports may 

evoke issue indivisibility reflecting nutritional insecurity. In this section I explore direct 

and indirect ways food exports may be related to the escalation of the positive-feedback 

dynamics associated with the escalation of fighting within the poverty-conflict trap. 

Specifically, the first pathway is by domestic citizens' demands for food sovereignty, 

which may variously be related to the popular pressure of citizens for governments to 

pursue protectionist food policies in order to attain self-sufficiency in domestic food 

production. A second mechanism is indirect; once countries enact policies favoring the 

export of food products, this can create forms of path dependency that create specific 

vulnerability for the least industrialized countries given that there is a food shortage in 

production in a given year and circumvent import substitution. Because staples popular in 

the least industrialized countries are of less popular global demand, their availability on 

global markets is underrepresented. 

The WDR 2008 argues that the world food crisis in the 1970s created price 

increases that were exacerbated by low foreign exchange reserves of particularly the least 
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industrialized countries, limiting food imports in many food-deficit countries (World 

Bank 2008, 94). The rise in food prices on global markets prompted some countries to try 

to attain food self-sufficiency through domestic production (ibid., 94). The concept of 

food sovereignty, which was introduced at the World Food Summit in 1996 by the 

autonomous transnational coalition, La Vía Campesina (translated as The Peasants' Way), 

may reflect one path through which popular pressure may emerge for a government to 

pursue protectionist food policies. Food sovereignty is defined the ability for domestic 

citizens to exercise maximal self-sufficiency in food production (World Food Summit 

1996). This perspective argues that the displacement of rural farmers and 

technologization of agriculture disrupts traditional methods of knowledge transmission 

(World Food Summit 1996). Further, citizens may be opposed to environmental 

degradation that food-export may require because of land pressures (overlapping with 

arguments presented above), because agricultural land expansion, driven by export 

markets, is often accomplished at the expense of cutting subtropical and tropical forests 

and woodlands (World Bank 2008, 63). Lastly, to the extent that smallholders transition 

to technological inputs that enable them to be competitive producers of foodstuffs for 

global markets, land allocated to the production of commodities that satisfies local and 

domestic demand may be offset, which can eliminate domestic buffer stocks that 

otherwise may have been able to fill those gaps.

To the extent that individuals within a country desire governments to favor 

protectionist rather than liberalized food production, citizens may be pitted against one 
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another, as well as against their governments, when governments pursue policies that 

enable greater liberalization of food production rather than pursue policies oriented 

toward attaining food sovereignty. Leinchenko and O'Brien (2002) argues that neoliberal 

changes in patterns of agricultural production increase the vulnerability of poor and rural 

farmers. Minority farmers in particular may be unable to compete with the domestic 

introduction of low crop prices, the removal of subsidies, and changes in credit 

availability. Further, those lacking access to inputs such as high-yielding seeds, fertilizers, 

irrigation, and government tractors may be unable to gain access to international markets 

(ibid., 11-13). Lastly, such farmers are particularly vulnerable to the risk factors 

associated with exogenous shock, including droughts, floods, heavy winds, climate 

change, and high food prices (ibid., see also World Bank 2008). Thus, while neoliberal 

restructuring may have increased utility for farmers with opportunities to profitably shift 

to production of export commodities, others – and namely hand-to-mouth farmers – are 

argued to experience heightened constraints by these political and economic changes 

(Leinchenko and O'Brien 2002). In this important sense, poverty and desires for food 

sovereignty may be conjectured to be reasonably explored. 

Secondly, food availability is still a concern in many agriculture-based countries, 

and food availability of staples that are popular in the least industrialized contexts may 

follow weaker-link patterns in availability, which may circumvent access in the event of a 

domestic shortage in food production. “Food imports correspond to food availability 

rather than access” (World Bank 2008, 95). For many of the malnourished, the lack of 
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access to food is a greater problem than food availability; yet, as the WDR 2008 argues, 

“...the irony is that most of the food insecure live in rural areas where food is produced, 

yet they are net food buyers rather than sellers” (World Bank 2008, 95). According to the 

UN Hunger Task Force, about half of the hungry are smallholders (World Bank 2008, 

95), which poses questions about why food producers do not have sufficient access to 

food commodities to avoid malnourishment. 

As food production has been liberalized, domestic production of food staples in 

many countries has declined (ibid., 95). For example, Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya, 

Madagascar, Nigeria, Sudan, Tanzania, and Zambia had negative growth rates in staple 

food production (ibid., 95). Global food markets do not offer equal competitiveness of all 

food staples, and many staples in least industrialized countries are not widely available on 

global markets (ibid.). Staple food production in many agriculture-based countries is 

largely rain fed and experiences fluctuations caused by climatic variability (ibid., 95). 

Cultural variations in staples and the lessor demand and availability of staples popular in 

the least industrial countries may be one mechanism through which options such as 

import substitution are not viable given a least industrialized country experiences a food 

shortage because of an exogenous shock to production in a given year. Food exporting 

nations may occupy a weaker link bargaining position in the international political 

economy because their staple commodities are of lessor demand, which may exercise 

pronounced effects under conditions of food scarcity, at which point producing nations 

suffer the real effects of cost-push inflation. This is to say, import substitution is 
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        Figure 1. Positive Feedback Food Depletion Given Mismanaged Export Production

likely to fail due to domestic (hyper)inflation and hoarding and because demanded staples 

are not available on the market. Domestic food prices are inadequate proxies of the lack 

of food access in food-exporting nations under these conditions because the causal effects 

of food scarcity on civil war proneness are produced by the lost confidence in the 
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expected value of currency and the greater utility derived from food commodities 

themselves. The patterns in domestic food access that increase the probability of 

experiencing a civil war are therefore reflected by capturing the weaker link effect of 

food producing nations, which creates tensions from the top down, as well as the average, 

per capita food consumption levels, which creates tensions from the bottom up. To the 

extent that export-oriented food production creates a shortfall and leads to the 

introduction of violence associated with the poverty-conflict trap, the escalation of 

violence may reflect antagonisms towards producers of export-oriented food products, 

which may be a positive-feedback link for increased poverty and conflict. 

4.5 Consumable Livestock and Meat Consumption and Issue Indivisibility

The empirical analysis in the next chapter examines the proliferation of food insecurity as 

understood by the entitlement approach. The argument is that individuals’ entitlement 

mappings are a product of the system of legal rules determining rightful ownership of 

foods. As such, the basis of rebel willingness is the existence of politicizable grievances 

in the event of nutritional insecurity. By relying on the entitlement approach, this chapter 

has foremost analyzed poverty not as a matter of incomes or purchasing parity but rather 

as food security. As such, the remainder of this chapter analyzes the less abstract and  

grounded ways that the proliferation of poverty and internal armed conflict occurs in a 

positive-feedback within the context of poverty-conflict trap.

To analyze the continuation of rural systems of nutritional systems of livelihoods 

in congruence with the arguments presented in earlier chapters regarding rebel 
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willingness, this section first analyzes the way that disturbances in these systems may 

reflect issue indivisibility, and secondly how the gendered factors discussed in Chapter 3 

precipitate the escalation of collapse of nutritional systems.

This section argues that first of all, we should expect to find civil wars in the 

context of prior minor internal conflict. This is because prior minor internal armed 

conflict can set the stage for the proliferation of both the continuation and aggravation of 

both poverty and rebel willingness through the mechanisms of brutalization, diminished 

social controls, displacement, and destruction of infrastructure and capital. In the context 

of rural systems of agricultural production, this relates to the ways in which government-

sponsored economic exchanges may affect individuals' reaction in light of the use of 

arable land, as well as to the collapse of nutritional systems as indicated by diminishing 

consumable livestock.

This section argues that governments and economic elite in poorer national 

contexts face a basic dilemma:  while primary commodity exports through the 

international economy can create short-term profits, these exports may induce costly 

externalities into domestic systems of livelihood that disturb the equilibrium of those 

systems. In order to analyze the basis of the formation of politicizable grievances, I 

analyze the total values of food and agricultural exports taken from Food and 

Agricultural Association of the United Nations (FAO TradeStat, yearly). Decisions to 

engage in trade of primary commodities are acutely vulnerable to inducing environmental 

degradation into a domestic system of livelihood due to yielding costly externalities by 
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directly depleting domestic stocks of natural resources (see Figure 1). However, political 

and economic elite in impoverished countries may lack the costly economic means for 

implementing more sustainable technologies to curtain environmental degradation. 

Moreover, the use of the international market may offer relatively more profitable 

opportunities than domestic economic exchanges among citizens may offer, which entails 

less opportunities for generating economic growth. However, the domestic citizens who 

rely on subsistence and food-to-mouth agricultural techniques may be acutely vulnerable 

to experiencing the lived constraints if and when short-falls in domestic food production 

occurs.

 When governments have sponsored export of particularly food commodities, this 

is may be an inflammatory basis for rebel opposition. This may give way to resentment 

among domestic actors and create the willingness to loot and destroy. As such, this 

section argues that higher values of total exports from food and animal commodities will 

increase the likelihood of the escalation of major internal armed conflicts. Further, it is 

argued that the total values of food and animal exports will be related to the incidence of 

civil war in a negative, quadratic relationship. When there are low levels of food exports 

and high levels of food exports, it will be unlikely for major internal armed conflicts to 

occur. Where there are low levels of food exports, it is unlikely that there will be the basis 

of politicizable grievances, even in the event of exogenous shock and even widespread 

famine. However, where there are extremely high levels of food exports, political and 

economic actors may be able to generate a surplus in order to stave off a rebellion in the 
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    Figure 2. Per Capita Protein from Meat Consumption Versus Per Capita Income at Civil War Onset, 
    1961-2008

event of exogenous shock. It is where there are mid-levels of food and animal exports 

that governments are likely to be constrained and citizens are likely to become aggrieved 

and therefore willing to rebel.

I examine the role of arable land using data taken from the Food and Agricultural 

Association measured in thousands of hectares in that country-year (FAO ResourcesStat, 

yearly). Arable land is indivisibly used in scale for a given country-year (see Chapter 2). 

The opportunity for governmental decisions to capitalize from arable land (that is, via 
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food exports) is argued to be related to the availability of arable land in a positive and 

curvilinear fashion (that is, U relation). When there are both high levels and low levels of 

arable land, the opportunities for escalation of fighting into a major internal armed 

conflict may be pronounced. The former represents the tipping point at which 

disturbances into domestic nutritional systems maintaining livelihoods may be likely. 

Low levels of arable land represent the risks of domestic failures to achieve food 

sovereignty to achieve basic well-being.

To analyze poverty as food security in keeping with the entitlement approach, this 

section argues that consumable livestock function as critically limiting to maintaining 

hand-to-mouth systems of agricultural systems. Consumable livestock play key roles in 

maintaining soil fertility within traditional systems of agricultural production and 

additionally are economic stores of value that offer potential buffering effects against 

poverty, function as bartering tools in less formalized economic exchanges, and are 

exchanged in social-customary ways in order to broaden one’s social network. In the 

event of an exogenous shock to agricultural production, livestock may be relied upon for 

by-products, be traded for storable grains, and/or be consumed to directly provide 

nutrients and minerals that may be life-sustaining. When governmental decisions to 

export food and animal commodities coincide with widespread nutritional insecurity, this 

may be particularly likely to create conditions of heightened rebel willingness. The 

incidence of nutritional insecurity may actually be related to or be perceived to be related 

to governmental and economic actors’ decisions to export food because this may have 
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created the diminished availability of land for grazing, the degradation of soil fertility, 

and/or the lack of affordable access to food commodities.

To measure the effect of food insecurity on the willingness to rebel within an 

escalating internal armed conflict, I use data on the daily grams per capita of protein 

derived through meat consumption taken from the Food and Agricultural Association of 

the United Nations (FAOstat, yearly). This represents the total amount of food actually 

consumed, divided by the total population and days of the year. Given variance based 

upon factors such as age, health status, and pregnancy, the World Health Organization 

(2002) finds that the best estimate for the average requirement of protein consumption for 

an individual is 0.66 g per body weight in kilograms per day, while a safe level is 0.83 

g/kg per day (125-26). An average body weight of 80 kilograms leads to the figures of 53 

grams/66 grams of protein, respectively, derived from any food source. Access to protein-

rich foodstuffs may be particularly limiting in contexts of chronic poverty and nutritional 

insecurity because of its nutritional benefits and because of the way it can represent 

diminished livestock that require time and resources to rebuild. As such, the lack of 

access to protein sources are uniquely suited to understanding non-income measures of 

poverty in escalating internal armed conflict (see Figure 2), such that lower absolute 

levels of overall protein-rich consumption is linked to the escalation of major internal 

armed conflict. 

Hypotheses 3:  Lower absolute levels of protein from meat consumption will 

increase the likelihood of incidence of a major internal armed conflict.
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Hypothesis 4:  The values of the total exports of food and animal commodities 

will relate to the incidence of major internal armed conflicts in a negative, quadratic 

fashion, where low levels of food and animal exports will correspond to the lack of 

politicizable grievances and high levels of food and animal exports will correspond to the 

ability of political actors to afford to be able to respond to food insecurity.

 Hypothesis 5: Prior incidence of a minor internal armed conflict in the previous 

year will increase the likelihood of the incidence of a major internal armed conflict in a 

given country-year.

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter has explored ways that nutritional insecurity may function as an indivisible 

issue to partially lend to the escalation of internal armed conflict within the poverty-

conflict trap. Three pathways through which the positive-feedback dynamics between 

poverty and fighting have been explored:  the contagion of destruction because of the 

gendered proliferation of security dilemmas; the loss of fertile soils; and the role of food 

export reliance. The measure of protein from meat consumption per capita has been 

explored as a real measure of poverty that may provide nuance obscured in per capita 

income figures that are relevant to rural and subsistence areas. The next chapter 

commences with empirical analysis of the hypotheses offered in this chapter, as well as 

those in Chapter 3, in order to examine the ways that the gendered dimensions of poverty 

may be reflected in changing divorce patterns, as well as the way that the intensification 

of internal armed conflict may reflect proliferating nutritional insecurity. 
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CHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
5.1 Introduction

This chapter seeks to present an empirical exploration of the question of why internal 

armed conflicts occur and escalate. Specifically, this chapter analyzes how poverty and 

internal armed conflict may overlap by examining how poverty may be mediated by 

gendered changes in the institution of marriage at social and household levels at the onset 

of minor internal armed conflicts, as well as how these effects may be amplified by 

distributional access to food to understand why some internal armed conflicts intensify to 

the point of full-blown civil war. 

The theoretical argumentation presented in the previous chapters variously 

supports the contention that there are four potential pathways through which poverty may 

be mediated by gendered changes to affect the likelihood of internal armed conflict. First, 

Chapter 3 explores ways that the gendered dimensions of poverty may relate to the 

masculinist-rationalist willingness to introduce minor internal armed conflict into 

societies. Secondly, Chapter 4 discusses ways in which the escalation of internal armed 

conflict may be conditional reactions to poverty that may be mediated by: gendered 

responses to the social marginalization, brutalization, and intimate violence that both 

poverty and prior minor internal armed conflict may entail; the independent effects of 

variable loss of soil fertility; and the effects of food-export reliance. This chapter presents 

an empirical analysis of the hypothesized ways that gender may be linked to the onset of 

minor internal armed conflict within the context of the poverty-conflict trap as 
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represented by proportions of divorced males in a society and areas of arable land, as well 

as to the hypothesized pathways that conflict may escalate as represented by the common 

denominator variable of per capita levels of protein from meat consumption and values of 

food exports. Positive findings regarding the variables of interest are argued to reflect any 

of the potential pathways as theorized in prior chapters in order to explore the ways that 

non-income based measures of poverty may elucidate the ways internal armed conflicts 

occur and escalate. This chapter tests how the gendered dimensions of poverty may 

precipitate minor internal armed conflicts, as well as how they may interact with 

nutritional insecurity by explaining how conflicts are likely to escalate as mediated by the 

prevalence and variable nature of nutritional insecurity. 

5.2 Research Design

To measure the dependent variable, I use the UCDP Dyadic Dataset (version 1-2009) 

(Harbom, Melander, and Wallensteen 2008) data on minor internal armed conflicts. 

UCDP defines conflict as:  “a contested incompatibility that concerns government and/or 

territory where the use of armed force between two parties, of which at least one is the 

government of a state, results in at least 25 battle-related deaths”: (UCDP/PRIO Armed 

Conflict Dataset Codebook, 1). Minor conflicts include those conflagrations that result in 

25-999 BRDs in a given calendar year of fighting. According to the UCDP Dyadic 

Dataset Codebook, a conflict dyad is defined as "two conflicting primary parties of which 

at least one is the government of a state." (Harbom 2009, 2).  

To measure the effects of the explanatory variable, this study combines data 
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derived from UN Censuses (UN Demographic Yearbook Special Census Topics, 1985-

2004; UN Demographic Yearbook 1997) with data collected by the Demographic and 

Health Surveys (DHS yearly). I follow Mensch, Singh and Casterline (2005), who 

combine current status data from 73 countries provided by the United Nations Population 

Division with survey data from 52 Demographic and Health Surveys to quantitatively 

assess trends in the timing of first marriage for men and women in the developing world. 

These authors argue that census data is comparable to nationally representative survey 

data and provide a framework for addressing potential issues in ensuring comparability 

between sources. In order to evaluate comparative hypotheses about gender, I use the 

World Development Indicators (yearly) of fertility rates, female-to-male labor force 

participation rates, and female-to-male tertiary enrollment rates (World Bank, yearly). 

In a comprehensive review of empirical findings on the determinants of civil war, 

Gates (2002) concludes that "the following variables are generally agreed to be 

associated with a higher risk of civil war: (1) poverty, lack of economic opportunities, 

and level of economic development, (2) time since previous civil war and conflict history, 

(3) ethnic dominance, and (4) political instability” (9). In the examination of those factors 

that cause the onset of minor internal armed conflict, I will control for each.37

I use measures of state wealth (log of income, the natural log of GDP per capita, 

lagged one year) (WDI yearly); economic growth (the change in GDP per capita over a 

37 Hegre and Sambanis (2006) also provides a comprehensive analysis of empirical variables that robustly 
predict the onset of civil war. These authors find that robust predictors of the onset of civil wars include 
large population, low income levels, recent political instability, low rates of economic growth, inconsistent 
democratic institutions, rough terrain, small military establishments, and war-prone and undemocratic 
neighbors. This study finds that ethnic difference variables are robust only to low level armed conflict.
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five-year period) (WDI yearly); ethnic fictionalization (generated by Collier and Hoeffler 

[2002] by multiplying two zero to one hundred scales of ethnic and religious 

heterogeneity, then adding the maximum of the two scales); ethnic dominance, a binary 

variable coded as one in country-years where the largest ethnic group is between 45-90% 

of the total population taken Fearon's (2005) yearly estimates of Collier and Hoeffler's 

(2002) 5-year figures; log of population, lagged one year (UNSD yearly); and geographic 

concentration, a zero to one variable measuring the dispersion of a population within a 

state as generated by Collier and Hoeffler (2002). A measure of rough terrain taken from 

Fearon and Laitin's (2003) replication dataset. Fearon and Laitin proxied rough terrain by 

the proportion of a country that is mountainous. Rough terrain is included as a robustness 

check to Fearon and Laitin's findings that insurgency is less influenced by ethnic and 

economic factors when one statistically considers GDP per capita and the degree to which 

a state is mountainous.

Further, a measure of repressiveness is used from Freedom Houses' "Freedom in 

the World Country Ratings, 1972-2009" rankings. Broadly, the political rights and civil 

liberties are measures of freedom based upon features of political processes, political 

pluralism and participation, functioning of the government (including corruption and 

transparency), freedom of expression and belief, associational and organizational rights, 

rule of law, and personal autonomy and individual rights. By summing and then squaring 

the 1-7 (high scores represent more repression) political rights and civil liberties 

rankings, the measure may capture curvilinear effects on domestic political unrest. I 
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compare these results by using a measure of regime type from Polity IV (Marshall and 

Jaggers 2003), which focus most specifically on executive constraints (Gleditsch and 

Ward 1997, 369). While Polity's scores reflect the way regime type affect political 

opportunities structures, the Freedom House indices measure governmental control of 

civil society organizations and politically institutionalized freedoms affecting the degree 

of repressiveness in a society. For example, the civil liberties scale reflects the presence 

of censorship, barriers to free association of civic groups and political parties, and 

governmental intrusion into the market place; the political rights scale reflects the degree 

of access that citizens have to the government, as well as the ability for individuals to 

effect change.

 5.3 Model Specification

Because this study employs cross-sectional, time-series data, it was necessary to employ 

a correction for the possibility of autocorrelation. Therefore, this study employed Beck 

and Katz (1995) panel corrected standard errors when the number of countries is 

sufficient and robust standard errors otherwise (see also Beck 2001; Beck Katz and 

Tucker 1998). 

 Let  Λ = Pr ( y= 1 | x) = 
exp (α+β x )

1+exp(α+β x) , 

where we assume Ԑ  is distributed logistically with Var(Ԑ ) = π2/3 . 

Then, the following model specification for minor internal armed conflict is employed:
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Pr (Minor Internal Armed Conflict Onset i,t =   1) =  Λ ( y' x )

=  Λ(α  + β1Minor Internal Armed Conflicti,t-1
+ β2Proportion Divorced Malesi,t
+ β3Labor Participation Female-to-Male Ratioi,t
+ β4Tertiary Educational Attainment Female-to-Male Ratioi,t
+ β5Fertility Ratesi,t
+ β6Liberal Democracyi,t
+ β7Labor Participation Female-to-Male Ratioi,t
+ β8Tertiary Educational Attainment Female-to-Male Ratioi,t
+ β9Arable Landi,t
+ β10Labor Participation Female-to-Male Ratioi,t
+ β11Labor Participation Female-to-Male Ratioi,t*Proportion Divorced Malesi,t
+ β12Tertiary Educational Attainment Ratiosi,t*Proportion Divorced Malesi,t
+ β13Fertility Ratesit*Proportion Divorced Malesi,t
+ β14Labor Participation Female-to-Male Ratioi,t*Proportion Divorced Malesi,t
+ β15Liberal Democracyi,t*Proportion Divorced Malesi,t
+ Ԑi,t )

Where minor internal armed conflict onset in a state in a given year is a logit function of 

the linear combination of the parameter estimates, βn , the ε is the error term, and subscript i  

refers to country observations whereas t refers to the year observations.  The parameter 

estimates include the proportion of males who are divorced in a state in a given year, the 

proportion of female to male employment in a state's labor force in a given year, the 

proportion of female to male tertiary educational attainments in a state in a given year, 

the degree to which a country is a liberal democracy in a given year, the proportion of 

female to male employment in a state's labor force in a given year given the proportion of 
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males who are divorced in a state in that year, the proportion of female to male tertiary 

educational attainments in a state in a given year given the proportion of males who are 

divorced in a state in that year, the degree to which a country is a liberal democracy in a 

given year given the proportion of males who are divorced in a state in that year. 

Second, the following model specification for major internal armed conflict is:

 Pr (Major Internal Armed Conflict Onseti,t =   1) =  Λ ( y' x )
          =   Λ(α  + β1Minor Internal Armed Conflicti,t-1

+ β2Log (Meat Protein Intake)i,t
+ β3Log (Arable Land)i,t
+ β4Log (Arable Land)2

i,t
+ β5Log(Value of Total Exports of Food and Animals)i,t
+ β6Log(Value of Total Exports of Food and Animals)2

i,t
+ Ԑi,t )

Where major internal armed conflict onset in a state in a given year is a logit function of 

the linear combination of the parameter estimates, βn , ε is the error term, and subscript i  

refers to country observations whereas t refers to the year observations.  The parameter 

estimates include whether a minor internal armed conflict occurred in the prior year, the 

logarthimic value of the level of protein consumed from meat per capita per year in a 

given country, the logarthimic value of the total amount of arable land in a country in a 

given year, the squared logarithm of the amount of arable land in a country in a given 

year, the logarithm of the total value of exports of food and animal products in a country 

in a given year, and the squared logarithm of the total value of exports of food 

commodities a country in a given year. Control variables are included for both models. 
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5.4 Findings and Discussion

Models 1, 2, and 3 in Table 2 provide the estimated effect of the key explanatory variable, 

the proportion of males who are divorced in a society, on the likelihood of the onset of an 

internal armed conflict, finding a statistically significant bivariate relation in Model 2. 

The positive coefficient indicates that increases in the proportion of divorced males in a 

society, the more likely the onset of a minor internal armed conflict in a given country 

year. Notably, the effect of divorced females was also tested; this variable failed to attain 

statistical significance.

Model 3 considers the effect while controlling for changes in the quadratic 

measure of the level of repressiveness in a country as compared to the prior year. While 

the estimation of a model including both the linear and curvilinear measure of 

repressiveness attained statistical significance, the measure of change in the curvilinear 

variable not only has improved statistical fit but further likely reflects citizens' response 

to changes in their government. A curvilinear measure is particularly interesting because 

at both high and low levels of repressiveness, we might expect rebellion to be unlikely. 

When governments wield overarching strength over their citizens, it may prevent 

rebellion. However, when governments are highly open, it may allow for pacific means 

of expressing discontent.

In Model 4, I consider the inclusion of both variables that have attained prior 

significance in the literature, as well as those that are likely to exercise unique gendered 

effects. First, I consider tot he effect of population growth of cities to reflect transitions of 
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migrants to urban centers, which attains statistic significance and is positive. This 

suggests that the growth of urban centers increases the likelihood of onset of a minor 

internal armed conflict.

Next, I consider the effect of increases of the labor participation of women. While 

I had hypothesized a positive effect on the grounds that this would increase the 

competition of jobs for men, the finding is significant and negative. This suggests that the 

more women joining the labor force exercises an independent and negative effect, likely 

because women share this income at the household level. However, the hypothesis 

regarding the independent effect of increased participation of men in the labor force is 

negative, suggesting that higher levels of male formal employment reduce the likelihood 

that a country will experience an onset of a minor internal armed conflict in a given year. 

The measure of arable land is included as a proxy for rural and agricultural productivity. 

We find that higher levels of arable land are associated with significantly decreased 

likelihoods that a country will experience the onset of an internal armed conflict. While 

ethnic fractionalization is shown to significantly decrease the likelihood of onset of 

internal armed conflict, the number of years of peace is significantly linked to decrease 

the likelihood of the onset of an internal armed conflict. The effect of the duration of 

peace was also examined by including a squared and cubed measure of the years of peace 

in an otherwise identical model, though these did not attain statistical significance; these 

variables were dropped and were not estimated in this model. The presence of rugged 

terrain is found to increase the likelihood of the onset of a minor internal armed conflict, 
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most likely reflecting the ability of rebel organizations to form a haven to get off the 

ground.

The measure of the proportion of the population that is young is included to 

examine the effect of changing forms of social structures. The logic is that where there 

are greater proportions of young individuals in a society, there would be a heightened 

willingness to depart from social custom. However, contrary to expectations, this variable 

was negatively significant, indicating that higher levels of youth decrease the probability 

of the onset of internal armed conflict. This finding may be attributable to the broad 

definition of youth derived from the WDI (yearly) indicator, as it includes individuals 

aged 15-65 (reflecting working aged populations). This window may too large to capture 

age-effects and social structures within the developing countries. The consideration of 

export of primary commodities is insignificant at the point of onset of minor internal 

armed conflicts, while an economic indicator of income growth is found to significantly 

associated with the decreased likelihood of the onset of a minor internal armed conflict.

In Table 3 I present the results from an analysis of the effect of the proportion of 

divorced males in a society on the likelihood that a country will experience an internal 

armed conflict by additionally considering variables that previous literature has linked to 

gender equality. In Model 4 I consider all of the interactive terms and also include the 

control variables. In Model 5 I consider all of the interactive terms without control 

variables to compare the effects. 
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Table 2. Minor Internal Armed Conflict Onset Using Country Years as Unit of Analysis

Model 1: Model 2: Model 3:

1961-199938 1948-2008 1973-2007

Proportion of divorced men 19.64 (.030) 9.08 12.17 (.038)39 2.07 11.49 (.037) 5.44

City Population Growth (Δ) .00005 (.014) 0.00

Labor participation rate of women -3.397 (.013) 1.37

Labor participation rate of men -2.47(.003) 0.82

Arable land -0.42 (.003) 0.00

Contiguity 0.61 (.291) 0.58

Fractionalization -2.08 (.045) 0.49

Peace Years 0.00002 (.004) 0.00

Proportion of young population -0.12 (.008) 0.05

Log (Agricultural exports) 0.06 (.558) 0.10

Repressiveness2(Δ) 0.02 (.000) 0.01 0.021 (0.000)40 0.01

GDP per capita growth (Δ) -0.03 (.065) 0.02

Mountainous Terrain 0.18 (.065) 0.09

Constant -2.08 (.354) 2.24 -2.945 (.000) 0.17 -2.900 (.000) -14.24

N 953 2498 1663

Log likelihood -209.09 -588.91 -413.14

Χ
2 162.14 4.30 17.33

Prob > Χ
2 .000 .0381 .002

Note:  All models are estimated using logit analysis in Stata 9. Presented are the log odds coefficients, the  
p-values (in parentheses), and the standard errors below (Two-Tailed Tests). Analysis is run by clustering 
over time with the state as the unit of analysis employing robust standard errors. 

38 This model is limited by the time-span availability of control variables taken from replication data. 
Reflecting earlier theoretical arguments that decolonization is a specific process that may cause a 
reordering of gendered socioeconomic conditions, I did analyze the effect of whether a state was a new 
state, but this variable was dropped from the statistical model due to colinearity and perfect prediction 
of outcomes.

39  The bivariate logistic regression effect of  the proportion of females who are divorced on the onset of 
minor internal armed conflict is not significant (β=3.50, s.e. =2.54), even though the correlation 
between the two variables is 0.85. Differences in the correlation are likely owed to the practices of 
polygamy, which are more frequent within least industrialized contexts.

40  The relationship including both repression and repression-squared was tested, and both were 
significant. Presented are the effects of change in the level of repression squared to emphasize the 
theoretical impact of change. The effect of the change in levels of repression (squared) are the most 
significant statistically.
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Table 3. Gender Equality and Minor Internal Armed Conflict Onset by Country-Year

Model 4: Model 5:

1961-199941 1961-2008

Proportion of divorced men 15.680 (.019) 6.682 20.900 (.021) 0.050

GDP per capita (ln) 0.063(.828) 0.289

GDP per capita (growth) -0.034 (.341) 0.025

Fertility Rate 0.338 (.341) 0.035 0.584 (.107) 0.362

Tertiary Enrollment (Female-to-Male) 0.022 (.093) 0.013 0.029 (.091) 0.017

Labor Force Participation (Female-to-Male) 5.375 (.001) 1.689 5.538 (.001) 1.702

Proportion young (29) -1.291 (.900) 10.241

Peace Years -0.285 (.002) 0.094

Peace Years Square 0.015 (.005) 0.005

Peace Years Cubed -0.0002 (.014) 0.0001

Polity (2 lagged) 0.078 (0.321) 0.078

Mountainous Terrain -0.025 (.795) 0.096

Ethnic Fractionalization 0.942 (0.048) 0.476

Minor Onset (lagged) 0.853 (.004) 0.296

Population (Log) -0.009 (.940) 0.009

Arable Land 0.0001 (.004) 0.000004

Divorce * Labor Force -13.567 (0.000) 3.803 -15.666 (.001) 4.594

Divorce * Education -0.058 (.139) 0.039 -0.088 (.091) 0.052

Divorce * Fertility 0.023 (.980) 0.911 -0.677 (.531) 1.080

Divorce *Polity (sq lag) -0.086 (0.707) 0.230

Divorce * Repress (sq) --- 0.175 (.412) 0.214

Constant -10.592 (.043) 5.231 -11.210 (.000) 3.039

N (clusters) 1029 (73) 1488 (84)

Log likelihood -226.32 -409.26

Χ
2 234.67 30.05

Prob > Χ
2 0.0000 0.0004

Pseudo R-squared 0.1653 0.0569
Note:  All models are estimated using logit analysis. Presented are the log odds coefficients, the p-values  
(in parentheses), and the standard errors below (Two-Tailed Tests). Analysis is run by clustering over time 
with the state as the unit of analysis employing robust standard errors. 

41 Models with repressiveness taken from the Freedom House index do not change the levels of significant 
and are comparable. 
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Table 4. Findings of Gender Equality Hypotheses
Feminist Theory Variable Hypothesis Results

I. Dominance 
Theory     

A.1) Proportion of Divorced Men A.1) + A.1) Yes

A.2.a) Labor Participation Ratios, Female-to-Male
A.2.b) Divorce Conditional on Labor Ratios

A.2.a) +
A.2.b) +

A.2.a) Yes
A.2.b) No

A.3.a) Tertiary Education Ratios, Female-to-Male
A.3.b) Divorce Conditional on Education Ratios

A.3.a) +
A.3.b) +

A.3.a) Yes
A.3.b) No

A.4.a) Fertility Rates
A.4.b) Divorce Conditional on Fertility Rates

A.4.a) +
A.4.b) +

A.4.a) No
A.4.b) No

II. Liberal Theory B.1.a) Proportion of Divorced Men
B.1.b) Divorce Conditional on Democracy

.B.1.a) + 
B.1.b) -

B.1.a)  Yes
B.1.b) No

B.2.a) Labor Participation Ratios, Female-to-Male
B.2.b) Divorce Conditional on Labor Ratios

B.2.a) +
B.2.b) -

B.2.a)  Yes
B.2.b)  Yes

B.3.a) Tertiary Education Ratios, Female-to-Male
B.3.b) Divorce Conditional on Education Ratios

B.3.a) +
B.3.b) Null

B.3.a) Yes
B.3.b) Yes

B.4.a) Fertility Rates
B.4.b) Divorce Conditional on Fertility Rates

B.4.a) +
B.4.b) +

B.4.a) No
B.4.b) No

III. Gynocentric 
Theory

C.1) Proportion of Divorced Men C.1) + C.1) Yes

C.2.a) Labor Participation Ratios, Female-to-Male
C.2.b) Divorce Conditional on Labor Ratios

C.2.a) +
C.2.b) +

C.2.a) Yes
C.2.b) Yes

C.3.a) Tertiary Education Ratios, Female-to-Male
C.3.b) Divorce Conditional on Education Ratios

C.3.a) Null
C.3.b) Null

C.3.a) No
C.3.b) Yes 

C.4.a) Fertility Rates
C.4.b) Divorce Conditional on Fertility Rates

C.4.a) +
C.4.b) +

C.4.a) No
C.4.b) No

IV. Constructivist 
Theory

D.1.a) Proportion of Divorced Men
D.1.b) Divorce Conditional on Democracy

D.1.a) Null
D.1.b) -

D.1.a) No
D.1.b) No

D.2.a) Labor Participation Ratios, Female-to-Male
D.2.b) Divorce Conditional on Labor Ratios

D.2.a) -
D.2.b) -

D.2.a) No
D.2.b) Yes

D.3.a) Tertiary Education Ratios, Female-to-Male
D.3.b) Divorce Conditional on Education Ratios

D.3.a) -
D.3.b) -

D.3.a) No
D.3.b) No

D.4.a) Fertility Rates
D.4.b) Divorce Conditional on Fertility Rates

D.4.a) +
D.4.b) +

D.4.a) No
D.4.b) No
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The measures of the key independent variables of interests are taken from the sources 

described in the preceding section. To measure the dependent variable, I use data on 

minor internal armed conflicts the UCDP Dyadic Dataset (version 1-2009) (Harbom, 

Melander, and Wallensteen 2008). UCDP defines conflict as:  "a contested 

incompatibility that concerns government and/or territory where the use of armed force 

between two parties, of which at least one is the government of a state, results in at least 

1,000 battle-related deaths" (UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset Codebook, 1). Minor 

conflicts include those conflagrations that result in 25-999 BRDs in a given calendar year 

of fighting. According to the UCDP Dyadic Dataset Codebook, a conflict dyad is defined 

as "two conflicting primary parties of which at least one is the government of a state." 

(Harbom 2009, 2).  

Gates (2002, 9) argues that the following variables are generally associated with a 

higher risk of civil war: “(1) poverty, lack of economic opportunities, and level of 

economic development, (2) time since previous civil war and conflict history, (3) ethnic 

dominance, and (4) political instability." In the examination of those factors that cause the 

escalation of major internal armed conflict, I will control for each.

I use measures of state wealth (log of income, the natural log of GDP per capita, 

lagged one year) (WDI yearly); economic growth (the change in GDP per capita over a 

five-year period) (WDI yearly); ethnic fictionalization (generated by Collier and Hoeffler 

[2002] by multiplying two zero to one hundred scales of ethnic and religious 
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heterogeneity, then adding the maximum of the two scales); ethnic dominance, a binary 

variable coded as one in country-years where the largest ethnic group is between 45-90% 

of the total population taken Fearon's (2005) yearly estimates of Collier and Hoeffler's 

(2002) 5-year (2002) figures; log of population, lagged one year (UNSD yearly); and 

geographic concentration, a zero to one variable measuring the dispersion of a population 

within a state as generated by Collier and Hoeffler (2002). A measure of rough terrain 

taken from Fearon and Laitin's (2003) replication dataset. Fearon and Laitin proxied 

rough terrain by the proportion of a country that is mountainous. Rough terrain is 

included as a robustness check to Fearon and Laitin's findings that insurgency is less 

influenced by ethnic and economic factors when one statistically considers GDP per 

capita and the degree to which a state is mountainous. Moreover, I control for the 

possibility that primary commodity export in general rather than acutely food exports are 

the basis for the escalation of major internal armed conflicts by drawing upon Fearon's 

(2005) composite index, isxp, of all primary commodity exports and additionally control 

for possible curvilinear effects of this variable.

Further, a measure of repressiveness is used from Freedom Houses' “Freedom in 

the World Country Ratings, 1972-2009” rankings. Broadly, the political rights and civil 

liberties are measures of freedom based upon features of political processes, political 

pluralism and participation, functioning of the government (including corruption and 

transparency), freedom of expression and belief, associational and organizational rights, 

rule of law, and personal autonomy and individual rights. By summing and then squaring 
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the 1-7 (high scores represent more repression) political rights and civil liberties 

rankings, the measure may capture curvilinear effects on domestic political unrest. 

Though a measure of regime type may alternately tap into the effect of the opportunities 

provided by political structures, repressiveness and not regime type is preferred for this 

study. For example, Polity IV (Marshall and Jaggers 2003) scores focus most specifically 

on executive constraints (Gleditsch and Ward 1997, 369), whereas the Freedom House 

indices gauge governmental control of civil society organizations and politically 

institutionalized freedoms. For example, the civil liberties scale reflects the presence of 

censorship, barriers to free association of civic groups and political parties, and 

governmental intrusion into the market place; the political rights scale reflects the degree 

of access that citizens have to the government, as well as the ability for individuals to 

effect change. Because the present study focuses on individuals' lack of options in civil 

society, Freedom House is preferred.

Table 5 presents the findings of empirical estimation. First, turning to Model 6, we 

find support of the hypothesis that minor internal armed conflict in a preceding year 

increases the likelihood that a major internal armed conflict will occur. Further, we find 

that higher levels of food and animal exports increase the likelihood of the incidence of a 

civil war.  The effect of food and animal exports is conditioned by the inclusion of a 

quadratic term. We find a negative sign of the quadratic term of food and animal exports 

is in keeping with the hypothesis that there is a negative and curvilinear relationship 

between food and animal exports and the incidence of major internal armed conflict.
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Table 5. Major Internal Armed Conflict Onset Using Country Years, Key Explanatory Variables

Model 6: Model 7:

1961-2008 1961-2008

Minor Conflict
(t-1)

2.139 (.000)
0.247

2.127 (.000)
.289

Log(food exports) 2.757 (.000)†
0.768

2.835 (.003)
0.961

Log(food exports)
 2 -0.118 (.000)†

0.032
-0.117 (.003)

0.039

Log(protein from meat, grams p/day) -0.589 (.000)‡
0.146

Log(arable land)

Log(arable land) (Δ)

Log(meat)*
Log(arable land) Δ

Constant -19.904 (.000)
4.587

-2.444 (.121)
1.57

N (clusters) 4276 (99) 3918 (93)

Log likelihood -300.42 -317.91

Χ
2 91.12 82.31

Prob > Χ
2 .000 .000

Pseudo R
2 0.1008 0.1244

Note:  All models are estimated using logit analysis. Presented are the log odds coefficients, the p-values  
(in parentheses), and the standard errors below (Two-Tailed Tests). Analysis is run by clustering over time 
with the state as the unit of analysis employing robust standard errors.  
†Total annual value of exports of food and animals; it was necessary to take the natural logarithm of total  
values for estimation due to complete determination in statistical  estimation of raw values.  The model  
estimated without prior minor conflict yields similar coefficients on exports significant at the .001 level.
‡Raw values of this variable were significant at the .01 level; lagged values of the natural logarithm were 
tested and significant at the .000 level.
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Table 6. Major Internal Armed Conflict Onset Using Country Years, Further Analysis

Model 8: Model 9:

1961-2008 1962-2007

Minor Conflict
(t-1)

2.074 (.000)
0.308

2.093 (.000)
(0.331)

Log(food exports) 2.730 (.005)
0.971

2.976 (.007)
1.094

Log(food exports)
 2 -0.116 (.004)

0.040
-0.126 (.005)

0.087

Log(protein from meat, grams p/day) -0.507 (.001)
0.151

-0.570 (.000)
0.152

Log(arable land) 0.164 (0.051)
0.084

0.153 (.079)
0.045

Log(arable land) (Δ) -11.521 (.030)
5.313

Log(meat)*
Log(arable land) Δ

3.783 (.087)
2.211

0.242 (.544)
0.40

Constant -20.540 (.001)
6.003

-21.923 (.001)
6.766

N (clusters) 3876 (92) 3801 (92)

Log likelihood -309.40 -291.02

Χ
2 89.60 84.31

Prob > Χ
2 .000 .000

Pseudo R
2 0.1268 0.1364

Note:  All models are estimated using logit analysis. Presented are the log odds coefficients, the p-values  
(in parentheses), and the standard errors below (Two-Tailed Tests). Analysis is run by clustering over time 
with the state as the unit of analysis employing robust standard errors.  
†Total annual value of exports of food and animals; it was necessary to take the natural logarithm of total  
values for estimation due to complete determination in statistical  estimation of raw values.  The model  
estimated without prior minor conflict yields similar coefficients on exports significant at the .001 level.
‡Raw values of this variable were significant at the .01 level; lagged values of the natural logarithm were 
tested and significant at the .000 level.
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This effect represents the theory that low levels of food and animal exports do not 

indicate the basis of politicizable grievance whereas high levels of food and animal 

exports may allow for governments and elites to afford to react to short-falls in the 

incidence of the domestic adversities. Therefore, at mid-levels of food and animal exports 

we find the highest risks that a major internal armed conflict will occur, representing 

theories that governments may be constrained by their decisions to utilize the 

international economy while their decision to export food may introduce politicizable 

grievance.

Model 7 includes the consideration of the consumption of protein from meat per 

capita per year. Here, we use the natural logarithm of the variable (although the 

untransformed variable is significant) because it improves the fit of the model. This most 

likely represents the heightened marginal utility of consumable livestock and access to 

food security at absolute low levels in a society. The negative sign of this variable 

indicates that the less protein from meat per capita per year consumed in a society, the 

greater is the likelihood that there will be an incidence of a major internal armed conflict, 

which lends support to hypothesis one. Model 7 considers the effect of total levels of 

arable land in a given country in a given year. Here we find that the more arable land 

there is, the greater the likelihood of a major internal armed conflict. This variable is 

considered in isolation to represent the effect that introducing a destabilizing change to 

traditional and rural-based systems of food production may have.

Turning to Table 6, Model 8 further considers changes in levels of arable land 
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within a country. Here we find that greater increases in the levels of arable land as 

considered from the prior year significantly reduce the likelihood that a major internal 

armed conflict will occur. Otherwise put, when there are large decreases in the available 

arable land in a given country as compared to the previous year, there is a significantly 

greater likelihood that a major internal armed conflict will occur. Furthermore, this model 

also estimates the interactive effect that changes in the levels of arable land have given 

absolute levels of protein from meat consumption in that country-year. Here, we find that 

the variable is significant and positively signed. This effect must be considered in light of 

the isolated effects of each composite variable. That is, both the consumption of protein 

and the changes in available arable land from a given year are negatively signed, while 

the interaction of these variables is positively signed. This indicates that if both variables 

decrease (i.e., there is less land conditional on there being less meat and there is less meat 

conditional on there being less land), there is an increased likelihood that a major internal 

armed conflict will occur in that country-year. This variable represents the positive-

feedback dynamics that occur to test the theoretical arguments about rebel willingness in 

the context of the poverty-conflict trap. The less meat there is, the less nutritional security 

an individual may face, which may decrease his or her work capacity and productivity. 

Further, the less protein from meat there is, the less available there may be consumable 

livestock, though this is a proxy measure for this effect. However, both of these could 

affect the levels of arable land by decreasing productivity and/or soil quality. Further, the 

less arable land there is available, the more constrained agricultural producers in rural 
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areas may be in order to produce food. As such, this interactive effect analyzes the risks 

of escalation of a conflict into full-blown civil war due to the positive-feedback dynamics 

associated with poverty (as food insecurity) and conflict.

Table 7 presents the test of the third hypothesis:  that total amounts of arable land 

will be related to the incidence of major internal armed conflict in a positive, quadratic 

relation, where high levels correspond to the point of disturbance of traditional systems of 

agricultural production and low levels correspond to the critical failure of such nutritional 

systems. Additionally, table four presents these findings with the consideration of the 

control variables that previous literature has demonstrated is related to the onset of civil 

war. Here we find support for the hypothesis of a positive and curvilinear relationship 

between levels of arable land and the likelihood of the incidence of a major internal 

armed conflict in a given country-year. This indicates that the risks that a civil war will 

occur are acute to both high and low levels of arable land in a given country. This finding 

is in addition to the negative effect of absolute levels of arable land. This finding supports 

the hypothesis that it is at particularly low levels of available arable land that major 

internal armed conflict is likely. Notable controls in considered in table four include isxp 

and isxp2. This variable is taken from Fearon’s (2005) replication data set to check the 

robustness of the effect of food and animal exports. This variable is a composite indicator 

of total primary commodity exports, which includes not only food commodity exports, 

but also non-food agricultural commodities, ores, and oils. This variable does not attain 

statistical significance when considered against food and animal exports. 
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Table 7.  Major Internal Armed Conflict Onset Using Country Years, Control Model

Model 10: 1973 -1999
β (p-vale) s.e.

Minor Conflict (t-1) 1.377 (.000) 0.381

Log(food exports) 2.191 (.064) 1.181

Log(food exports)
 2 -0.091 (.078) 0.052

Log(protein from meat, grams p/day) -0.640 (.051) 0.328

Log(arable land) -0.594 (.081) 0.340

Log(arable land)
 2 0.054 (.029) 0.025

Log(gdp p/c CUS) 0.027 (.924) 0.278

Imports 0.000 (.985) 0.000†

isxp 9.192 (.264) 8.228‡

isxp2 -12.857 (.448) 16.936‡

iFractionalization 0.0001 (.237) 0.0001

iEthnic domination 0.239 (.467) 0.329

iGeographic dispersion -0.180 (.894) 1.350

Mountainous terrain 0.236 (.141) 0.161

Noncontiguous 0.162 (.816) 0.696

Instability 0.375 (.299) 0.361

Polity 
2
 (t-1) -0.005 (.909) 0.046

iFuel exports 0.003 (.704) 0.008

Peace Years -0.221 (.170) 0.161

Peace Years 
2 0.006 (.614) 0.011

Peace Years 
3 -0.00003 (0.848) .0002

Repressiveness  0..153 (.707) 0.407

Repressiveness 
2 -0.002 (.904) 0.021

Log(Population) -0.217 (.572) 0.384

Constant -13.964 (.099) 18.458

N (clusters) 1922 (73)

Log likelihood -145.38

Χ
2 
; Prob > Χ

2  186.72; .2214

Note:  All models are estimated using logit analysis. Presented are the log odds coefficients, the p-values (in parentheses), and the  
standard errors below (Two-Tailed Tests). Analysis is run by clustering over time with the state as the unit of analysis employing  
robust standard errors.  † Using the natural logarithm of this variable does not change the estimation.
‡ This alternative measure of primary commodity exports is taken from Fearon (2005) to test the robustness of the food 
export variable; the correlation between isxp and the natural logarithm of the total value of the exports of food and 
animals is -0.27.
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Furthermore, this variable controls for per capita income, which also fails to attain 

statistical significance. This finding is in support of arguments within the entitlement 

approach that poverty is a matter of material rather than sheer income or purchasing 

power. Indeed, we find in table four that all the key variables of interest theorized about 

in this chapter attain statistical significance, while none of the rival variables that have 

attained statistical significance for the onset of civil war do. This lends support to the 

argument that it is necessary to account for positive feedback dynamics between poverty 

and internal armed conflict, which the variables this chapter offers aim to do.

5.5 Conclusion

This chapter has posited that poverty is meaningfully understood as food entitlement and 

has analyzed the way that livelihood systems that sustain nutritional security can collapse 

to give way to the escalation of major internal armed conflicts. This chapter has argued 

that (a) political dilemmas arising from the potential use of arable land and the utilization 

of the international economy for profitable food exports, which may induce the process of 

degradation of agriculturally-based livelihood systems providing nutrition, and (b) this 

breakdown in food security can induce contextual stress to amplify positive-feedback 

dynamics between poverty and internal armed conflict at the critical tipping point when 

consumable livestock assets become depleted as natural inputs. This chapter has analyzed 

how consumable livestock sustain traditional rural systems of livelihood as capital, buffer 

against nutritional insecurity, and by critically maintain soil and food commodity quality.

This chapter has further aimed to theorize the ways in which individuals who are 
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located within contexts that feature the positive-feedback dynamics between poverty and 

internal armed conflict may be changed by brutalization as an adaptive response to 

stressed contexts. This chapter has highlighted the trigger and transmission mechanisms 

through which individuals may be both agents who react to and victims constrained by 

the constrained realities of their socioeconomic environment. Moreover, this chapter has 

sought to identify the ways in which conflict entrepreneurs (i.e., those individuals who 

participate in the initial introduction of minor internal armed conflict into societies) may 

be linked to rural areas, may have politicized grievances within those areas, and may also 

have personal forms of resentments and psychological grievances against those 

individuals within rural areas.

This chapter has argued that the fundamental will to rebel at the critical point at 

which the positive-feedback dynamics of the poverty-conflict trap become amplified is 

related to the widespread breakdown of nutritional systems that sustain nutritional well-

being in the presence of governmental decisions to export primary commodities of food 

and animals. This is argued to be indicative of the broader political collapse of an 

impoverished socioeconomic context. Individuals at this point may become willing to 

participate in widespread use of highly destructive behaviors due to the lack of 

opportunities in urban centers, as well as in public and private social networks. 

Additionally, individuals may suffer from chronic exposure to cycles of violence and 

begin to grow up within contexts where the rule of force has supplanted the rule of law, 

and public services may be burdened by the devastating effects that chronic poverty and 
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widespread, as well as prior minor internal armed conflict may have had public 

institutions. Households and individuals may become permanently displaced, and the 

those skills which were acquired in pacific society may lose their instrumentality. 

Individuals may face a pervasive sense that there are no prospects within the status quo, 

and hence they may perceive that their only agentic option are limited to violent and 

increasingly learned forms of behavior. As social networks become deteriorated, as assets 

and capital are lost, and as food insecurity becomes widespread, the effects of poverty 

and internal armed conflict may become highly interlocked.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION

6.1 Introduction

This dissertation has introduced a new theoretical framework for the analysis of internal 

armed conflict by focusing on the poverty-conflict trap that features acute positive-

feedback dynamics. By generally theorizing about rebel willingness as the change in 

frame of reference of the status quo as the will to incur sunk costs, this dissertation 

provides a theoretical account that is integrative to both rationalist and psychological 

dimensions of the motives underlying internal armed conflict participation. Further, this 

dissertation has aimed to provide a synthetic account of major theories on internal armed 

conflict by incorporating the causal role of the concept of issue indivisibility and a 

gendered one – hegemonic masculinity. In doing so, the framework offered herein has 

aimed to account for individual considerations, as well as the social-interactive ones.

Broadly, this dissertation has also aimed to cast a new frame-of-reference for 

conceptualizing the elements of poverty that are obscured by focusing on income per 

capita. Because households are sites where basic needs are produced by gendered labor 

that is often non-formal, and because households are sites where distribution of goods is 

biased by gender, individuals' real access to basic resources necessary to survival will be 

obscured if we rely on measures of income per capita. Further, to the extent that gender 

equality is investigated as a variable by focusing solely on sex and without focusing on 

the gendered structures that instantiate sex identities, then our assessments of poverty will 

be biased in ways that are unresolved. 
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Reconceptualizing the factors that lead to the positive-feedback dynamics 

between poverty and conflict to emerge as gendered and rationalist has advantages. First, 

this allows integrating not only the concept of “agency” into a rationalist framework, 

agentic responses are affected by the gendered structures that signify social interactions. 

Alternatives, such as feminized responses to perceived desperation, can be articulated and 

accommodated into rationalist frameworks by acknowledging that affective subjective 

calculations have a normative component that affects responses in gendered, though not 

necessarily sexed, ways.

Further, to the extent that we theorize about the non-formal types of labor that 

enable individuals to attain resources, including feminized forms of work, as well as 

subsistence economies, the rigor of models may be improved because it becomes possible 

to better distinguish poor contexts among one another. While this dissertation does not 

offer a singular path through which nutritional insecurity becomes realized, it does 

identify an outcome that may be relevant to many contexts. Sensitivity to contexts is 

critical if we are to move to better understand why some poor contexts feature violence 

while others do not. 

The rebel willingness theory expounded herein analytically focuses on 

constrained decision-making and how individuals agentically react to issue indivisibility 

in order to explain the trigger factors initiating cascading domestic political violence and 

the growth of internal security dilemmas in the positive feedback relation between 

violence and poverty. Its advantage is that it traces constrained decision-making 
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processes closely, so that its expectations for conflict are more likely to be accurate than 

existing typologies. For example, instead of asking the traditional questions that 

rationalist approaches emphasize – viz., the feasibility of war – it instead focuses on 

interactions yielding constraints and the displacement of costs among and between layers 

of hierarchical social, political, and economic actors. The questions I have addressed are 

as follows:

1.  What is the poverty-conflict trap? How does the poverty-conflict trap function 

at the systemic and structural level? What countries are in the poverty-conflict trap, 

and what converging historical processes, in part, constituted and/or exacerbated 

contextual constraints for multiple levels of embedded actors within these contexts?

2.  How does the poverty-conflict trap correspond to the individual-level rebel 

willingness problem? When and how do individuals become willing to rebel 

violently? Under which conditions do individuals discount the social-dimensional 

costs associated with introducing the security dilemma to civilians in one’s own civil 

society? How is the status quo bias contextually and concretely identifiable within the 

poverty-conflict trap? When do individuals overcome the status quo bias?

3.  How is the poverty-conflict gendered? Why is it necessary to account for the 

gendered logic of war in order to understand the poverty-conflict trap? How do 

masculine expectations correspond to subjective perception of frustrated-agency? 

How can rebel willingness be analyzed as masculine rational action? How do 

gendered structures produce individuals who are subjectively yet strategically 
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inclined to violence, and how do gendered structures limit against nonviolent 

reactions to system-induced constraints? How does the concept of stress relate to 

gendered changes in the division of labor, and how do social relations become 

fractured due to the constraints entailed within the poverty-conflict trap? Why is it 

necessary to account for the gendered dynamics of the process of discounting of 

social relations when analyzing individuals’ participating in internal armed conflict?

Answering these questions provides significant insights into the sources of decision-

making under constraints and its outcomes, as well as other structural features of 

impoverished contexts.

6.2 Limitations and Future Directions

This dissertation is a preliminary attempt to understand complex historical patterns at 

global, state, and local levels. While attempts have been made to provide historical detail 

to corroborate the empirical testing and positive evidence provided within, the 

investigation has been constrained by complexities within data, the lack of data, and the 

general complexities of the social institutions and patterns of change that this work has 

attempted to explain. Further work could more closely examine the role of isolated forms 

of primary commodities, as well as more specific forms of reversibly-consumed exports. 

Likewise, gendered relations themselves are complex, and the participation of single 

males who have never been married merits more theoretical and empirical attention. 

Additionally, the roles of women have been most notably obscured in the present 

analysis. While women and masculinity are not mutually exclusive, the analysis herein 
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nonetheless has foremost concentrated on the participation of divorced men at the onset 

of minor internal armed conflicts within the initial stages of the poverty-conflict trap. As 

discussed in chapter four, however, internal armed conflicts feature relatively higher rates 

of female participation, and the current framework that is articulated does not explicitly 

accommodate this phenomenon – even while it may not be at odds with it both over time 

and at more intense levels of internal armed conflict. Further, internal armed conflicts can 

frequently become enduring, at which point the dynamics of rivalry may take hold. 

Future research may elucidate the patterns of participation as conflicts endure over time.

While this work has explored the role of food export, further work may 

additionally focus on the link between other agricultural primary commodity exports and 

domestic nutritional insecurity, which may also be a factor to increase the severity of 

internal armed conflict. 

Lastly, and most importantly, this dissertation has suffered from the bias of 

highlighting those factors that perpetuate the reinforcing dynamics between poverty and 

internal armed conflict. As such, it has been silent on a point that is arguably most 

important above all:  what factors determine those cases that do not experience these 

dynamics? This question is salient at many phases of civil society:  at points of positive 

and negative peace, as well as at the potential points of onset of both minor and major 

conflict. Identifying those critical activities that prevent the collapse of human systems of 

livelihood is the most important task of future research. The present work humbly hopes 

to stand as a baseline for those analyses.
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